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General Introduction 
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1.1 Introduction· 

The present thesis, as is evident from the title, deals with some conceptual and 

counter-intuitive issues of the theory of Relativity. One of the greatest scientific 

achievement at the turn of the century was the introduction of the theory of Rel

ativity by Albert Einstein in 1905. With the introduction of this theory Einstein 

revolutioni:ted the scientist'::; way of understanding physic8. This theory had to 

face considerable resistance as it shocked common sense. The basic postulates of 

this theory played a decisive role in the development of the fundamental laws of 

mechanics. For almost two centuries Newtonian mechanics was successfully satisfy-

ing the scientific and technical demand of the human society. but the introduction 

of the theory of relativity brought about a revolutionary change in the physical 

description of the world and the nature of science. Indeed. Einstein's theory of 

relativity caused a paradigm shift in our understanding of space and time. Since 

the concept of space and time in the relativistic world differs considerably from 

that of the everyday life so various difficulties arose in the analysis of certain situ

ations in this world. The altered nature of space and time in this world gave birth 

to many counter-intuitive predictions and· certain apparent logical contradictions 

which shocked common sense. These are commonly known as "paradoxes". The 

"paradox" originates from Latin paradoxum or Greek paradoxo,s. meauiug a 

Relf-contradictory statement or one that appears self-contradictory, while it is actu

ally true. The common feature of these special kind of problems is that a particular 

physical situation on simple observation from the points of view of different frames 

of reference give results which apparently contradict each other but if analyzed 

carefully the contradictions get resolved. The literature is replete with descriptions 

of quite a number of such paradoxes and their resolutions. 
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These counter-intuitive problems or the paradoxes have been found to be con

nected with various conceptual issues of relativity theory. The most fascinating 

and puzzling among the consequences of relativity is the so-called "twin paradox", 

a proposed thought experiment ·analyzing the effects of consequences of the theory 

on a pair of twins, one of whom travels at or near the speed of light while the other 

remains "stationary" on Earth. Generations of physicists have applied their knowl

edge of relativity in resolving thik i8sue, but somehow a debate on thi8 topic ktill 

continues. It seerm; humankind is yet to comprehend the full implicatiom; of the 

twin paradox and its ramifications. That there are more than three hundred articles 

already written on this subject, articles are still pouring in, editors of pedagogical 

journals about four articles in one issue and the internet is inundated with 

discussion forums and unpublished articles bring testimony to the above fact. 

While dealing with these problems. it is often claimed in literature that one needs 

to modify the theory in order to get a proper answer to the problem. But to think 

of any possible violation of a well established theory (for one reason or the other) 

it is essential first to refine our understanding of the theory. In the twin problem, 

the question of how the identical twins age differently raise deep questions about 

the structure of space time and hence provides deeper understanding of the theory 

of relativity. In particular a new approach to studying the twin paradox employing 

the conventionality of simultaneity (CS) thesis of Special Relativity (SR) is found 

to provide deeper understanding regarding the subtleties of the problem enriching 

our underntanding of the subject. 

The present investigation attempts to providing better pedagogical and method

ological clarity on this famous counter-intuitive problem and its variations. The 

main text concerning the present study comprises of chapters 3-7 where I have re

ported the observations and results obtained by me (along with my collaborators) 
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in the last few years. Some of these observations have been published and some 

have been reported in the national and international meetings and others are under 

publications. The topic wise summary of these investigations have been provided 

in Sec. (1.3) Before going into the detail of the investigations, it will be worthwhile 

to give an outline of the twin problem so that one becomes well acquainted with 

it from the starting point of our discussion. In the next section of this chapter 

therefore I will give a brief review of the earlier works and ideas concerning the 

problem. Chapter 2 will be devoted to studying the CS-the~;is, which as mentioned 

earlier has been found to be an essential tool for the investigations. The different 

transformations following the CS-thesis has been found to provide a platform for 

studying the twin problem in different worlds which helps to clarify the issue fur

thermore. Although this has been reported earlier (by one my coll&borator), but 

for the sake of completeness I will give a detailed report of this in my thesis (Vide. 

Ref[1] for details ) . The second chapter will give reader additional background in 

these issues. 

1. 2 Twin Paradox 

The twin paradox is perhaps the most interesting paradox of Relativity, and turned 

out to be one of the most discus:,;ed subject since the introduction of special rela

tivity. Einstein in his pioneering paper[2] of 1905 first predicted the time dilation 

of a moving clock or the concept of slowing down of a moving clock as a physical 

interpretation of relative time. He notes that simultaneity fails for two clocks one 

of which is at rest and the other in motion-the moving clock when back to its orig

inal position will lag behind the stationary one. Replacing the clocks by human 

observers, Langevin[3] developed the notion of ':twin paradox". In 1911 Langevin 

picturesquely formulated the problem by building a situation where a traveller goes 
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to a distant star with almost the speed of light and returns back to earth in the 

same manner. At the end of the trip the traveller's age increases by only two years 

while the time elapsed on earth is almost two centuries[4]. Considering a twin of 

the traveller remains at rest on earth, the ages of the twins will differ after the 

space trip of the traveller. This is the standard form of the paradox suggested by 

Langevin where the twin siblings meet to discover that they age differently. This 

as such is not a paradox but the "peculiar consequence" of relativh-;tic time dila

tion (RTD) suffered by the (biological) clock of the traveller twin due to which 

she returns younger with respec.t to the .earth-bound sibling. The phrase "peculiar 

consequence" had originally been used by Einstein in 1905[2, 5] to describe the 

offset effect, which later carne to be known as the clock paradox1 or the 

twin paradox. In 1911 Einstein, like Langevin gave a drama tical presentation of this 

peculiar outcome as "If we placed a living organism in a box . . . one could arrange 

the organism, after any arbitrary lengthy flight, could be returned to its orig

inal spot in a scarcely altered condition, while corresponding organisrns which had 

remained in their original positions had already long since given way to new gener

ations. For the moving organism' the lengthy time of the journey was mere instant, 

provided the motion took place .with approximately the speed of light" [6]. This pe

culiar result of twins aging differently \vas given the name of '"twin paradox''. Note 

1 Tedmica.lly the clock paradox is defined otherwise. Debs and Redhead mentioned that "vVes

ley Salmon refers to this symmetrical time dilatation as the "clock paradox" as opposed to the 

asymmetrical dilatation which takes place in the twin paradox. Perhaps confusingly "clock para

dox" can also refer to the attempt "To avoid ... the (biological) issue of whether a traveller's aging 

is in accord with the standard clock that he carries. Because proper times are path dependent 

quantities, the time dilatation which produces the "clock paradox" fails to produce a truely para

doxical version of the twins' story." but here as others have done we will use twin paradox and 

clock paradox interchangeably. 
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that the conditions experienced by the earth-bound sibling is visibly different from 

that of the traveller twin, hence one cannot expect symmetrical result regarding 

their ages. In fact both Einstein and Langevin recognized early that this "peculiar 

consequence" may appear paradoxical, but actually it is not. The result becomes 

paradoxical on consideration of the fact that the time dilation effect depends only 

on the relative velocities of the two twins (clocks) and is perfectly reciprocal with 

respect to them. each of the twin can claim that the other's clock is slowing down 

by the same amount. Further the asymmetric outcome regarding the ages of the 

twins appear to go against the principle of relativity according to which "the laws of 

physics are same in all frames of reference':. For example Dingle[7] in 1957 stated 

that Einstein made a '·regrettable error" and he argued that "'According to the 

postulates of SR, if two identical clocks separate and reunite, there is no observable 

pheuome11on that will show iu absolute sense that one rather thau the other moved 

If postulates of relativity is true, the clocks must be retarded equally or not at 

all, their readings will agree on reunion if they agreed at separation ... ". 

To sum up there are three facets of the problern2 . Fin:t, the countermintuitive 

result that the rocket-bound sibling will age less than the earth-bound one is against 

common sense. For a common man who believes time is absolute gets puzzled to 

accept any difference between the ages of the twins. Even some authors of relativity 

claim that the relativistic effects of time dilation and length contraction are not real 

but a consequence of distant clock synchronization alone[9]; they cannot accept true 

time dilation of a moving clock when it is brought back to its original position. 

Second comes the logical contradiction aspect where each of the twiu can claim 

2Scott[8] has noted that "It is paradox, in the dictionary meaning of the word from the view 

points of (i) absolute time (ii) the special theory of relativity, and (iii) the general theory of 

relativity." 
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that since the time dilation effect depends solely on the relative velocity and since 

Lorentz transformation predicts reciprocal time dilation of moving cl<:?cks, the clock 

of the other twin must run slow, thus generating a conflict between the predictions of 

the twins. Thirdly, the biased re9ult of the twin problem as if violates the principle 

of relativity of motion. Considering principle of relativity one can erroneously claim 

that there is no possible means to distinguish the twin in motion from the twin at 

rest and hence there cannot he any aoymmctry regarding their ages. 

The first atipect i.e the counter-intuitive aspect, as mentioned earlier is not para

doxical.Although counter-intuitive the fact has been experimentally proved (see for 

example Hafale-Keating experiment[lO]). It should be noted that neither Einstein 

nor Langevin did find any paradox in it. Einstein called it as a "peculiar conse

quence" of Special relativity and Langevin explained the different aging rates as due 

to the fact that " .. only the traveller has undergone an acceleration that changed 

the velocity .. "[3]. Again, the third aspect is the most trivial one. 

of equivalence of inmtial frames of reference only, but 

in the twin problem the traveller twin lies in an accelerating frame. The t-oiecond 

aspect i.e the logical contradiction aspect is the one which is most puzzling, most 

discussed but still awaits a proper clear cut explanation. The present investigation 

therefore deals mainly with this aspect of the twin problem. 

1.2.1 Standard Resolutions: 

Since its inception the paradox. have baffled a lot of physicists. They have ap

plied various ideas in understanding this strange phenomenon. The richness of this 

phenomenon is evident from the fact that the literature is replete with discussions 

regarding this issue. Relativity in its either forms (special or general) have beeu 

used in resolving this problem. The enormous research on this topic can be dassi-
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fied into various categories. In this and the coming sections we shall provide a brief 

account of these various works. Starting with Langevin's account of the paradox, 

consider a pair of twins A and B (say), one of whom (A) stays on earth, while the 

other (B) on board a fast rocket leaves earth with a speed v fractionally less than 

that of light for a voyage to a distant star at P (at a distance L from A) and sub

sequently turns around and returns in the same manner to meet the stay-at-home 

::iibling on earth. The duration of the acceleration phase can be assumed to be very 

comall compared to the time it takes during its forward and return journeys, the time 

for the round trip of B as measured by A may thus be calculated as 2Ljv. The 

same time in B's clock on account of the relativistic time dilation will be 21- 1 L/v. 

Since ~-l = (1 - v2 /c2 ) 1/2 < 1, where cis speed of light, at the end of the trip B 

should be younger than A. 

As mentioned in the previous section Langevin and Einstein did not consider this 

result to be literally paradoxical. Both men argued that the time offset in the twin 

parable is a natural phenomenon and can be explained considering the time dilatiou 

effect of SR. Indeed, with respect to the inertial frame of the earth-bound sibling, 

the world lines of the twins in the Minkowski diagram are different, and hence the 

asyrmnetry in the aging can be attributed to the fact that proper time is a. path 

dependent quantity in SR[4]. This can be clarified as follows. Let us calculate the 

proper time T along the two trajectories of the Minkowski space-time as shown in 

Fig.(l.1) below. It is assumed that the to and fro coordinate-speeds are the same. 

These trajectories are labeled as path (1) from the origin 0 of the earth's frame to 

timet= 2T (say) along the vertical axis (y-axis) and path (2) from the same origin 

to the turning point P along the oblique line and back again to 0', corresponding 

to the paths of the earth-bound and travelling twin respectively. The outward and 

the inward speeds being constant the proper times can be obtained by integrating 
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along each trajectory, 

(1.1) 

The non-integrability of dT is evident from the fact that the results are different for 

the above two paths. Since ,-l < 1 the proper time along path is always lese; 

than that along path (1). This also follows from the elementary notion of geometry: 

The sum of two sides of a triangle is always different from the third side. Also in 

SR the space-time is pseudo euclidean, hence OP +PO' < 001 This implies that 

the traveller will age less than the earth-bound sibling. 

t 

01 

1 2 

--------~--------------------------~x 
0 

Figure 1.1: Minkowski diagram 

This simple calculation suggests that the non-integrability of proper time is as 

if the an;;wcr to the paradox and people are often found to exprcst> ;;urprise at the 

ougge.stion of the paradox itself. Note that thi:::; calculation provides an answer to the 

counter-intuitive aspect of the twin problem i.e. it ascertains that the traveller twin 

will be younger when the twins meet. This class of resolutions however,is unable 
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to deal with the logical contradiction aspect as it cannot explain the scenario from 

the frame of the accelerated traveller. As noted by C. S. Unnikrishnan[ll] "The 

calculation is avoided in the fram~ of B because such a calculation is deemed beyond 

the scope of special relativity .... ". The world line approach however allows one to 

pose the problem in geometrical terms and provides a smart and uniforrn basis for 

discussions of the paradox as well as different variations of the clock paradox. In 

SR the time T for the dock B and the A-clock time t are related as 

(1.2) 

where y, z) is the displacement of B as measured by A. 

From the above equation it is clear that d"T is always less than dt as B departs 

from A. For a return journey along any path the time interval on clock B (obtained 

integrating expression). will thus less than that of A. Various 

authors describe and analyze the problem by drawing the world line of the twins 

(or the clock:;) and sometimes for the photons they send. Below we draw3 world line 

diagrams for some variations of the twin paradox problem including the standard 

one. 
3We owe to G. D. Scott's paper[8] for these diagrams. 
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(b) I 
2 

X-+ X-+ 

(c) 2 (d) 

X-+ 

Figure 1.2: World line diagram for variations on the clock paradox problem. 

The first two diagrams represents the scenario where the twins age the same 

when they meet at point 2, whereas in the last two diagrams the twins' ages differ. 

Authors of repute are often found to use the world line diagrams to reconstruct and 

study variations of the twin paradoxes. For example Debs and Redhead in their 

most cited paper[4] have extensively used the pedagogical power of these diagrams 

to analyze the twin problem considering the conventionality of simultaneity thesir:>. 

Also there are other articles[ll] where the _world line diagrams are used to explain 

the twin problem taking into account the change of line of simultaneity (discussed 

later) during the turn around of B. This shows the power of these diagrams although 
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the approach is unable to address the subtleties of the problem. 

Another type of resolution given to the twin problem involves a change of line of 

simultaneity during the turn around of the traveller. This type of resolutions came 

into play when the twin paradox was posed without involving any acceleration. but 

merely involving change of inertial frames, by including a third observer C. Here 

thus not two but three inertial frames are involved-The earth frame or E 0-frame 

(the rest frame of A), the frame E moving with velocity v relative to A (frame of B) 

and E'-frame moving with velocity -v relative to A (frame of C). In this problem 

the twin B, at the point of turnaround, transfers the information to the twin C so 

that A and C can compare their readings as they cross each other, and hence B is 

not required to physically turn around to compare the ages. An example of such a 

resolution is the Lord Halsbury's "three brothers thought experiment" [4] in which 

brothers A, B and move uniformly with relative velocities along a 

straight line. It is assumed that each of the observer is equipped with radar, radio 

and optical equipment for measuring distances, relative velocity and synchronizing 

clocks4
. At> all the three observers are in inertial frames, each of them, stationary, 

departing and returning has lines of simultaneity parallel to the lines MP and NP as 

shown in Fig. (1.3) below. The resolution thus points out that during the transfer 

clock information from frame B to frame C the lines of simultaneity changes which 

causes a discrepancy or a kind of "synchronization jump" MN of the earth clock. 

This time MN is the reason for the differential aging. 

4For the present purpose however it is hardly necessary to explain the detailed procedure for 

such measurements 
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t 

0' 

1 

--------~~--------------------------~x 
0 

Figure 1.3: The dotted lines represent the lines of simultaneity from the point of view of the 

traveller 

For better understanding one may consider that A observes twin B passes him 

at the time tA = 0 = tB· He synchronizes his clock on passing. The twin B travels 

a distance L at a time tA = L/v and simultaneously passes the third observer 

The sibling C synchronizes his clock to that of B at the position of passing. Finally 

C crosses the position A at time tA = 2Ljv and A and C compare their clocks. In 

this case one can use the time dilation formula of SR without any ambiguity. The 

observer A, on account of time dilation notes the clocks of both B and C run slower 

by the Lorentz factor ,-1 . Thus A observes the reading of C-clock as 21-1 Ljv at 

the position of passing when his clock reads tA = 2Ljv. Since A B and C are all 

assumed to be in unaccelerated frames of reference, according to SR then there is j 

no abstract reason to prefer A than B or C. From the view-point of B, the clock j 

A runs slow by the same Lorentz factor ~-l as A observes for B-clock. Similarly j 
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B observes C-clock to be even slower than that of A since B measures the velocity 

of C,to be 2v/(l +v2/c2
) which is greater than v. Hence B predicts that C-clock 

reads less than that of A when C passes A. Similarly according to C's perspective, 

A-clock runs slower by the same Lorentz factor ,-l but C observes B-clock is even 

sloweL This clearly accounts for the fact that C-clock (which has been synchronized 

to that of B) reads less time than A-clock when the latter passes C. so that the 

twins finally arrive to the same conclusion. 

The explanations of the twin problem based on relativity of simultaneity in

cludes several different but related approaches. One is the above mentioned Lord 

Halsbury's "three brother" approach, another example is Langevin's radio signal 

approach. Langevin in his 1911 paper[3] pointed out two grounds based on which 

the asymmetrical aging of the twins can be explained. Since then these have been 

the basis of most of the standard explanations of the differential aging[4]. One 

among them is the radio signal f:Lpproach. David Bohm[12] described in detail the 

radio signal approach where the twins stay connected by Hending radio Hignals back 

and forth. Using the relativistic Doppler shift equations of SR, Bolnn observed that 

the earthbound twin A first received a set of slow pulses and after a timeT (which 

is the time of reception of the first signal after the turn-around of B), received 

another set of faster ones. For the travelling twin Bolnn notes that "If the rocket 

observer were watching the fixed observer he would then see the life of the latter 

slowed down at first and later speeded up .... " Bohm concludes that for the traveller 

" ... the effect of the speeding up more than balanced that of the slowing down. He 

would not therefore be surprised to find on meeting with his twin that the latter 

had experienced more of life than he had ... ", thus dissolving the paradox. 

This treatment of the paradox based on the phenomenon of Doppler shift was 

also given by Darwin[l3] who described a scenario where the twins kept record of 
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each others time by sending out regular time signals (radio or light signals). The 

analysis can be quantitatively described as follows: Using the relativistic Doppler 

factor the frequency of a receding source is [(c- v)j(c + v)pl2 while that of an 

approaching source is [(c + v)j(c- v)p12 . For the outward trip of B, A will thus 

receive B's signals at [(c + v)j(c- v)pl2 intervals corresponding to a red Doppler 

shift, whereas when B is approaching, A will receive B's signals at [(c_:_v)/(c+v)Jl/2 

intervals corresponding to a violet Doppler shift. 

The observer A will thus receive slow or [ ( c + v) j ( c -· v )]112 signals from B for 

the duration of the outward trip or for the time light takes to travel from P to A. 

For remaining time A will receive fast or [( c- v )/ ( c + v )]112 signals from B. Hence 

A will record time [(c + v)j(c- v)Jll2 Lj(c + v) + [(c- v)j(c + v)]l/2 Lj(c- v) or 

21-1 Ljv worth of B's signaL 

Similarly for record of A's sig1tal, if t b the the total time of the 

measured by B, then for time t/2, B will receive slow signab from until he 

reaches P and then upon reversing his motion, he will receive another set of fast 

signals again for time t/2. Since A sends out 2Ljv worth of signals during the trip, 

- v)/(c + v)jll2t/2 + [(c + v)j(c- v)] 112t/2 = 2Ljv ( 1.3) 

hence solving one obtains t = 2~(- 1 Ljv as described before. 

The analyt:>i8 of the twin problem in terms of Doppler shifts givet:> a mere de8crip

tion of what i8 taking place but it does not explain the fault of the standard analy8it:>. 

Besides it does not provide the reason why there should be an abrupt change of the 

earth-bound clock when B turns around. This treatment thus evades the paradox 

but gives no explanations as to where the contradictions lie in the pr'oblem. 

The second fact that Langevin suggested to explain the lack of symmetry between 

the paths of the twins was that of the acceleration that the traveller has to face to 
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return to earth. Many authors claim that to obtain a complete explanation of the 

twin paradox one needs to invoke the effects of the direction-reversing acceleration. 

The traveller B on reaching the distant star P (at a distance L from A) reverses the 

direction in a time negligible with respect to L/v and returns back to meet A. A 

lying in an inertial frame can correctly apply TDF of SR to conclude that B should 

be younger on their meeting after the trip. On the other hand B on account of the 

direction reversing acceleration lies in a non-inertial frame. so the observations of 

B can be shown to be confusing and apparently internally inconsistent[14]. Also as 

B lies in a non-inertial frame, it is often argued that the postulates of SR are not 

applicable to B and therefore the claim of.reciprocity of RTD between the frameb 

of reference of the twins falls through. Indeed Einstein found this sort of argument 

preferable in dismissing the paradoxical element in the twin problern[5]. However, 

this qualitative argument explaining away the paradoxical elemeut 

of the twin problem rnay lead to a misconception that the turn-around acceleration 

(or the force causing the acceleration} is the direct caur-;e of the differential aging. 

:vlany articles have tried to study the role of the acceleration in the twin problem. 

Whether acceleration is the direct cause of the differential aging has been one of the 

most debated queries in the context of the twin problem. In section 1.2.3 therefore 

we shall elaborate on this matter. 

Before going to the next section let us discuss a few other trivial approaches 

adopted in explaining the differential aging. As for example the length contractio11 

effect of SR has been used in literature to explain the asymmetrical aging of the 

twins. This type of resolution has been discussed by Frernlin[15]. Here it is argued 

that since B is moving with a constant velocity v relative to A, he will measure the 

distance AP as ,-l L and not L taking into account the relativistic length contrac

tion effect. Hence the time calculated by B for his round trip will be 21-1 L/v. The 
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asymmetry in this approach can be thought of as due to the fact that the distance 

point P is fixed relative to A and not to B. Although one can correctly calculate 

the travel time of A's round-trip on B's clock from the perspective of Bin this way, 

the drawback of this approach is that it remains silent about the reading of A's 

clock as measured by B. Will it not be dilated? 

As another example Bondi[16] presented an article where the aging process of a 

human being it> compared with the mileage of a car and the journey of the traveller 

twin with that of a vehicle along a curvy road. Referring to the aging of the traveller 

Bondi has been found to remark will not therefore come as a surprise to him on 

his return to earth to find out that has aged less than the people there, just as 

traveller who took the curvy road cannot have been surprised that he covered a 

longer mileage than the traveller who followed the straight line. Hence there is no 

clock "paradox" , since it is not paradoxical for two persons with different experiences 

to find that the consequences .their experiences differ.. .. ". These trivializing often 

cavalier statcmEmts5 on the isc;m~ are made when one is concerned with the: third 

aspect of the paradox only. 

The literature is flooded with various other resolutions of the paradox. However 

in this vast literature there is surprisingly very little discussions about Einstein's 

arguments regarding the paradox" Albert Einstein, the father of the "twin paradox" 

was the first to resolve ito In the next section we present a brief report of Einstein's 

work on the paradox" 

50ften these statements are found as passing remarks by some authors who in their scholarly 

discourse also deal with the deeper aspects of the paradox. 

272026 
oa JbMlOfi 
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1.2.2 Einstein and the Paradox: 

In his 1905 paper Einstein presented the first calculations of time dilation of a mov

ing clock relative to a stationary one. This relativistic effect was shown to predict 

what he called a "peculiar consequence" which Einstein stated as follows "If there 

are two synchronous clocks at A, and one of them is moved along a closed curve 

with constant velocity ( v) until it has returned to A, which takes, say t seconds, 

then this clock will lag on its arrival at A by ~t(vjc) 2 seconds behind the clock 

that has uot been moved" [5, 17] or in other words two synchronized clock::; fail to 

remain simultaneous whether they move in a straight line, a polygonal line or in a 

closed curve. From this statement it is clear that Einstein believed that the time lag 

between the two twin's clock is a problem of simultaneity and not of the direction

reversing acceleration. In contrast, in the year 1911 Langevin[3], while resolving 

the problem stated that "acceleration .... which only the voyager has undergone'' is 

the reason for the time difference between the clocks without even mentioning Ein

stein's argument about simultaneity. This statement of Langevin generated a huge 

controversy since it achieved a wide circulation among the scientific community. 

Till 1914 Einstein maintained his view that acceleration was irrelevant for the time 

gap between the two clocks. In his 1914 letter to Joseph Petzoldt who rejected 

the conclusions of Einstein's application of closed polygons in a Minkowski space 

as "a reversion to an absolutistic way of thinking" [18] he wrote "we know nothing 

though about how (the "moving" clock) U'proceeds relative to (the "stationary 

system") K while U'is in accelerated motion. But the travelling speed of U'relative 

to K can only be influenced finitely by a finite acceleration. Thus, if we allow U' 

to de:scribc a clo:sed path relative to K in such a way that U"s acceleration tirne8 

disappear against U"s times while moving in a straight line (all seen relative to K), 
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we can then disregard the influence of acceleration times on the angles travelled by 

the hands of the clock U'. Then we must conclude that the hands of U' advance 

slower while travelling along a closed polygon(al path) than the hands of an iden

tically designed clock that was constantly at rest relative to K .. .. ". This confirms 

that till 1914 Einstein's statement relied mainly on simultaneity and he considered 

arguments based on acceleration to be unimportant. 

In 1918, three year:s after the introduction of the General theory of relativity, 

Einstein produced arguments related to acceleration. The theory of relativity faced 

opposition from a group of anti· relativist· especially Ernst Gehreke and Phillipp 

who not only questioned the theory but accused Einstein of plagiarism and 

publicity ::;eeking[5, 19] To defend his theory Einstein presented a paper in the 

journal Die Naturwissenschaften entitled "Dialogue about objections to the theory 

of is written in the form of dialogue between a critic aud 

a relativi::;t. Here Einstein does not repeat his simultaneity argument, rather he 

argues that postulates of t>pecial relativity are not applicable to the moving clock 

who on account of the acceleration faced lie::; in a non-inertial frame and ::;o "no 

contradictions in the foundations of the theory can be construed." This resolution 

presented by Einstein points out that the ·physical cause of the asymmetry is the 

pseudo-gravitational field and the gravitational time dilation of GR[ll]. 

Einstein asserted that the stationary twin, lying in an inertial frame can per

form the calculation using SR only and hence considering the time dilation effect 

he concludes that the travelling twin will age less on their second meeting. From 

the perspective of the traveller the situation b symmetrical except at the point of 

acceleration. To analyze the situation from the traveller's frame, Einstein splits 

the the total time dilation into two parts-first from SR and the second due to the 

gravitational time dilation according to GR and the equivalence principle. Accord-
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ing to Einstein the acceleration experienced by the traveller generates equivalent 

gravitational fields and since "according to the general theory of relativity, a clock 

works faster the higher the gravitational potential at the place where it is situated", 

the traveller should consider this contribution while estimating the ages. Einstein 

states that if thet::ie points are taken into proper consideration then "calculation 

shows that the consequent advancement amounts to exactly twice as much as retar

during stages of inertial motion. Thit::i completely clean-; up the paradox .... 

1.2.3 The Direction-Reversing Acceleration and the Paradox: 

Langevin, in his 1911 discussion[3] of the twin problem resolved it in terms of 

the "acceleration . . . . which only the voyager has undergone" [5). Since then the 

role of acceleration in causing the differential aging has been a matter of great 

controversy. Numerous articles have struggled with the misconception that the 

direction-reversing acceleration is the direct cause of the asymmetric aging of the 

Gruber and Price, in an interesting article[21] dispel the idea of any direct 

connection between the acceleration and the asymmetric aging by presenting a 

variation of the paradox where although one of the twins is subjected to undergo 

an arbitrary large acceleration, no differential aging occurs. In their variation of 

the problem the rocket-bound sibling undergoes a periodic motion as shown in Fig 

(1.4) such that 

X= (Vmax/w)sinwt, (1.4) 

where x and t are the coordinates of a fixed frame on earth and Vmax as can be seen 

is the maximum speed achieved by the rocket-bound twin relative to the earth. The 

acceleration of the rocket (the rocket's 4-acceleration) has a maximum magnitude 

of VmaxW, which occurs at times wt = ±1r /2, ±37r /2 .... The maximum acceleration 

thus occurs when the particle has zero velocity relative to the fixed frame on earth. 
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The relativistic results therefore agree with Newtonian (non-relativistic) answers. 

t 

I) 
X X 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1.4: Rocket-bound twin World lines. The world line in (b) has maximum acceleration 

three times that for the world line in (a). 

The proper time T of the rocket-bound twin is related to the earth time t by 

( 1.5) 

A rocket trip starting and ending at the earth will take an integer number i.e, 

::;tarting at t = 0 and lasting until 6.t = n1r jw. For such a trip the proper time will 

be 

(1.6) 

so that the ratio of elapsed rocket time to elapsed earth time is given by 

(1. 7) 

This integral can be evaluated numerically. The important fact evident from this 

equation is that the time dilation effect is independent of w. The maximum accel-
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eration, on the other hand, is Vmax:W and any other measure of acceleration will be 

proportional to VmaxW· It is thus clear that the time dilation effect is independent 

of the acceleration . These considerations eventually prove that acceleration per se 

cannot be the root of differential aging. Indeed one can show that one can have 

arbitrary large acceleration without any significant differential aging! 

In another article by Boughn[22] a converse situation is discussed ·in connection 

with an interesting variation of the twin problem. Here a scenario is presented where 

two spatially separated twins age differently although their history of acceleration 

remains the same. This problem will be discussed in detail in Sec. 1.2.7 

above two examples thus makes it clear that the acceleration is not the 

direct cause asymmetric aging although in order to have twice intersecting 

trajectories the twins (this is necessary since the clocks or ages of twins have to be 

compared at the same space-time events) one cannot normally avoid "'·'-'·-c"'~.c 

That the acceleration per se cannot play a direct role in causing the differential 

i~ also evident from the usual calculation age difference from the 

of the stay-at-horne twin's inertial frame if one notes that the duration of the turn

around process of the rocket can be made· arbitrarily small in comparison to that 

for the rest of the journey and hence the final age difference between the twins can 

then be attributed to usual time dilation of the traveller during the 

segment of journey. In such a calculation the time dilation can also be calculated 

during the acceleration phase (assuming the clock hypothesis to be true[4]) and it 

is seen to contribute arbitrarily small value in the age offset if the duration of the 

6The acceleration can even be eliminated by posing the problem in curved space-time. 

Examples of this type are discussed in Sec. where some novel versions of the paradox 

are presented where the traveller although "unaccelerated" eventually meet the stay-at-home 

one[23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. 
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acceleration phase is assumed to tend to zero. 

The role of acceleration in the 'twin problem has also been studied by Nikolic[31] 

in his paper entitled "The role .of acceleration and locality in the twin paradox". 

This paper clarifies the quantitative role of acceleration (from the point of view of 

the accelerated observer) in causing the asymmetry. It is shown therein that the 

differential lapse of time depends not only on the value of the acceleration itself but 

also on the relative distance between the observers. The procedure predicts that 

acceleration has no influence if two observers are at the same position. However 

if travelling twin moves with constant velocity and suddenly reverses· the direction 

motion, at this time, it will appear to him that the time of the inertial clock 

instantaneously jumps forward but there is no such jump of the accelerated clock 

from the point of view of inertial twin. Hence although acceleration has a secondary 

from point of the stationary twin, from the stand point of the 

traveller the effect acceleration is far from being trivial. 

1.2.4 Resolutions of the Paradox in the General Theory of Relativity: 

The question of whether GR is required to be introduced for the explanation of the 

twin problem arose when Langevin in 1911 proposed the resolution cif the paradox 

in terms of the acceleration faced by the traveller. Many arguments have advanced 

t:>ince then which claim that the introduction of GR and a gravitational field at 

the point of acceleration of th~ travelling twin is the right way to explain the 

asymmetrical aging. Although the clock paradox can be satisfactorily resolved using 

special relativistic results only, there are authors[6, 12, 20, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37] 

who seem to feel that for the complete explanation of the twin paradox one needs to 

take the aid of GRIn this context Bohm notes that "two clocks running at places of 

different gravitational potential will have different rates." This consideration of the 
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gravitational red shift effect was made by Bohm and also Frisch at the time when 

the effect was tested for the first time by Pound and Rebka[38]. Even Einstein, the 

originator of the paradox gave resolutions based on general relativistic results which 

has been discussed in Sec. ( 1. 2. 2). One needs to note here that this was the second 

argument given by Einstein in the year 1918, the first one being the simultaneity 

argument based on SR 

GR was introduced in the twin problem in order to explain how the travelling twin 

perceives the situation during the acceleration phase at turn around. \Vhile 

lating the ages the twins one must take into account the effect of the acceleration 

on the aging. Now since accelerated frames lie outside the domain of SR it is often 

claimed that GR needs to be considered. Although several authors[39, 40, 34, 38, 43] 

have explained the influence of acceleration on the aging within the framework of 

SR by considering that during the acceleration phase the traveller changes his in

ertial frames and the difference between these two frames supplies the extra aging 

of the titay-at-horne t:>ibling, but a group of scientists believe that these expla-

nations are not complete. In thiti context Harpaz[43] comment::; "the:oe attempts 

leave the students with the feeling that something has been kept from them. Al

though this approach enables one to calculate correctly the age difference between 

twins, it does not manifest the 'physical agent' responsible for the creation of 

such a difference .... " Harpaz presents an article[43] where he has shown that the 

equivalence principle (EP) provides such an agent and that is gravity. The author 

of this pedagogical article introduces the concept of gravitational slowing down of 

clocks (GSDC) through EP in calculating the age difference from the perspective 

of the traveller. 

He uses the gravitational red-shift formula, which can be obtained heuristically 
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as 

( 1.8) 

where g is the acceleration due to (pseudo) gravity and b:..v represents the change of 

frequency of light observed from a distance h from the source where the frequency of 

the same light is seen to be v0 . Interpreting this red-shift effect in terms of GSDC 

the formula can be written as 

(1. 9) 

where t 1 and t2 are times measured by clocks located at two points P1 and P2 

(say) and is the potential difference between these points. As pointed 

nut by Einstein in his second resolution to the paradox. Harpaz too concludes that 

because of GSDC during the (arbitrary) short duration of B's acceleration a time 

difference is generated between the clocks of A and B. It has thus been shown 

that with respect to the traveller the acceleration plays a role by providing an extra 

time difference between the siblings. This time difference more than offsets the age 

difference calculated by B solely assuming ·the reciprocal time dilation so much so 

that finally B ages less by the correct amount. 

In a textbook on GR. by Moller[34] another type of general relativistic l'iolution 

of the twin problem is available, where the problem is ru;olved by transforming 

the Lorentz metric into a form that is valid in an arbitrary accelerated reference 

frame. Moller's treatment has some drawbacks which has been taken care of in 

an interesting article by Perrin[37]. Perin has set up a specific round-trip situation 

which has been studied from the point of view of each twin by using th~ gravitational 

field equation as its starting point. In order to determine the time elapsed on earth 

during the periods of acceleration, he solved the gravitational field equations and the 

geodesic equations of motion in the traveller's frame of reference. He has pointed 
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that "The equality of the result obtained by each twin is explicitly exhibited". 

In this article the outward trip of the traveller twin B is divided into three phases. 

In phase 1 B leaves the earth with an acceleration g until she attains a velocity v 

relative to earth, she then covers a distance L with this constant velocity v in the 

second phase and in the third phase she decelerates at the same rate and finally 

stops before reversing her direction of motion. The reverse journey is similarly 

divided into three parts. First the twin decelerates from rest to velocity -v, she 

then retrace8 the dit>tance L with the cont>tant velocity and to end with comes to re8t 

on earth after receiving the same amount of acceleration. From special relativistic 

considerations he calculated the time elapsed on earth to be 

T -- }'V L +2-. (1.10) 
g v 

To compute the time recorded in the traveller's clock, as observed on earth he uses 

the standard time dilation result following LT. This time comes out to be 

2c 1 (1 + u/c) _1 £ 0 
=- n +2! . 

g 1-u/c u 
(1.11) 

From the perspective of the traveller also the relative motion of A is divided into six 

phases -- four acceleration and two uniform velocity phases. The author interprets 

the acceleration phases as the turning on of a gravitational field along the direction 

of motion of the traveller (along x say). The author used the S-frame as the frame 

of the earth-bound twin and the S-frarne as that of the traveller. He clairnt> that 

the calculation for computing the A-clock time from the pert>pective of B during 

acceleration phases lies outside the domain of SR so GR has to be introduced at 

this point. "To compute the time elapsed in S, the travelling twin can only use the 

results of special relativity during phase II. During phases I and III, he must make 

use of the general theory," Finally after doing the detailed calculations, it is shown 
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that for the paradox to be resolved GR must predict 

(1.12) 

where t1 and tn1 are the time elapsed in A-clock during the acceleration phases I 

and III respectively ofher forward journey as observed by B. 

Ac-: mentioned the author assumed the acceleration phases as the turning on of 

a gravitational field along the i direction. The classical gravitational potential 

corresponding to this field is = gx. With this field Perrin obtained a metric in 

S of tl1e forrr1 

(113) 

The Christoffel symbols corresponding to the metric are 

(1.14) 

It has been shown in the paper that during phases I and III, the earth twin move::; 

along a geodesic in S and hence the time elapsed in S corresponds to the proper 

time along the geodesic which is obtained by solving the equations of motion 

d2 xJ..L { J1. } d:i/10 dxf3 _ 
ds2 + a/3 ds ds - O. (1.15) 

With the use of Eq.(1.14) these become 

d2t ± ~ (dt) (dx) _ 0 ds2 c2 ds ds - ' 

d2x ±g(df)2 ± JL(dx)
2 = 0 ds2 ds c2 ds ' (1.16) 

Solving the above metric equation (Eq. (1.13)) and the geodesic equations of motion 

(Eq.(l 16)) for x and f and using the boundary conditions for the phases I and III 
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the time elapsed in S is calculated to be 

tl =:!!. 
g' 

till = 2~'v + Lv - :!!. . 
g c2 g 

Hence the total of these times it> 

yv Lv 
=2-+-

9 c?' 
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(1.17) 

( 1.18) 

With this value for the earth-clock time, the perspectives of both the twins match, 

thus resolving the paradox. Hence from his GR analysis Perrin obtained the time 

elapsed on earth (as calculated traveller) during the acceleration phases. 

In Chapter (7) we shall show that this time elapsed on the earth clock can also 

be obtained from special relativistic considerations alone by solving some simple 

equations. 

Further in another interesting article by Gron[32] " .. .it is pointed out that a 

complete resolution of the twin paradox demands that the travelling twin takes 

into account the gravitational effect upon the rate of time when he predicts the 

ageing of his brother. ... " Two alternative ways to predict this have been presented 

here. 

One makes m:>e of the Lagrangian dynamics in an uniformly accelerated reference 

frame. In the other method the author assumes that the travelling twin is at rest 

in an uniformly accelerated reference frame where the line element has the form 

(1.19) 

Comparing this with the line element (in the case of time like interval) representing 

the proper time interval dr, as measured by a clock following a world line connecting 

two events with coordinate separation (dt, dx, dy, dz) 

( 1. 20) 
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he obtains for a clock stationary at ( x = h) 

(1.21) 

The author chooses the coordinate system such that the traveller is at the origin 

each time she experiences a gravitational field. He has shown that at the starting 

and arrival points the proper time vanishes, but the travelling twin can predict 

the aging of the earth-bound twin when she experiences a gravitational field at the 

turning point. The traveller experiences the. gravitational field for a time flt = 2v I g. 

Hence the above equation it is shown that the proper time in the earth clock 

as observed by the traveller clm~ing the acceleration phase turns out to be 2hv I c2 

which is the same as obtained special relativistically considering the synchronization 

g~tp ircatrncnt. 

Iu a book of special relativity by Resnick[6] it has been remarked that "Although 

there is no need to invoke general relativity theory in explaining the twin paradox, 

the student may wonder what the outcome of the analysis would be if we knew 

how to deal with accelerated reference frames. We could then use (the) space ship 

as our reference frame .... We would find that we must have a gravitational field in 

this frame to account for the accelerations ... If, as required in general relativity, we 

then compute the frequency shifts of light in this gravitational field we come to the 

0ame conclusion as in special relativity." 

The essence of any general relativistic solution of the twin problem thu::; lies in 

introducing an equivalent pseudo-gravitational potential to be experienced by the 

traveller twin at the time of her direction reversing acceleration. A consequent 

gravitational time offset effect then provides the extra aging of the stay-at-horne 

twin A required to make the correct prediction by the traveller twin B. Thus 

acceleration is absolutely essential for the GR analysis. It may be noted here that 
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SR can resolve the paradox even without involving any sort of acceleration, but 

GR is incapable to do so, it always states acceleration and hence the equivalent 

homogeneous gravitational field as the physical cause behind the asymmetrical aging 

of the twins. But twin problem can be posed without acceleration (by invoking a 

third inertial observer or by posing the paradox in closed universe setting which we 

will discuss in the next section). thus a drawback of the GR analysis is that this 

cannot resolve those variations of the paradox which do not involve any acceleration. 

In thi::-; context Unnikrishnan[ll] notes that "all standard resolutions of the twin 

paradox invoking acceleration or an equivalent pseudo-gravity as a physical effect 

responsible for asymmetric tin1e dilation are flawed ... ". In addition, as pointed out 

by Debs and Redhead[4] and also.others[8, 44, 45, 46], that since in the twin problem 

one deals with the flat space-time (Riemann tensor R~pv = 0), any reference to GR 

in this context is quite confusing. 

'We would like to mention here that m chapter ( 4) we too have explained the 

canonical twin paradox in terms of GSDC making use of EP, but there we lmvc 

::;hown that the gravitational time offset effect of GR (in the case of uniform grav

ity) follow from EP provided one uses the full machinery of SR and is therefore 

essentially special relativistic in origin. Apart from this there are also. other reasons 

which reveals the fact that the use of GR in the explanation of the twin problem 

is essentially trivial. Firstly as Builder[45] pointed out, it is indeed strange to first 

deny by some authors the applicability of SR in the resolution of the twin para

dox and then use the conclusions derived from SR. itself by means of the principle 

of equivalence of GR. Builder notes that ' This tortuous procedure succeeded in 

evading the paradox rather than resolving it". Builder further wrote that" The 

equivalence principle states that the description of events in terms of the coordi

nates of an accelerated reference system is indistinguishable from the description of 
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identical event::; in terms of coordinates of reference system at rest in an equivalent 

gravitational field". It is thus evident that through EP one can predict the course 

of events in a gravitational field using SR, as those events can be described in terms 

of the coordinates of an equivalent accelerated reference system. 

Secondly few authors like Har'paz[43] while searching for a "physical agent" re

sponsible for the extra aging rely on some approximate formulas including that of 

gravitational red-shift because of his as~mrnption v2 
/ c2 < < 1 inherent in the 

analy::;is, and therefore, the pseudo-gravitational effect has the ability to resolve the 

paradox only approximately. Clearly there is no valid reason to make such small 

velocity approximation for the problem .. 

Thirdly, as discussed in section 1.2.1 the explanation of the paradox based on 

SR relies on the fact that during the direction reversing acceleration, ·the travelling 

twin switches over his inertial frame and the lack of simultaneity of these frames 

provides the "missing time" whiCh constitutes the reason for the differential aging. 

the lack agreement in simultaneity is a special relativistic concept without 

any cla::;sical analogue, on the other hand in many standard heuristic derivations of 

the gravitational red-shift formula (see for example [43, 47, 48, 49]), one finds that no 

reference to SR is made. Indeed the well-known formula for the red-shift parameter 

z = gh/ c2 is only approximate and is derived by making use of the classical Doppler 

effect for light between the source of light and a detector placed at a distance h 

along the direction of acceleration g of an Einstein elevator. Thus the equivalence 

of gravity and acceleration in terms of gravitational red-shift or GSDC therefore 

turns out to be as if a purely classical (Newtonian) concept in this approximation. 

The question therefore arises how will then GSDC account for an effect i.e lack of 

simultaneity which is essentially a standard relativistic phenomenon. 

In chapter ( 4) of this thesis we have tried to clarify these issues. 
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1.2.5 The Paradox in Compact Space (Unaccelerated Twin Paradox): 

In the standard twin problem the acceleration faced by the traveller is the main 

point of asymmetry between the two twins. As stated earlier this asymmetry can 

be removed by posing the problem in the framework of a closed space (due to 

curvature or topology) where it is possible for the rocket twin to return to its 

starting point without changing direction. One can thus eliminate the acceleration 

faced by the travelling twin which restrains him from m;ing the :;;pecial relativi:;;t.ic 

n:t-mlts At'J in compact space no acceleration is involved, the traveller too 

remains in an inertial frame and hence is entitled to conclude that the other twin 

is younger, thus generating a paradox which is much more challenging. There are 

various articles which have dealt with tlns version of the paradox, in fact it has 

been shown there that the paradox can be resolved with the rocket sibling aging 

less after a cornplete around the compact space. 

One such variation of the paradox is given by Dray in his article "The twin para

dox revisited'' [23]. Here the paradox is reformulated in a closed two-dimensional 

universe which ha8 the shape of an infinitely long cylinder, in which the timet rum; 

'Up the cylinder and the space x runs aro'Und it. The time axis thus falls parallel to 

axis of rotation of the cylinder and hence the stationary twin who is at rest in space 

( :T =const) moves straight up the cylinder. The traveller twin departs and returns 

by going around the cylinder with constant velocity. The traveller as can be seen 

can come back to the starting point travelling in a straight line, without turning 

around i.e without suffering any acceleration. 
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Figure 1.5: The space-time diagram of the travelling twin B and stationary twin A. (a) in a usual 

twin paradox (b) in a cylindrical universe. 

The author has resolved the issue by showing that although the acceleration can 

be eliminated from the problem. but still then there is an asymmetry between the 

twins. The problem has been treated both algebraically and geometrically. 

context uf obtaining a geometrical resolution it is believed that one should formu-

late the paradox in termt-i of "invariant concepts as opposed to observer dependent 

concepts". Although we do not agree with this observation in the context of the 

paradox, for the sake of completeness let us briefly reproduce the arguments. 

Dray pointed out that the necessary invariant concept is that of proper time 

which is just the Lorentzian length of the path and not the Euclidean distance. 

The triangle inequality in Lorentzian geometry tells that one side of the triangle 
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is greater than the sum of the other two sides. This as if solves the ordinary twin 

paradox which we have discussed (and criticized)in Sec. For this modified version 

of the paradox, the author said that "things are just as simple". As a line parallel 

to the sides of the cylinder is clearly shorter than one that spirals around it. The 

travelling twin moves along the shorter path and hence is found to be older. 

The author further discussed that even though the cylinder is Lorentz invariant. 

there exist:-; a preferred family of observers who should always be oldest in twin 

paradox calculation between different ;;tationary observer;;. "Such observers may 

be singled out by noting that they are the only stationary observers who cannot 

distinguish between "forward" and "backward"; e.g., by sending light rays in both 

directions around the cylinder and seeing which returns first". 

In relation to this observation we mention here the Hafale-Keating experiment[lO]. 

performed by Hafale et.al in order to study the requirement of an asymmetry to 

get the differential aging. In this experiment, differential aging was observed on 

two atomic travelling on jets at the same :-;peed around the earth iu opposite 

directions. The rotation of earth provided the required asymmetry to produce the 

difference in proper times. These two paths without the rotation of the earth can 

be compared schematically to the two paths going around in the opposite directions 

on the cylindrical space-time. 

An acceleration free version of the paradox has also been discussed by Low[24]. 

Here the acceleration is avoided by considering a non-simply-connected space time 

where the twins can meet without accelerating as the paths are not homotopic. Two 

loops (closed curves) are said to be homotopic if they can be continuously deformed 

into one another. Low observed that " even when no curvature is present the large

scale structure of space time must be taken into account in order to avoid fallacious 

reasoning." In compact space the asymmetry between the twins is claimed to be 
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not due the acceleration but due to multiply connected topology. This topology 

has been shown to introduce preferred class of inertial frames[25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. 

As pointed out by Brans and Stewart[30] who constructed an unaccelerated twin 

paradox in flat space time "a global analysis leads to the conclusion that the de

scription of the topology of this universe has imposed a preferred state of rest so 

that the principle of special relativity, although locally valid, is not globally applica

ble." Similar argurnentt-i have been given by Barrow nd Levin who states that "the 

resolution hinges on the existence of preferred frame introduced by the topology. 

one consequence of which is the inability of the twin in the rocket to synchronize 

her clock' [29]. They have shown that there can be only one reference frame at 

rest and all other inertial observers in relative motion live in the universe where 

both space and time coordinates are known. Thus the solution of twin paradox 

identifies a preferred place and preferred time at the center of the universe so that 

observer can be able to synchronize their clocks and observe the smallest volume 

for the universe. The resolution of the twin problem in clot-ied plaee thus relies on 

the selection of a preferred frame singled out by the topology of the space. 

1.2.6 Twin Problem and the Preferred Frame: 

The claim that a preferred frame is required for the complete analy:-;is of the twin 

problem have been found in various articles. The significant ones among them are 

the discussions given by Unnikrishnan[ll, 50) and Kak[51). Unnikrishnan, in his 

paper "On Einstein's resolution of the twin clock paradox", while discussing Ein

stein's treatment of the twin problem stated that "Einstein's resolution as well as 

most standard resolutions suffer from a logical fallacy". The fallacy is as follows: 

the author said that two initially synchronized clocks can register different times 

only if the rate of the clocks changes differently during motion. Now. in the twin 
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problem the acceleration suffered by the traveller cannot change the rate of the 

clocks (as rate of clocks are not ·affected by acceleration), then what is the physical 

cause behind this changed rates. According to the author this question should be 

unambiguously answered, but the standard resolution including Einstein's treat-

ment does not show any "logical possibility" which can cause the change in the rate 

of the docks required for the explanation of the paradox. As a logically consistent 

po8sibility Unnikri8hnan then suggest8 that one has to accept that the ... rate a 

clock is modified according to the standard Lorentz factor with the velocity 

relative to average rest frame of the universe or the frame in which the cosm.ic mi-

crowave background radiation (CMBR) is isotropic, ... ". In this case, it is 

that the twin paradox does not exist. Thus the author concludes that the entire 

voluminous writings on the twin clock problem can be replaced by this one-sentence 

resolution which is " ... the clocks age with Lorentz factors corresponding to their ve-

locity relative to the preferred frame of the matter-filled universe .... " The universe 

as a preferred frarw~ thus provides an unambiguous solution to the twin problem. 

This point has been discussed in detail in another paper[50] by the same author. 

In the second paper Unnikrishnan has engaged himself for reassessing SR. He 

notes that the novel theory of relativity should be consistent with the "existence 

the massive universe and with the efiects of its gravitational interaction on local 

physics. Also the kinematical effects of SR which depends on the relative motion 

in flat space-time should be viewed as due to "gravitational effects of the uearly 

homogeneous and isotropic universe." The correct theory of relativity n,ccording 

to the author is thus the one "with a preferred cosmic rest frame". However the 

author agrees that the new theory preserves Lorentz invariance. He thu::; claim::; 

that an unambiguous and correct resolution of the twin problem can be obtained j 

from this new theory which he termed as cosmic relativity (which is consistent with j 
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the presence of the matter around us in the universe) rather than the old theory i.e 

special relativity. 

As mentioned the author admits that cosmic relativity should preserve Lorentz 

invariance i.e the theory continues to be Lorentzian like SR, the difference may be 

,..;tructural. 

Like Unnikrishnan, Kak presented an article[51] which ::;hare the belief that SR 

is not sufficient to deal with the twin problem as it is said that "the failure of the 

accepted views and resolutions can be traced to the fact that the special relativity 

principle formulated originally for physics in empty space is not valid in the matter

filled universe." Kak proposes a new principle for identification of inertial frames 

in a matter filled universe. He suggested that a frame will be inertial if the universe 

has spatial isotropy with respect, to it. Hence isotropy plays a significant role in 

thi::; new setup. The author notes that "This provides a means to identify inertial 

fram.es. yielding a sim.ple resolution to the twim; paradox of relativity theory in such 

a universe .. , Further according to the author physical laws can be assumed to be 

the consequence of large scale structure of the universe such that one can think 

that two observers in relative motion will have different experiences if isotropy of 

the universe is not maintained by them equally. It is also claimed that time dilation 

can be viewed as a consequence of the experience of anisotropy (of the universe) 

by the moving observer, in which case the resolutions of the twin problem and itK 

variations becomes a trivial exercise. In Kak's treatment the motion of objects are 

determined against the background of distant stars. This analysis is thus much 

similar to that of Unnikrishnan's cosmic relativity. 

The basic idea behind these explanations is that m order to obtain an unam

biguous answer to the twin problem one needs to modify the Special Theory of 

Relativity to the one involving preferred frame. At this point we would like to men-
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tion that we do not agree with this proposal, as to our understanding, the theory of 

relativity being a self-consistent theory must be able to deal with the consequences 

of this theory or in other words staying within the theory one should be able to 

obtain resolution of the twin problem as well as its different variations. This point 

will be clarified in the coming chapters where we deal with the problem applying 

only the results of the theory of ·Relativity. This is best revealed in chapter where 

we rcforrnulatcd the twin problem in the claHsical world using the conventionality 

of simultaneity thesiD of SR. The C-S the::>is has been di8custied in detail in the next 

chapter. 

L2. 7 Modifications of the Twin Problem: 

In an effort to understand clearly the different aspects of thP twin problem authors 

have framed the problem under a variety of circumstances. The liteniture contains 

several variations the dock paradox which are indeed useful additions to the 

pedagogy of SR general and twin paradox in particular. Below I will give a brief 

account of two such variation which have been used extensively in my investiga

tions. The first among them is a scenario given by Boughn[22] where two spatially 

separated twins age differently although their history of acceleration remains the 

t>mne. This version of the paradox can be seen to bring out dearly the role of the 

clock 8ynchronization issue in the twin problem. In the second variant the twin 

paradox i8 posed such that each twin live8 on one ring of a counter rotating pair 

of infinitesimally separated rings so that the twins travel on the same circular path 

but in opposite directions. The resolution of the paradox, as we shall see, focuses 

attention on the relation between time dilation and clock synchronization. 

Boughn's paradox: 

An interesting variation of the twin's parable was presented by S. P. Boughn[22] 
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where he discussed the case of "identically accelerated twins who nevertheless aged 

differently even after undergoing through the same chain of events. Baughn's see-

nario involves twins Dick(D) and Jane(J) who were initially at rest at a distance x 0 

apart in an inertial frame L:0 (the rest frame of their mom and dad) and experienced 

o;ame amount of acceleration along the direction D J ( x-direction say). After some 

t1me, when all their fuels had expended, they carne to rest in another inertial frame 

I:, moving with non-zero velocity v relative to L:0 . From the simple application 

of Lorentz transformation Boughn obtained a 8Urprising result that at the 

the trip, when the twins settle in their final frame the forwardly placed (with 

respect to the direction of acceleration) twin J turned out to be more aged 

brother Dl In other words if the twins are considered as two 

the outcome would be a net time-offset effect between these clock8 in L:. 

The result is surprising since in the problem it has been assumed that the twins D 

and J throughout had identical experiences, yet their presynchronized (biological) 

clocks went out of synchrony. 

The amount of thiD desynchronization or the age difference can be quantified from 

LT as follows: 

The time transformation of LT is 

(1.22) j 

where toi and Xoi refer to the time and space coordinates of the observer i ('i stands J 
. j 

for D or J) with respect to the frame of their morn and dad i.e 2.::0 and ti cknotcs j 

the corre:sponding time in their final frame L:. 1 = (1- v2 jc2 )-112 is the Lorentzj 
j 

factor and c is the speed of light in free space. From the above equation it follow~ 

that 
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Since both the twins had identical experiences the ages of the twins with respect to 

the frame of their mom and dad, :Lo must' be the same throughout their journey, 

even after the completion of their acceleration phase. In other words the clocks of 

the twins Dick and Jane which were initially synchronized in 2.:0 continue to remain 

so in 2.:0 during their acceleration phases and thereafter. But what is simultaneous 

to mom and dad is not simultaneous with respect to their new frame 2.:. As pointed 

out by Boughn, the birthdays of the twins which occur at the same time in 2.:0 (i.e 

toJ = ton), doe!':i not occur at the same time in 2.:. This is evident from the above 

(1.23) which shows that for to1 = ton, the time difference - t n =1- 0 as the 

twins are separated by a constant distance XoJ ·- Xon = xo, the difference is 

(1.24) 

implying in E, the birthday .] ane occurs before that of Dick and hence Jane is 

found to be older than her brother Dick in their new abode by the ahovc precise 

amount. 

This paradox put forth by Baughn concerning the case of identically accelerated 

twins can however be solved as soon as one recognizes that age difi'erence of two 

observers at difi'erent locations or time offset between two spatially separated clocks 

does not have any unequivocal meaning. Two clocks cau be compared unambigu-

ously only when they are at the .same spatial point. For example in 2.:, one of the j 

observers can slowly walk towards the other (or both of them can do the walking) i 
and compare their ages (or their clock readings) when they meet. In the rclativil'dic J 

world the so called "slow transport synchronization" is equivalent to the Ein!-:iteinj 

synchronization[21], and hence the calculated differential aging or time-offset bej 
j 

tween the clocks of the spatially separated twins would continue to hold even whej 

they meet their slow walk. But when the twins meet it can easily be seen[lj 
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that they do not have symmetrical experiences, and hence the paradox gets resolved. 

Although the paradoxical element of the problem goes away, the fact remains that 

the diflerential aging for the "case of identically accelerated twins" given by Eq.(3) 

is correct and as has been already pointed out this time-oflset remains unchanged 

even if the observers slowly walk towards each other and compare their clocks or 

ages when they rneet[21). 

Thiti temporal offset effect of identically accelerated clocks giveH an important 

insight into the behavior of clock:; in a uniform gravitational field, for, according 

to EP " ... all effects of a uniform gravitational field are identical to the effects of 

a uniform acceleration of the coordinate system" [52]. This suggests, as '"'""''""-·T 

remarked by Baughn that two clocks at rest in a uniform gravitational field are in 

efl:"ect perpetually being accelerated into the nev: frames and hence the clock at the 

higher gravitational potential (placed forward along the direction of acceleration) 

runs faster. we shall see in chapter-3 that the time-offset relation (Eq. ( 1. 20)) of 

Boughn's paradox can be interpreted as the accumulated time diflerence between 

two 8patially separated clocks because of the pseudo-gravity experienced by the 

twins. However the connection between gravity with this temporal offset through 

EP was first pointed out by Barron and Mazur [53], who derived the approximate 

formula for the "clock rate difference". In chapters (3) to (7) We shall see the 

importance of this time-offset relation (Eq. (1.24)) in accounting for the asymmet

rical aging of the standard twin paradox from the perspective of the traveller twin. 

Thiti article e~tabli~he~ the fact that at the heart of the twin problem lies the clock 

synchronization issue of SR. 

Circular Twin Paradox: 

Although the paradox first appeared in Lightman et.al[54] in 1975, a more elabo

rate discussion on the problem has been given by Cranor et.al[55] in the beginning 
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of this century. In this problem as said earlier, each twin lives on a ring of counter 

rotating pair of rings which are infinitesimally separated such that the twins travel 

along opposite direction in the same circular path. The observers on the ring of 

one twin should claim the clock of the othe~ twin slowed down by time dilation and 

other contradicting the claim. The resolution of the paradox focuses attention in 

the relation of time dilation to dock synchronization. According to Cranor et. s 

c:tory the two rings have been a,..,sumed to move with equal and opposite angular 

velocity w with respect to the frame of reference of the laboratory. One twin Lisa 

with a team of observers live stationary at every point on a ring of radius R whereas 

the other twin lives on the other identical ring. The author assumes that Bart 

moves at the speed v = wR in the counterclockwise direction through the labora-

tory while Lisa's ring move with the same speed in clockwise direction. The twin 

will pass each other so they 'Can easily observe the other's clock. Initially they 

are at the same place and notice that their clocks both read t = 0. According to 

the velocity addition formula of special relativity (SR.) the observers on Lisa's ring 

detect Bart's clock moves at speed 

(1.25) 

Due to time dilation formula of SR, Lisa's team observes Bart's clock ticking more 

slowly than the proper time of their clocks by a relative Lorentz factor 

(1.26) 

which shows that his clock will lag behind the clock of next of Lisa's observers that 

he passes. His dock should be seen to lag more and more as he passes successive 

members of Lisa's team. Finally after the half rotation he ultimately passes Lisa 

again and notice that their clock will disagree- Bart's clock lags behind Lisa's clock. 
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Using the notion of SR Bart and his observers can argue in the same way that Lisa's 

clock will lag behind his clock at future meeting indicating a paradox. 

The resolution of the paradox hinges on the fact that the time dilation formula of 

SR holds good provided the coordinate clocks of any frame of reference (inertial) are 

synchronized according to Einstein's method of synchronization. The authors cor-

rectly point out the difficulty in synchronizing coordinate clocks on rotating frame 

in Einstein's way. Indeed they point out how the synchronization gap appears 

when one tries to t-Jynchronize clocks along the rim of a rotating ring. They were 

able to explain the paradox in terms of this synchronization gap or desynchroniza-

tion of clocks on a rotating platform but some remarks by the authors are 

unfortunate. Let us clarify this below. 

that Einstein described his synchrony only for inertial frames of reference 

since a rotating ring represents a set of non-inertial frames, the three other schemes 

of synchronization described by authors are worth studying. According to method 

1 the ring is initially non rotating and any two infinitesimally separated coordinate 

clocks of the ring are synchronized according to Einstein's method by using the 

light signal in the usual way by stipulating the one-way speed (OWS) of light is 

the same as its two-\vay speed (TWS). The ring can be set into rotation uniformly 

such that all points of the ring are "treated identically". The method 2 uses a i 
light flash from a big laboratory dock stationed at the center of rotation. The i 
ring is at rest and the observers of the ring upon receiving the light flash can all J 

j 
set their clocks to read t = 0. As before the rings are again uniformly put intd 

the motion after the completion of synchronization process. The method 3 on tl~ 

other hand is almost same as method 2 in every respect except the fact that q 
coordinate clocks on the ring ar~ synchronized when the ring is already in moti~j 
It is clear that the method 1, 2 and 3 synchronization schemes all suggest absoi 
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synchrony, according to which two spatially separated events that are simultaneous 

with respect to the rotating ring are also simultaneous with the laboratory frame. 

In this connection the authors make the following remarks "If methods L 2 or 3 

are used for synchronization of ring clocks, then events that are simultaneous to 

Lisa and Milhouse will also be simultaneous to the Lab observers. It follows that 

Lisa and Milhouse, and more generally the entire set of observers on Lisa's ring, 

are not correctly synchronized to constitute special relativity reference frames. This 

explains what we already know must be true: There will be no lagging of Bart's clock 

observed as it passes each of Lisa';s observers. For the relativistically inappropriately 

v.n'"v'-' clocks of Lisa's observers, there is no time dilation of Bart's clock". (In 

the quotation Milhouse is the closest neighbour of Lisa on the ring in the counter 

clockwise direction.) 

One may conclude from the above discussions that time dilation of SH. is the 

result of the relativity of simultaneity alone. Although in special case it is true 

that Bart's clock will not be dilated with respect to Lisa's observert->, it is generally 

not true that non-relativity of simultaneity implies no time dilation. It can be 

shown that time dilation can also be observed even if the co-ordinate clocks are 

inappropriately synchronized. F9r example in the relativistic world with absolute 

synchronization one can observe both time dilation and "time contraction'' (for the 

inverse transformation). 

In chapter( 6) of this thesis a detailed discussion regarding this variation of the 

paradox will be given. 
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1.3 Topic Wise Summary 

1.3.1 The Case of Identically Accelerated Twins and the 

Ordinary Twin Paradox 

In chapter (3) the usual twin paradox is explained rigorously in terms of the paradox 

concerning the differential aging of identically accelerated twins (IAT). Unlike many 

other resolutions of the paradox, the present approach does away with the prospect 

of drastic alteration of the remote clock (of the Earth bound twin) from the point 

of view of the traveller. The case of IAT explains how the rocket bound sibling, in 

spite of its non inertiality can freely use the special relativistic time dilation formula 

and yet predict the correct differ~ntial aging for the ordinary twin paradox. 

1.3.2 Paradox of Identically Accelerated Twins in Different 

Worlds and the Ordinary Twin Paradox 

In chapter ( 4) the desynchronization effect in the clock readings of the identically 

accelerated twins has been obtained in the relativistic as well as in the classical 

world with different synchronizations. The conventionality of simultaneity thesis 

of special relativity is introduced to study the effect in these different worlds. The 

role of the synchronization convention in producing the desynchronization effect 

has been clarified. In addition ·to this the twin paradox is explained using the 

principle of equivalence. A variation of the twin paradox is used to connect gravity 

with the dcsynchronization effect. Through the principle of equivalence gravity io-; 

introduced into the twin problem as a physical agent which supplies the required 

extra aging to the traveller during the acceleration phase due to the gravitational 

time-offset effect. A brief discussion of the work by Price and Gruber [Am. J. Phys. 
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64(8),1996] is also presented and some additional examples are provided to further 

emphasize their point that the question of where the differential aging occur in the 

twin problem has no definite meaning. 

1.3.3 Demystifying Twin Paradox 

In chapter ( 5) the conventionality of simultaneity thesis of special relativity due to 

Reichenbach and Grunbaum is introduced in the classical world and hence a varia

tion of the twin paradox is posed in this world. A desynchronisation effect between 

two identically accelerated twins (clocks) in this world is then used to resolve the 

paradox. The absence of "true'' time dilation and length contraction effects in the 

classical world allows one to see more clearly the role of desynchronisation of coordi

nate clocks in the frame of reference of the traveller twin in the abrupt turn-around 

scenario. The reader may use the present analysis aR a template for resolving the 

urdinary twin paradox fully in tl~e context of special relativity. 

1.3.4 Circular Twin paradox Revisited 

In chapter (6) an interesting variation of the classical twin paradox called circular 

twin paradox (CTP) has been critically examined. In the CTP discussed in the 

literature, the twins live on a pair of counter-rotating rings with identical size so that 

the twins trace the same circular trajectories in opposite directions. To observers 

of one twin the clocks of the other twin suffer time dilation of special relativity. 

But when the twins meet during their rotation their clocks must agree on which 

clock is lagging. In the particular case when the angular velocities of the twins are 

equal and opposite, the symmetry of the problem demands that the clocks of the 

observers should have identical readings during their meetings. This is the paradox. 
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The paradox has been resolved by clearly showing the role of synchronization in the 

time dilation of clocks in the classical world. The drawbacks of an earlier paper on 

this issue has also been discussed and clarified by choosing to synchronize the team 

of observers on both the rings in absolute way. 

1.3.5 Conventionality of Simultaneity, Absolute Synchro

nization and Twjn Paradox in the Non-abrupt turn

around Scenario 

In the concluding chapter ( chapter(7)) a complete treatment of the twin paradox 

has been presented in the non-abrupt turn-around scenario. In this picture the 

rocket-bound twin is finitely accelerated with some proper acceleration during its 

take off, then uniformly move for some time and then stops after finite decelera

tion when the turn-around takes place. The twin then proceeds towards the stay 

at home twin with the same kind of acccleration,uniforrn velocity and deceleration 

phases and then meets her sibling. Although it is generally believed that this kind 

of problem requires general relativity to deal with. the present article refutes the 

claim by showing explicitly how the problem can be treated fully in the context of 

special relativity. It has been shown tbat with respect to the rocket-bound observer 

the differential aging can be calculated in this case using the conventionality of 

simultaneity thesis of SR to show that it matches with the differential aging pre

dieted by the earth twin, thus showing the GR treatment to be redundant. This is 

the first time where twin paradox is solved fully with the ingredients of SR in the 

non-abrupt turn-around scenario. 
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Chapter 2 

Conventionality of Simultaneity 

(CS) Thesis 
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2.1 Conventionality of Simultaneity Thesis 

The procedure for distant clock synchronization in the theory of relativity has au 

element of convention. This is known as the conventionality of distant simultaneity 

(CS) thesis. In literature the CS-thesis has been successfully used to deal with some 

interesting (apparent) paradoxes of relativity such as the twin paradox, tippitop 

paradox[l], Selleri paradox and the likes. As regards to the twin paradox, the thesito> 

facilitates one to study the paradox and its variants in different worlds (other than 

the special relativistic world). In one of the most cited paper on the twin paradox[Z] 

a novel approach to understanding the twin problem based on the conventionality of 

simultaneity has been presented providing a clearer way to settle the often discussed 

issue of twins relative aging. As stated earlier the CS-approach has also bee11 

fruitfully used to examine some other paradoxes of relativity[L 3]. In the 

dmpten..; CS-thesi:-:; seen to play a significant rok in dealing with the 

counter-intuitive problem, enlightening our understanding of certain subtle issues 

regarding the problem, a brief review of the CS-thesis of SR therefore may be in 

order. 

The role of conventionality in defining simultaneity of distant events or in synchro

nizing spatially separated clocks in a given inertial frame is one of the most 

issue in literature[~), 4, 5]. In relativity theory the spatially separated clocks in a 

given inertial frame are synchronized by light signal whose one-way-speed (OWS) 

must be known beforehand. But to measure the OWS of the signal from one point 

to another one requires to have two presynchronized clocks and hence the whole 

process ends up in a logical circularity. To get out of this problem a convention is 

adopted in assuming the OWS of the signal within certain bound. (The round-trip 

speed or the two-way-speed (TWS) of the signal is however a convention-free entity 
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since only one clock is employed for measuring it and hence the problem of syn

chronization of spatially separated clocks does not enter.) To break the circularity 

Einstein stipulated that the OWS of light is the same as its TWS. This stipulation of 

equality of to and fro speeds of light (along any given direction) in an inertial frame 

is known as standard synchronization (or Einstein synchronization) convention in 

the literature. The CS-thesis asserts that Einstein's convention is just one among 

the various possible alternative conventions (termed as non-standard synchroni?;a

tion) to 1:3ynchronize clock8 at different location8. Thi8 particular convention leadti 

to a set of transformation equations in the relativistic world which are known as 

the Lorentz transformation (LT). Many of the results (or formulae) obtained by 

Einstein thus depended on his special choice of synchronization. Even the fact that 

two inertial observers in relative motion come to different conclusions regarding the 

simultaneity of two spatially distant events is also a matter of such a simultaneity 

convention. 

The possibility of using a t>ynd1ronizaticm convention other than that suggested 

by Einstein was first discussed by Reichenbach[6] in 1928 and later by Griinbaum[7]. 

They claimed that the simultaneity between events in an inertial frame is a matter 

of convention and the conventionality lies in the assumption regarding the OWS of 

light. As according to Einstein's proposition for synchronizing distant clocks the 

time of arrival and the consequent reflection by a mirror at one clock position is 

determined by considering that the latter is halfway in time between the departure 

of the light signal and its arrival at the position of the other clock from where the 

light signal is sent out for tiynchronization. By specifying a value for the OWS of 

light one can obtain an unique light signal procedure for the synchronization of 

distant clocks, hence any prescription for OWS value(s) is equivalent to adoption 

of a convention for clock synchronization[8]. Different choices for the values of 
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the OWS yield different synchronization conventions. Einstein himself referred to 

his choice of OWS as a free stipulation for giving an empirical meaning of distant 

simultaneity[9]. According to the CS-thesis a range of choices are possible, all fully 

equivalent with respect to experimental outcome. One needs to rwte here that 

the thesis allows any synchronization convention with the requirement that it is 

consistent with the round-trip p:rinciple, according to which the average speed 

a light ray over any dosed path has a constant value. It may not be out place 

in this context to mention that the second relativity postulate should be m-;tated 

by replacing the phrase "velocity of light" "round trip speed of light" or 

of light''. The principle should be satisfied by the conventions in SR as 

this principle is a consequence of the theory prior to adoption of any criterion for 

distant simultaneity and may in principle be tested with a single clock. 

Although eminently put forward by Reichenbach and Griinbaum, the thesis 

after formulation attracted a considerable amount of discussions in the literature. 

Possibility of using synchroni:tation convention other than that adopted by Einstein 

has also been much discussed. John Winnierlo) was the first to study the conse

quences of this approach to establishing simultaneity where he made no assumption 

regarding the OWS of light. He developed the so called E-Lorentz transformations 

(using Reichenbach ·s notation) adopting non-Einstein one-way velocity assumption 

or non-standard synchronization convention in general. E is called the synchron'iza

tion or Reichenbach parameter which is given by the equation 

(2.1) 

where t1, tz and t 3 gives the time measured in two spatially separated clocks which 

are synchronized using light signals. t 1 and t 3 are the times of transmission and 

reception of the signal respectively by the first clock and t 3 is the time recorded by 
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the second clock when the signal reaches it. For causality reason the value of E is 

restricted as 

0<E<l. (2.2) 

Note that Einotein's convention is equivalent tothe assumption E = 1/2. While de

veloping the E-Lorentz transformation Winnie assumed a principle called "principle 

equal passage time" which he used in addition to the "Linearity principle" and the 

"Round-trip light principle". These principles were in fact shown to be indepen

dent of one-way velocity assump~ion and hence may form the basis of SR without 

distant simultaneity assumptions. Winnie's approach was extended by Ungar[ll] 

a generalized Lorentz transformation group that does not embody 

Eiutiteiu':,; itiotropy convention. This approach suggested by Ungar suited well for 

establishing the results of Winnie as well as some new results. However the::;e cli:o

cussions were confined to only single dimension. It was noted later by some authors 

that at least a two-dimensional analysis was necessary as one-dimensional analysis 

restricts one from using the isotropy of one-way speed of light which follows from 

the modified second relativity postulate and therefore some subtleties and richness 

of the relativistic physics[l2] will. have to be sacrificed. 

Mansortri and Sexl[13] in a scrim.; of important papers developed a te::;t theory of 

SR and inveatigated the role of convention in varioua definition::; of clock synchro

nization and aimultaneity. They t>howed that two principal method::; of synchro

nization could be considered: system internal and system external synchronization. 

Einstein's synchronization scheme (using the light signal) and slow clock transport 

synchronization (where all the clocks are collected at a given locality and synchro

nized and then after slowly transported back to their respective space points in a 

given reference frame) turn out to be equivalent if and only if and only if the time 

dilation factor is given by Einstein result (1 v2 jc2 )-112 . The authors formulated 
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an ether theory where simultaneity was absolute and was kinematically equivalent 

to SR. 

Later Sji:idin[14] developed the thesis by considering the whole issue more gener

ally and also by assuming the role of synchronization in SR and some related the

ories. He gave all logically possible linear transformations between inertial frames 

depending on physical behavior of scales and clocks in motion with respect to the 

;:;o called "phytiical vacuum" and then examined LT in the light of true length con

traction and time dilation. In an effort to separate the true efl"ect8 and the effect8 

due to synchronization convention the author considered two special cases: The 

:-Jewtonian world-· without any contraction of moving bodies and slowing down of 

moving clocks and Lorentzian world- with longitudinal contraction of moving bod-

ies and slowing down of clocks: The author then used standaTd synchr-orLization 

m the Newtonian world (which was later termed as Pseudo-standard synchrony 

Ghosal, Mukhopadhyay and Chakraborty[12]) and obtained the transformations 

which were already derived by Zahar[l5]l. These transformations tihow that in the 

~ ewtonian world the (apparent) relativi8tic effects are only due to choice of special 

synchrony. Using absolute synchronization in the Lorentzian world Sjodin obtained 

the transformations that were obtained by Tangherlini[?J which showed the "real" 

effects. In this way Sjodin concluded that the confusion regarding the existence of 

the ether and the reality of length contraction/time dilation efl"ects was mainly due 

to the mixing up of the effects ar~sing out of synchronization and the real contraction 

of moving bodies and retardation of moving clocks. 

As 8aid earlier, difl"erent choices for the values of the OWS yield different sets 

1These transformations were seen to provide much clarity to some counter-intuitive issues of 

SR. In relation to the twin problem the importance of this transformation will be revealed in the 

coming chapters. 
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of transformation equations with varied structural features. LT is just one among 

them which is obtained by using Einstein convention. The other transformation 

equations although different outwardly, will predict the same kinematical world. 

These structurally different transformation equations have been found provide much 

insight into many conceptual issues including some interesting paradoxes in SR. (In 

the present investigation some of these have been used.) Some of these important 

transformation equations which explicitly incorporate the CS-thesis are given below. 

These equations relate coordinates x, y, z and time t in an inertial frame 2.: with 

those (x',y' ,t) in another inertial frame 2.:'. 

Winnie transformations: 

Vvinnie obtained his t-Lorentz transformations based on three synchrony inde-

pendent principles "the round trip light principle, the "principle of equal passage 

times" and the "linearity principle" which is as follows (The interesting derivation 

of these transformation equations are in Ref[IO]). 

x' = a- 1 (x - v--;.t), 
(2.3) 

where v--;. denotes the relative speed of~' with respect to ~' 

(2.4) 

and E (as given by Eq (2.1))and E
1 are Reichenbach parameters in the two frames 

which are in relative motions. 

Regarding the vector sign over the veloCity a clarification is needed. The vec

tor sign does not imply that the transformation equations involve more than one 

dimension, the arrow sign only emphasi/\es the non-reciprocity of relative velocity 

when t f 1/2 (i.e for non-standard synchronization). The equation could abo have 

been written in terms of ,u;, which denotes the relative speed of ~ to ~' and in 
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general V:i=~'· 

Selleri transformations: 

Selleri gave the space-time transformation between frames I; and I;' whose general 

form is given by 

x' = (x- (Jet) I R(/3) 

y' = y 
(2.5) 

z' = z 

t' = R((J)t + E(x- (Jet)+ e(y + z), 

c e are two undetermined functions of relative velocity v, /3 = vIc and 

demand of rotational invariance around x-axis e = 0. 

giving fi11ttl forr11 of tl1ese transformatior1 eqt1ations as 

x' = (x- /3et)l R(fJ) 

y' = y 
(2.6) 

z' = z 

t' =; R(f])t + t:(x- (Jet). 

The transformation Eqs. (2.3) and (2.6) represent the relativistic world. 

For absolute synchronization (E = 0) the consequent transformation equations 

are 

x' = 1(x- vt) 
(2.7) 

t' = ~- 1 t, 

which are known as Tangherlini transformations[16J or inertial transformations[17, 

18, 19]. An interesting point to note here is that although the above equations 

repre::;ent the relativistic world, simultaneity i::; not relative in character i.e it is 

absolute. This transformation plays a significant role while dealing with the twin 

problem. This is reported in Chapter of this thesis. 

Zahar 'Transformation: 
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The classical or Galilean world 1s a world where there is no time dilation and hence 

the clock transport synchronization holds without any ambiguity. The transforma

tion equations generally used in this world are the well known Galilean transfor

mations. However, by (playfully) incorporating Einstein's procedure of light signal 

synchronization in this world one observes that the Galilean transformations are 

replaced by the Zahar transformation (named after E. Zahar who obtained these 

transformation equations originally in 1977[3, 12, 14, 15]). 

=x-
(2.8) 

t' = r2 (t -.vxjc2
). 

In addition to the above mentioned transformation equations there are some other 

interesting transformation equations following CS approach where synchronization 

is achieved by non-luminal signal (in general) using the standard synchronizatioll 

procedure. The equations are quite general in nature in the sense that the world 

(classical or relativistic) is not specified beforehand. These equations are obtained 

in the next section. 

2.2 Non-Luminal Clock Synchronization in Dif

ferent Worlds 

The CS-thesis of SR can be understood more clearly by developing relativity within 

a medium. In an interesting paper Ghosal et.al [12] dealt with the CS issue in 

a novel way by considering "Relativity in a substrate". There instead of using 

light, spatially separated clocks were imagined to be synchronized using "acoustic 

signal" following Einstein's mode of synchronization. It has been shown there that 

transformation equations obtained by synchronizing clocks using non-luminal signal 
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following Einstein convention in the relativistic world helped to visualize clearly the 

conventionality ingredients in the standard formulation of SR. 

Before discussing the content of the pap~r let us start with the following obser-

vations. In the standard formulation of SR light has two different roles to play. On 

the one hand it acts as a synchronizing agent, on the other hand it has invariant 

two-way-speed (TWS) in vacuum. T'he second role has a basis in the empirically 

verifiable property, but the firnt one is purely prescriptive in origin. In the derivation 

of the LT, these two roles are mixed up. The inseparability contributet> to t>everal 

misconceptions and prejudices in relativity theory. In an effort to separate these 

two roles one may introduce non-luminal signal to synchronize clocks andre derive 

the transformation equations. To achieve this the authors[12] considered reference 

frames submerged in a substrate. In order to derive the transformation equations. 

they proposed to synchronize the clocks by some other signal (acoustic signal (AS)) 

which is a characteristic of the ·substrahun. To start with the authors considered 

ihat an acoustic wave is generated at t = 0 at the common origin of the frames 

Si and Sk. Except for the frame S0 which it; at rest relative to the substratum, 

in all other frames the velocity of AS in the positive and negative x-directions will 

not be the same. Using the CS-thesis they defined the synchronization of clocks 

so that these two velocities are equal in all frames although their values vary from 

frame to frame. This synchrony is called the pseudo-standard synchrony other than 

Einstein's standard synchrony. According to pseudo-standard synchrony along the 

x-axis, the one dimensional wave front equation will be 

(2.9) 

where xk denotes the co-ordinates of a frame Sk which is moving with respect to 

S0 frame which is fixed in the substrate and akx is the TWS of the AS in the x-
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direction. 

Two-way-speed (TWS) of AS will not be the same in all directions, for example 

along the y-direction the wave front equation will be 

2 2 t2 
Yk = aky k (2.10) 

where aky it> the TWS of AS along y-direction and may have different value from 

alex· Hence the acoustic wave front will not be spherical in frames other than in 50 . . 

frame. 

The Derivation of Transformation Equations: 

To derive the transformation equations (TE) between two arbitrary inertial frame 

si and sk moving with relative velocity Vik the authors used TE in the linear form 

as, 

1 

where aile· ~ile and Pik are constant that were determined using pseudo-standard 

:.;ynchrony. By virtue of the chosen synchrony, one can set the condition 

(2.12) 

where )..ik is a scale factor that is independent of the space and time coordinates. 

Using Eqs.(2.11) and (2.12) the transformation coefficients were obtained as 

(2.13) 

Pile = aik/ Pile (2.14) 

(2.15) 
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with 

. _ (1 _ ,2 I 2 )-112 
/2k - Vik aix · ( 2 .16) 

and 

(2.17) 

Incorporating these the transformation Eqs.(2.11) was written as, 

18) 

m preferred frame S0 according to adopted synchronization G'-''·''-'HJ.v 

TWS of AS is isotropic for 

(2.19) 

where a,r and are the x and y components of the velocity of the wavefront and 

a0 is the isotropic signal speed. 

The TWS in an arbitrary frame Sk along x- direction was obtained as 

(2.20) 

Similarly the TWS in y- direction in Sk 

(2.21) 

For any other signal whose isotropic TWS (equal to its OWS) in S0 is a~ (which 

may differ from a0 ) the TvVS along x- direction was 

(2.22) 

and along the y-direction 

, a~(l - v5d a;f) 
aky = 

f3ok + ~ok Vok ' 
(2.23) 

where a~x and a~Y are the TWS of the ::;ignal a::; mea::;ured from Skin the longitudinal 

and in the transverse directions respectively. One needs to note here that in order 
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to obtain these relations it has been assumed that with respect to S0 under the 

chosen synchrony, the OWS of "other" sig1i.al is isotropic and is equal to its TWS. 

It has thus been tacitly assumed that in the preferred frame S0 the pseudo-standard 

synchronization with AS and with the "other" signal are equivalent. 

Making use of Eqs.(2.13), (2.20) and (2.21) the scale factors were obtained as 

Also 

Aik = Aok =: akx aiy . 
,\oi aky aix 

this value for Aik Eq. (2.18) becomes 

::ck = (akx/aky)(aiy/aix)[(xi .:__ Viktd/(1- vlk/arx) 112
], 

tk = (aiy/aky)[(ti- (vik/atx)xi)/(1- Vfk/atx) 112
]. 

(2.24) 

26) 

r"''"''r·-r to preferred frame S0 (where aox = a0y = a0 ) the TE from So to any 

other inertial frame sk was thus obtained as 

xk = (akx/aky)[(xo - Vokto)/(1- v5,ja5) 112
], 

(2.27) 

tk = (ao/aky)[(to- (vok/a6)xo)/(1- v5k/a6x) 112
]. 

In a lighter vein the authors termed this set of transformation equations as dol-

ph in transformations (DT) as if these transformations are perceived· by intelligent 

dolphins equipped with standard rods and clocks under water. As can be seen the 

Dolphin transform in the present·form can be used as a space-time relation between 

two frames provided one knows the TWS of AS in these two frames. If instead of AS 

light signal was used for synchronization of docks, then by virtue of CVL postulate 

in SR 

(2.28) 

which gives the familiar LT. However in absence of any communication with the 

outside world, apparently c does not play any role in DT even though the dolphins 
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live in the relativistic world where we know c plays a fundamental role! As said 

in the article, in DT, c will appear as a physical constant through akx and aky· In 

order to make DT usable, the dolphins will have to measure the TWS of AS in Sk 

as a function of velocity Vok and one can anticipate that they will eventually find 

that 

(2.29) 

aky = aky(vok, c), 

where c would appear not as the speed of light but as some physical constant. 

Putting a~Y = a~1 = c in the two-way velocity transformation 

(2.22) and 23 and using Eqs(2.13-2.16) it was demonstrated that 

and 

or by Eqs. 1 and 24) 

and 

(1 - v5d a5) 112 

Aok = (1 2 / 2)1/2. - Vok c 

(1-v5k/a5)1/2 
aky = ao ( 1 -- v5k/ c2)1/2 . 

(2.30) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

By inserting Eqs.(2.31) and (2.32) in Eq.(2.27) the DT for the relativistic world was 

obtained as 

Xk = (xo- Vokto)/(1- v5da5) 112
, 

tk = (1- v6dc2
)

112(1- v5k/a5)-
1
[to- (vok/a6)xo]. 

(2.34) 

The authors note down certain important consequences of DT which are the fol-

lowing: 
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1. The transformation equations contain TWS of synchronizing signal. The 

simultaneity is relative. Under this synchrony relative speeds are not symmetric in 

general. 

2. The speed of AS a0 is conventional. c appears as a physical constant - the 

TWS of light - and is not based on any convention. The factor ( 1 - v5k j c2) 
112 is 

due to real effects. The other factor, (1 - v6k/ a6) arises from the synchronization 

procedure which is evident from the presen~e of the term a0 . ThuH this clarifies that 

different synchronization procedure may not have relativity of simultaneity but they 

can predict length contraction and time dilation effects. From the DT, the length 

contraction factor (LCF) and time dilation factor (TDF) were calculated to 

LCF = (1- v6k/a6)/(l -- v6k/c2
)

112
, 

TDF = (1- v6k/c2
)

112 j(l- v6k/a5). 
(2.35) 

3. In the derivation of DT the two roles of the light signal which are mixed up in 

standard SR (as discussed before) are clearly separated. 

An important point regarding DT is that it can be well used to obtain some 

important transformation equations in relativistic and classical worlds by making 

usc of the properties of the synchronization signal: 

Lorentz transformation (relativistic world with Einstein synchroniza-

tion): 

In the standard synchrony the synchronization agent is light. Putting a0 = c in DT 

one obtains the Lorentz transformation. 

Tangherlini transformation (relativistic world with absolute synchro

nization): 

If in the preferred frame the speed of synchronization signals a0 -+ oo then we 
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obtains (for S0 -----+ Sk) the Tangherlini transformation 

x' = r(x- vt) 
(2.36) 

Zahar transformation (Einstein synchronization and classical world): 

In the cla::;sical world the velocity addition law is the Galilean one. Then the T\IVS 

of AS is obtained to be 

(2.37) 
_ (l 2 I 2)1;2 aky - ao - Vok ao 

Inserting expression::; for akx and aky in the DT (and in particular in Eq.(2.41) 

2 ' 2) Voklao · 

(2.38) 

= c) DT then becomes Zahar transformation (ZT) 

as we have discussed earlier 

(2.39) 

Galilean transformation (absolute synchrony and classical world): 

It has been shown that in the classical world if the synchronir,ing signal's speed is 

assumed to be arbitrarily large (hypothetically) so that one may put a0 -----+ oo m 

Eq.(2.38), one i::; then seen to retrieve the familiar form of GT. 

DT thus is shown to act as an originator of these various important transformation 

equation with varied structural features. This has been seen to throw light on 

various counter-intuitive issues of Relativity. 
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3.1 Introduction 

In a pedagogically interesting and thought provoking article, S. P. Boughn[l] dis-

cussed a variation of the twin paradox parable where twins (P and Q say) on board 

two identical rockets (with equal amount of fuel), initially at rest a distance L apart 

in an inertial frame ~- underwent identical accelerations for some time in the di-

rection PQ, and eventually carne to rest (when all their fuels had expended) with 

another inertial frame ~~ moving with non-zero relative velocity v with respect to ~. 

From the simple application of Lorentz transformation Boughn obtained a rather 

surprisi11g result that in the nevv abode (E') the age of becar11e less than tl1at of 

Q! Viewed differently, if the twins would carry presynchronized clocks, the outcome 

would have been a net time-offset effect between these clocks in ~1 . 

The result is counter-intuitive by virtue of the fact that the twins of the parable 

throughout had identical local experiences yet their prcsynchroni/\cd docks (abo 

their own biological clocks) went out of ::;ynchronyl 

Quantitatively this time-offset or desynchronization turns out to be 

I I 2 c5tdesync = -!vVL C ' (3.1) 

where the Lorentz factor 

(3.2) 

and c is the speed of light in free space. 

The result can be seen to follow from the simple application of LT: 

(3.3) 

where in the current context, tk and xk denote the time and space coordinates of 

the observer k (k stands for P or Q) with respect to ~ and the prime refers to 
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the corresponding coordinates of the observers in :E' where they arrive and settle 

::;tationary after their acceleration phases are over. 

From the time transformation of Eq.(3.3) one obtains 

(3.4) 

The clocks of the observers P and Q are initially synchronized in :E and continue 

(as the symmetry of the situation demands) to remain synchronized with respect 

to the frame during their acceleration phases and thereafter. For a pair of events 

simultaneou::; with respect to :E, say foi· instance birthdays of P and Q, tQ- tp = 0. 

and noting that the twins are separated by a distance L = XQ -- Xp, 

the last equation gives Eq. (3.1) where the desynchronization between the clocks P 

and Q is denoted by M~esync = tQ - t'p. Obviously the above desynchronization 

corresponds to a differential aging of the twins in their new abode. 

The apparently paradoxical result that the twins age differently in spite of their 

identical history of acceleration is readily explained if one notes that for spatially 

separated (biological) clocks the change of relative synchronization cannot have any 

unequivocal meaning. They can only be compared unambiguously when they arc 

in spatial coincidence. For instance in :E', one of the ob::;ervers can t>lowly walk 

towards the other (or both of them can do the walking) and compare their ages (or 

their clock readings) when they meet. Since in the relativistic world the so called 

"slow transport synchronization" is equivalent to the Einstein synchronization[2], 

the calculated differential aging c_>r time-offset between their clocks when they were 

spatially separated would continue to hold even when the twins meet after their 

dow walk. However in that case it can easily be seen[3] that they do not have 

t>yrnrnctrical cxperienceo, and hence the paradox gets resolved. 

While the paradoxical element of the counter-intuitive outcome melts away, the 
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fact remains that the differential aging for the "case of identically accelerated twins" 

given by Eq.(3.1) is correct arid the time-offset can be verified at one spatial point 

as has already been pointed out. Baughn in his paper claimed that the ordinary 

twin paradox could be explained in terms of this effect (which hereafter will be 

referred to as the Baughn effect (BE)) 1 . According to the parable of the ordinary 

twin paradox, Adam (A) stays at home on earth in a frame of reference :E0 , while his 

traveller twin sinter Beatrice (B) on board a fast rocket leaves earth with velocity 

v for a voyage to a dh.;tant star and subsequently turns around and then returns 

with the same ;;;peed v to meet her stay-at-home sibling to discover that they age 

differently, By applying time dilation formula (TDF) of special relativity (SR) on 

B's (biological) clock, A predicts that B should be younger ou her return. The 

apparent paradox arises if B tries to apply the speeial relativistic TDF on A's clock 

(pretending that A is doing all the moving) and makes the contradictory claim that 

it is B who should be younger after the round-trip. 

In this context Baughn observed that according to twin B, twin A would age 

less rapidly by a factor I/1 during the entire trip. However, with obvious reference 

to the time-·offset effect discussed earlier, Baughn further argued that because of 

acceleration at turn around, there would be a change in synchronization between the 

two twins· clocks. This change would overcompensate for the apparent slowdown 

in twin A's aging and finally twin A would be the older of the two. This was how 

both the twills could finally agree 011 their predictions. 

But can one really explain the ordinary twin paradox in terms of Baughn effect? 

1 Although the problem of "identically accelerated twins" perhaps was well ki1own to many in 

one form or the other, many authors[!, 2, 3, 4] have chosen to refer to Boughn's paper to describe 

this effect (paradox). The present paper also continues with this tradition in calling this effect 

after Boughn. 
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Commenting on Baughn's paper, Desloge and Philpott[3] noted that using Baughn's 

scenario "to analyse the twin p·aradox can be misleading since twins A and B do 

uot start and end together whereas the twins in the conventional twin problem do." 

In spite of the criticism we feel that the pedagogical power of Baughn's paradox can 

be used to explain the usual twin paradox. However as outlined in the preceding 

paragraph, the brief account given by Baughn himself to this end is only a quali

tative one. Besides, Baughn's paradox refers to the time-offset between two twins 

whose spatial separation has been maintained constant throughout with respect to 

E. One may therefore wonder how this car,L related to desynchronization 

twins twin paradox), one of whom remains stationary while the 

other m.akes the round-trip. In a recent paper, referring to the desynchronization 

of clocks in the caHe of identically accelerated twins (clocks), Styer[5] attempted to 

a resolution the ordinary twin paradox in terms of it. However. in doing 

so the author in hi::; otherwi::;e interesting paper treated the Earth clock and the Htar 

clock as the identically accelerated ones whereas indeed the travelling twin suffered 

the turn-around acceleration thus rendering his arguments untenable. Besides, the 

resolution relied on an arbitrarily rapid jumping ahead of the Earth (remote) clock 

during the brief turn-around of the traveller. However, this drastic alteration in 

the reading of the remote clock is often difficult to accept[6]. Perhaps this is the 

reason why this resolution (as Styer himself had put it) "leaves most students with 

a gnawing pit in their guts". 

The purpose of the present paper among other things is to remove this gnawing 

pit in the guts, and show how Baughn's paradox can be fruitfully used to resolve 

the usual twin paradox quantitatively. To our knowledge this has not been done 

before. Indeed the actual demonstration of unequivocal prediction for differential 

aging from both the twins' perspectives by employing BE will be found to be a non-
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trivial exercise. A careful analysis of the problem will provide a lot. of additional 

insight into the century old counter-intuitive puzzle. It will be shown how the 

travelling twin in spite of her noq-inertiality can make use of the special relativistic 

time dilation formula to obtain the proper time of the stay-at-home twin and yet 

predict the correct differential aging from her perspective. Interestingly, as the 

paper attempts to explain one paradox in terms of another, the present endeavour 

may be looked upon, in a lighter vein, as to justify the proverb "like cures like". 

3.2 Coordinate Time, Time Dilation and Desyn

chronization 

The relativistic time dilation effect relates ·timeti of two different nature. One con

cerns the rate of ticking of a moving clock at its position and the corresponding 

time is known as the proper time (often denoted by T) of the clock. The other refers 

to readings of spatially separated coordinate clocks (at rest with respect to some 

inertial frame of reference), as the concerned clock moves past these coordinate 

docks. Time recorded by the coordinate clocks are therefore known as coordinate 

time which may be denoted by t. Note that, since the coordinate clocks are spatially 

separated, the coordinate time for a given pair of events depends on the synchro

nization convention (or the standard of simultaneity) adopted to synchronize these 

coordinate clocks. In SR we adopt the standard synchronization or Einstein syn

chronization according to which the one-way-speed of light is stipulated to be equal 

to its round trip speed. The proper timeT of a clock however is independent of any 

synchronization convention. 

The standard relativistic TDF which connects T and t is therefore valid provided 

the coordinate clocks are synchronized following Einstein's convention. According 
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to the conventionality of simultaneity thesis2 however, other quite equally valid 

synchronization schemes can be adopted but in that case the relativistic TD F will 

not be valid. Since in the twin paradox thought experiment, T of one twin (clock) 

i~ "calculated" from the "knowledge" of the coordinate time elap~cd in the other 

twin's frame of reference, one must ascertain the latter with great caution. 

The genesis of the twin paradox lies in the failure to do so in the frame of reference 

attached to the traveller twirL "Let us now clarify this. Consider the abrupt turn 

around scenario of the standard twin parable. Assume that the turn around of 

B takes place when the distance between the twins (with respect to E) measures 

L say. Now, just before the deceleration phase starts, one may consider another 

observer Alfred (A) of the same age as that of Beatrice (i.e it is assumed that A's 

dock iH synchronized with B't; in E) and at the same location of A comoving with 

respect to B that, like in Baughn's scenario, A and B both undergo the same 

but arbitrarily large negative acceleration with respect to which moves with 

constant velocity v with respect to E0 . From E frame, B and A may be considered 

as Baughn's twins accelerating from rest along the negative x-direction (i.e now A 

is forwardly placed with respect to B) and settles in some inertial frame E' moving 

with velocity -w (say) with respect to E (and -v with respect to E 0 ). 

BE therefore tells us that with respect to Einstein synchronized clocks in I:', there 

is a desynchronization effect between the clocks (or ages) of Alfred and Beatrice, 

(3.5) 

which has been obtained from Eq.(3.1) replacing /v and v by lw and -w respec-

2See for example[4, 7, 8]. For a mo~e comprehensive review of the thesis see a recent paper by 

Anderson, Vetharaniam and Stedman[9]. 
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tively. Note that here 

(3.6) 

where we have used 

(3 ") \ . I 

The last relation of course follows from the relevant relativistic velocity addition 

law. Using the last two expressions in Eq.(3.5) one obtains 

The above dcsynchronization ah.;o corresponds to a synchronization gap between 

the Einstein synchronized reference frames I; and I:'. The presence of this synchro-

nization gap between instantaneously comoving inertial frames for an accelerated 

is the reason frames cannot be meshed together. 

Owing to the (instantaneous) turn-around, Beatrice switches her inertial frame 

and because of desynchronization, the clocks of Alfred and Beatrice nci longer repre-

sent the Einstein synchronized coordinate clocks of 'E'. Now consider the following 

scenario: Instead of not turning around if Beatrice would continue to move forward 

covering the same length of journey with uniform ::;peed as she would do after the 

tum-around, coordinate clocks (Einstein synchronized) of 'E frame of Beatrice could 

be used to measure the lapse of coordinate time for A's trip and connect the same 

with the proper time of Adam through TDF for A's entire one-way trip. However if 

during the second phase of the trip someone would playfully tamper with the syn-

chronization, any coordinate time measurement following it would then be erroneous 

and hence a calculation to obtain the proper time T A of A from this· measurement 

(by applying TDF on it) would give wrong result. Clearly, in order to get the cor-

rect answer the remedy is to first' undo the playful tampering of synchronization by 
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getting back to the Einstein synchronization that was adopted before and then one 

would be free to use TDF in order to obtain the proper time from the coordinate 

time. Let us now see what the corresponding situation is if we consider Beatrice\; 

turn-around. In this case the second leg of Beatrice's journey corresponds to the 

inertial frame I:' The adoption of Einstein synchronization in this frame can be 

equated with the deliberate alteration of synchronization just discussed in connec

tion with the uniform motion scenario of Beatrice, t->ince the standard of simultaneity 

in I:' is tlms made different from that in I: which corresponds to the earlier leg 

Beatrice's trip. 

It is proper and coordinate time of a clock are connected by 

TDF of special relativity provided the coordinate clocks are standardly synchronized 

and they remain so during measurements. We then ask if there is any way so 

one can continue with the standard of simultaneity (synchrony) of I: in I:'

The answer is in the affirmative and is provided by Baughn's thought experiment. 

Frorn the symmetry of the problem it i;,; evident that clocks of Alfred and Beatrice 

initially synchronized in I: continue to remain synchronized with respect to I: even 

when they arrive stationary in :E' after the turn-around acceleration3 . From B's 

perspective one can easily obtain the round-trip time l:ltB(B) recorded in B's clock 

for A's journey (see later), but this does not correspond to the coordinate time for 

the same in I:. Clearly a correction term M~esync' is to be added to l:ltB(B) (see 

below) iu order to obtain the s·aid coordinate time. This correction is equivalent 

to the proce!-ls of restoration of the synchroni?:ation mentioned in Beatrice's non 

3In other words as if the clocks A and B behave in an obstinate manner and refuse to be syn

chronized in the new frame according to the standard synchrony automatically. The clock readings 

are to be tampered with in order to resynchronize them in :E' according to the Einstein synchrony. 

If instead the docks are left alone, these coordinate clocks then define absolute synchronization 

which Selleri refers to as "nature's choice" [10, 11]. 
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turn-around example. 

3.3 Resolution 

01 
01 

Before we proceed to provide the quantitative resolution of the twin paradox using 

BE, let us for convenience, remove the inconsequential initial and final accelerations 

from the problem. We thus assume that B makes a flying start and also after the 

return trip she flies past A. The only unavoidable acceleration that we keep is the 

one associated B's turn-around without which A and B cannot compare their 

clocks ages) at one spatial point after the latter's round-trip. The resolution 

can nmv be laid down in the following steps: 

Perspective of A: 

Step 1: 

The reciprocity of the relativistic TDF from the perspective of and B can 

symbolically be expressed as, 

TDFl: (3.9) 

TDF2: (3.10) 

In the above we follow a notation scheme, where ~TB(A) [~TA(B)] denotes the B 

[ A]-clock reading for a time interval between two events occurred at its position 

as inferred by the observer A [B]. The inference of course is drawn from its owu 

coordinate clocks' records for tl;w interval, ~tA(A) [~tB(B)] and its knowledge of 

the relevant time dilation effect. Indeed the time intervals ~TB(A) or ~TA(B) arc 

Lased on one clock measurements and hence they refer to proper times of B and A 

respectively. 
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Regarding the notations .6.tB(B) or .6.tA(A), a clarification is needed. ·while. 

for example .6.TA(B) refers to the difference between one clock (A) reading for 

two events, .6.tB(B) refers to in general, the observed difference in readings (for 

the same pair of events) recorded in two spatially separated (synchronized) docks 

stationary with respect to the frame of reference attached to B. However when 

.6.tB(B) concerns measurement of the round trip time of an object or a clock (A 

say), it also refers to a single clock (B) measurement. Although T-symbol would 

been more appropriate in the later case but we shall continue to use the symbol 

·t' to emphasize that the corresponding time is supposed to be the coordinate time. 

We now quote the relevant length contraction formula (LCF), 

LCF: ( 3.11) 

L 0 is distance of the distant star from the earth (measured in and L 

is the corresponding distance measured in I:. 

Step 2: 

A-clock time for B's up and down travel of distance 2£0 is 

(3.12) 

and using the above result, tlw B-clock hrne for the same as calculated by A using 

TDF 1 (Eq.(3.9)) is 

(3.13) 

Step 3: 

Differential aging with respect to A is therefore given by 

(3.14) 

Perspective of B: 
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Step 4: 

From B's point of view, A makes the round trip and B measures the time for this 

trip as fltB(B). This is nothing but the B-clock time as calculated by A flTB(A) 

which is given by Eq.(3.13). Hence 

(3.15) 

This can also be seen in the following way. According to B, A travels a distance 

2Lo (using LCF Eq. (3.11)) for the round trip . The speed of with respect to 

B is also v as LT honours the reciprocity of relative velocity. Hence the travel time 

6tB(B) is again calculated as ~t,~ 1 2L0 jv. 

Step 5: 

The same time interval in A-clock as calculated by B by the naive application of 

TDF2 (Eq.(lO)) on fltB(B)) ic; obtained as, 

(3.16) 

This is however incorrect since desynchronization of distant clocks due to BE has 

not been taken into account and hence we have put a bar sign on T, to be removed 

later after correction. 

Step 6: 

The above expression must be corrected by taking into account the BE. To cal

culate this effect we first split the frame of reference ( K) attached to B into two 

inertial frames :B and :B' which move with velocities v and -v respectively with 

respect to :B0 . As discussed in Sec.3.2, A and B separated by a length L in :B after 

deceleration arrives in the final frame of reference :B' producing a temporal offset 

(desynchronization) between their clocks which is given by Eq.(3.8) 

(3.17) 
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where for the last equality we have made use of Eq.(3.11). Going back to Eq.(3.15), 

leading to Eq.(3.16) one now discovers that the application of Eq.(3.10) on tltB(B) 

to obtain flrA(B) is a mistake since. as lias been explained in Sec.2. the former 

does not represent the coordinate time as the coordinate clocks in K fail to remain 

synchroniz,cd according to the standard synchronization scheme as B changes her 

inertial frame from 2.: to 2.:1 for her tum around acceleration. This is the lesson we 

learn from BE. One therefore needs to add4 this desynchronization effect (Eq. (3.17)) 

to tltB(B) before the application of TDF2 (See Appendix for clarification). 

Adding 6t~esync to fltB(B) will undo the "resynchronization" of clocks (see Sec.3.2 

and footnote( 4)) in E15 hence standard synchronization of coordinate clocks 

in E will be carried over in E1 as well. This is indeed the precondition that ensures 

the applicability of the relativistic TDF. 

Therefore the true coordinate time i::> obtained as 

(3.18) 

~ow applying TDF2 on the true coordinate time tlt'Bord( B), B calculates the round-

trip time (proper) measured in A-clock as 

Step 7: 

Thus the differential aging from the perspective of B turns out to be, 

(3.20) 

4 Whether one should add or subtract this desynchronization effect depends on its definition, 

as M~esync could have been defined as tA-t's, in which case one would need to subtract the effect. 

for undoing the resynchronization. 
5 Resynchroni:;-;ation has been tacitly assumed in calculating fltB(B) (see arguments following 

Eq.(3.l5)) when reciprocity of relative velocity and LCF has been assumed to be valid in the frame 

of reference of B in her return journey. 
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which agrees with Eq.(3.14). 

3.4 Summary 

Baughn has shown that two identically accelerated twins initially at rest with some 

inertial frame ages differently when they arrived stationary in another inertial frame 

(after their acceleration phases are over). Although the outcome is counter-intuitive 

(since in spite of the twins' accelerations being symmetric in every respect, they 

age differently), the effect is an undeniable fact. It has been remarked in the 

literature thaJ ordinary tv:in paradox can be explained in terms of the paradox 

of the identically accelerated twins. In this paper we have taken up the issue 

and solved the usual twin paradox quantitatively using the Boughn paradox. We 

have considered the abrupt turn around scenario and the essence of the present 

approach to resolve the issue lies in recognizing the fact that the coordinate clocks 

(that of Alfred and Beatrice say) of E no longer represent the Einstein-synchronized 

coordinate clocks in E 1 after the turn around. Indeed, these coordinate clocks of E 

carry over their synchronization convention in E', a lesson we learn from Baughn 

paradox. With these clocks the standard of simultaneity in E, according to Einstein 

conveution is preserved in spite of their acceleration; in :E' though, these docks are 

not Einstein-synchronized. This departure from Einstein synchronization of the 

clocks is reflected in the Baughn effect. 

Relativistic TDF can be used to calculate the proper time of A-clock from the 

coordinate time in the frame of reference attached to B provided the coordinate 

clocks represent uniform synchronization according to Einstein's scheme. It has 

been shown that the round-trip time t6.tB(B) of Adam as recorded by Beatrice's 

dock cannot represent the readin~Ss of the coordinate clocks of Beatrice's frame of 
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reference having constant synchronization (because of the frame's turn-arou11d) and 

it has been explained how this can be corrected usi1ig the Baughn effect. Thus the 

genesis of the paradox lies in the mistake in the reasoning by Beatrice who naively 

use the TDF on !:ltB(B) to draw inference regarding the proper time of Adam's 

clock. Once this is recognized the problem gets dissolved fully in the context of SR 

3.5 Appendix 

Correction to coordinate time: 

A careful analysis is required to understand the precise role of BE quantitatively 

m the (coordinate) time of A's trip with respect to B. 

Rewriting Eq. (3.5) as 

(3.21) 

where ()t~esync is given by Eq.(3.17), 

oue can interpret the equation saying that with respect to staudardly synchro

nised clocks in E', A-clock as if, has been put behind the B-clock by the amount 

6t~esync when these clocks arrive' stationary in E'. In reality nothing happens to 

these clocks during the brief p~riod of acceleration. Indeed if one wishes to treat 

these clocks as Einstein-synchronized coordinate clocks in E' one requireR to resyn

chronize them by hand. 

During the return trip, A leaves the clock A at some time and meets Bat a later 

time. The elapsed coordinate time for this trip is the difference between these times. 

If for any pair of events the time difference (B-clock time minus A-clock time) with 

respect to spatially separated Einstein-synchronized clocks is X', the same with 

respect to these docks before resynchronization (that is if one continues with the 

synchronization in E) will clearly be more as A-clock carries an offset -Jt~esync· 
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This is given by 

X X I -! 
= + otdesync (3.22) 

For the outward trip of A the coordinate time of travel with respect to :E is 

(3.23) 

for the return trip the same in :E' (with respect to resynchronized clocks) is again 

given by 

b.t; = Ljv, (3.24) 

but this is not the lapse of coordinate time with respect to :E. 

Clearly after undoing the resynchronization, i.e, when A and B clocks are left 

alone and these untampered clocks are used as coordinate clocks, the coordinate 

tirne for return trip then should read, following Eq.(3.22) as 6t2 = b.t;+M~esynr• 

and the same for the entire trip of A is given by 

(3.18) 

where we have put l::..ts(B) = b.t1 + l::..t2. 
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4.1 Introduction 

As is evident from the title, in this chapter we shall discuss the desynchronization 

effect of the case of identically accelerated twins undergoing through the same chain 

of events in the relativistic and classical world. This is an extension of an earlier 

paper "Principle of Equivalence and the Twin Paradox" where a variation of the 

twin paradox h.; used to connect gravity with the the d.esynchronization effect. The 

paradox has been explained there using EP whose role is to provide a physical agent 

i.e. gravity which can supply the required extra aging to the traveller 

acceleration phase through a gravitational time offset effect. I should mention here 

that the paper "Principle of Equivalence and the Twin Paradox" has been reported 

by one of my collaborators. but still for the sake of completeness I reproduce the 

whole article as a background. 

As discussed earlier in the canonical version of the twin paradox, of the two twine; 

initially living on earth ( a::>sumed to be an inertial frame), one leaves the earth by a 

fast rocket to a distant star and then returns to meet her stay-at-home brother to 

discover that they age differently. This as such is not a paradox since the rocket

bound sibling, on account of her high velocity will suffer relativistic time dilation of 

her (biological) dock throughout 'her journey and will therefore return younger with 

respect to her brother. Indeed with respect to the inertial frame of the stay-at-horne 

twin, the world lines of the twins in the Minkowski diagram are different (although 

from the description of the problem the end points of these lines i.e the time and 

the place of departure and that of their reunion, meet) and hence the asymmetry 

in the aging can be attributed to the fact that proper time is not integrable[l]. The 

paradox arises if one naively treats the perspectives of the twins symmetrically. 

For example if the traveller twin considers herself to remain stationary and relate 
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the motion to her brother, she would (erroneously) expect her brother to stay 

younger by believing that the Lorentz transformation (LT) predicts reciprocal time 

dilation of moving clocks. Qualitatively the resolution lies in the observation that 

one of the twins is in an accelerated (non-inertial) frame of reference and hence 

the po:,.;tulatet> of Special Relativity (SR) are not applicable to it and therefore the 

claim of reciprocity of time dilation between the frames of reference of the twim; 

falls through. Indeed Einstein himself found this sort of argument preferable in 

dismissing the paradoxical element in the t~in problem[2]. However this suggestion 

should not construed as a statement that the resolution of the paradox falls 

outside the purview of SR . On the contrary much of the expositions found in the 

literature on the subject deal with the problem in the frame work of SR alone1
, 

although many tend to believe that the introduction of GR and a gravitational field 

at the point of acceleration is the right way to understand the asymmetry in the:; 

perspectives of the twins. Bohm notes in the context that '' two clocks running at 

places of different gravitational potential will have different rates" [5]. ·This suggests 

that EP can directly be used to explain the asymmetry (difference between the 

experiences of the rocket-bound and the stay-at-home twin). However, as pointed 

out by Debs and Redhead[l] and also others[6], that since in the twin problems one 

deals with fiat space-time, any reference of GR in this context is quite confusing. 

Coming back to the issue of acceleration, one finds often that the direct role 

of acceleration of the rocket-bound twin in causing the differential aging hat> been 

much criticized although it is quite clear that in order to have twice intersecting 

trajectories of the twins (this is necessary since the clocks or ages of the twins have 

to be compared at the same space-time events) one cannot avoid acceleration. 

1Very extensive treatment is available in Special Relativity Theory-Selected Reprints[3], (see 

also Ref.[4]). For newer expositions se~ for example Ref.[l] and references therein. 
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In an interesting article Gruber and Price[7] dispel the idea of any direct connec-

tion between acceleration and asymmetric" aging by presenting a variation of the 

paradox where although one twin is subjected to undergo an arbitrarily large accel-

eration, no differential aging occurs. That the acceleration per se cannot play a role 

iti also evident from the usual calculation of the age dift"erence from the pcnipPctivP 

the inertial frame of the stay-at-horne twin if one notes that the duration of 

the turn-around process of the rocket can be made arbitrarily small in comparison 

to that for the rest of the journey and hence the final age difference between the 

twins can then be understood in terms of the usual relativistic time dilation of the 

traveller twin during essentially the unaccelerated segment of her journey 2
. One is 

thus caught in an ambivalent sitcwtion that, on the one hand the acceleration does 

not play any role. on the other hand the paradox is not well posed unless there is 

a t uru-arouud (acceleration) the traveller twin3
, 

In order to get out of this dichotomy it i;; enough to note that from the point of 

view of the traveller twin, the acceleration (or the change of reference frame in the 

abrupt turn-around scenario) is important. The consideration of thi.s acceleratiou 

only has the ability to explain that the expectation of symmetrical time dilation of 

the stationary twin from the point of view of the rocket-bound twin is incorrect, 

In an interesting paper A.Harpaz[lO] tries to explain the twin paradox by cal-

cnlating the age difference from the perspective of the traveller twin directly by 

applying EP i.e l>y introducing GSDC. From the previom; discussions it may seem 

unnecessary (or even confusing) to invoke gravity in the essentially special rela-

2 In such a calculation the time dilation is also calculated during the acceleration phase (as-

1mming the clock hypothesis to be true[l]) and is shown to contribute arbitrarily small value in 

tht: age offset if the duration of the acceleration phase is assumed to tend to zero. 
8 Here we are considering the standard version of the paradox and the variation where the twins 

live in a cylindrical universe[8, 9] has been kept out of the present scope. 
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tivistic problem. However the fact is, Harpaz's approach apparently provides an 

alternate explanation for the differential aging from the traveller's perspective. 

The author of the pedagogical article observes that although the special rela

tivistic approach can correctly account for the age difference between the twins, 

" it does not manifest the 'physical agent' responsible for the creation of such a 

difference" [10]. It is held that EP provides such an agent and that is gravity. But 

how doe:,; gravity find way into the problem? Gravity enters through EP and itc; 

connection with the resolution of the paradox can symbolically be written as 

Acceleration 1!.!; Gravity --+Gravitational red-shift--" GS DC --+Extra aging 

where the last item of the flow diagram indicates that with respect to the rocket

bound twin, GSDC provides the extra aging of the stay-at-home oi1e, explaining 

the asymmetrical aging of the problem. 

However while there is as such' no harm understanding the twin problem from 

a different perspective (here, this is in terms of GSDC), Harpaz's approach suffer 

from two foh l conceptual difficulties which we will elaborate in the next scctiou. 

TheBe difficulties include the fact that the calculations are only approximate. The 

other difficulty will be seen to be of more fundamental in nature. The aim of the 

present study (reported in this chapter) is to remove these difficulties and give an 

accurate account of the asymmetric aging from the perspective of the rocket-bound 

twin directly in terms of a time-offset between the siblings which is introduced due 

to the pseudo-gravity experienced by the traveller twin. 

4.2 GSDC and Extra Aging 

In the standard version of the twin paradox the differential aging from the per

spective of the stay-at-home (inertial) observer A can easily be calculated assuming 
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that for the most parts of the journey of the traveller twin B, the motion remains 

uniform except that there is a turn-around acceleration of the rocket so that finally 

the siblings are able to meet and compare their ages. In the Minkowski diagram 

the whole scenario is characterized primarily by three events: (1) Meeting of the 

world lines of A and B when the voyage starts taking place, (2) the turn around 

of B and (3) meeting of the world lines when and B reunite. For the paradox 

it is not ncccsl-iary that at events (1) and (2), the relative velocity between A and 

B has to be zero, since ages or 'clocks can be cornpared at a point even if the ob-

servers are in relative motion, therefore the analysis of the problem can be dam; 

l)y COilsiclerir1g the acceleration. only'" during the tur11-arour1d. Tl1e duratio11 of the 

acceleration phase can be considered to be arbitrarily small compared to the time 

it takes during its forward and return journeys and hence the age difference occurs 

due to the usual relativistic time dilation of a clock for its uniform motion. This is 

clearly given by 

( 4.1) 

where 2tA is the time the rocket takes for its entire journey. (up and down) in 

uniform speed v and r = ( 1 - ~~) -l/2 is the usual Lorentz factor. 

The paradox is resolved if one can show that B also predicts the same difference 

iu spite of the fact that the time dilation effect is reciprocal. Clearly some new 

considerations (that were absent in arriving at Eq.(4.1)) must offset this reciprocal 

time dilation and also this must provide some extra aging to A from the point of 

vieW of B so that the age difference remains independent of the two perspectives. 

One of these new considerations, as has already been pointed out, is the one of a 

synchronization gap that B discovers due to her change of inertial frame during her 

entire voyage. This has been clearly demonstrated by Bondi[ll] in the context of 
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Lord Hulsbery's three brother approach[l] to understanding the twin paradox. 

The other way of understanding the same thing is the consideration of pseudo-

gravity experienced by B because of its turn-around. In order to demonstrate how 

EP plays the role in the analysis, Harpaz uses the gravitational red-shift formula. 

which can bt~ obtained heuristically (using the EP) as 

gh 
/:J.z; = vo(l + 2 ), 

c 

where g is the acceleration due to (pseudo) gravity and b..z; represents 

frequency of light observed from a distance h from the source where the 

(4.2) 

change 

same light is seen to 1..10 • Interpreting this red-shift effect in terms of GSDC, 

the formula can be written as 

(4.3) 

where tl and t2 are times measured by clocks located at two points n and p2 

(say) and b..<I> = gh, is the potential difference between these points. It has been 

shown that with respect to B the acceleration plays a role by providing an extra 

time difference between B and A, because of the integrated effect of GSDC dur-

ing the (arbitrarily) short duration of B's acceleration. This time difference more 

than offsets the age difference calculated by B solely as:mming the reciprocal time 

dilation so much so that finally B ages less by the correct amount. As pointed 

out earlier there are two conceptual difficulties in understanding the treatment. 

First, in an effort to find a "physical agent" responsible for the extra aging, Harpaz 

relies on some approximate formulae including that of the gravitational red-shift 

because of his assumption, v2 / c2 « 1 inherent in the analysis, and therefore, the 

p8cudo-gravitational effect has the ability to resolve the paradox only approximately. 

Clearly there ic; no valid reason to make any such small velocity approximation for 

the problem. One might of course argue that for the author's stated purpose it 
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would be enough to show that the " physical agent" i.e. gravity is at work when 

B's point of view is considered. However, it will be shown that such an argument 

would also not hold good and the reason for it concerns the second difficulty. The 

explanations baseD. on SR relies on the fact that during the direction reversing 

acceleration, the travelling twin changes from one reference frame to another and 

the lack of simultaneity of one reference frame with respect to the other provides 

the "mitlsing time" which constitutes the reason for the differential aging[l]. Now 

the lack of agreement in :.,;irnultaneity is a special relativi:.,;tic concept without any 

classical analogue, on the other hand in many standard heuristic derivations 

gravitational red-shift formula (see for example[l2, 13, 14]) which is· also followed 

by the author of Ref.[lO], one finds that no reference to SR is made. Indeed the 

well-known formula for the red-shift param~ter Z = ghj c2 is only approximate and 

lS making use of the classical Doppler effect for light between the source 

of light and a detector placed at a distance h along the direction of acceleration g 

of an Einstein elevator[lO]. According to EP an observer within the elevator will " 

sitribute his observations in the elevator, to the existence of a uniform gravitational 

field in a rest system of reference" [10]. Thus the equivalence of gravity and accel

eration in terms of gravitational red-shift or GSDC therefore turns out to be as if 

a purely classical (Newtonian) concept in this approximation! How then is GSDC 

able to account for an effect, viz. the lack of simultaneity which is essentially a 

standard relativistic phenomenon? 

In the next section we will :.,;how that indeed the EP can explain the twin para

dox exactly provided the connection of EP and GSDC is obtained using the full 

machinery of SR 
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4.3 EP and the Gravitational Time Offset 

S. P. Baughn [15] in an interesting article presented a paradox in SR with a great 

pedagogical power. This paradox put forth by Baughn involves twins who age 

differently although they experience equal amount of acceleration for the same time. 

According to Baughn's parable twins P and Q on board two identical rockets (with 

equal amount of fuel), initially (1t rest a di8tance x 0 apart in an inertial frame 

underwent identical acceleration8 for some time in the direction PQ (.x-direction 

and eventually came to rest (when all their fuel had expended) in 

inertial frame I: moving with velocity u relative to I:0 . Using Lorentz transformation 

(LT) Baughn obtained a counter-intuitive result that after the completion of the 

acceleration phase, the age of the forwardly placed (with respect to the direction of 

acceleration) twin Q turned out to be more than that of her brother P! 

The result is counter-intuitive owing to the fact that the twins of the parable 

throughout had identical local experiences yet their presynchronized (biological) 

clocks went out of synchrony. The amount of this desynchronization or the age 

difference comes out to be 

where the Lorentz factor 

{vVXo 
5tdesync = - --2 - · 

c 

and c is the speed of light in free space. 

The above result can be obtained from the simple application of LT: 

VXok 
tk = !v(tok-:- -

2
-), . c 

(4.4) 

( 4.5) 

(4.6) 

where tok and Xok denote the time and space coordinates of the obt>erver k ( k t>tand'i 

for P or Q) with respect to their firt>t inertial frame I;0 and tk is the time in their 

final frame L: where they settle stationary after the acceleration phase is over. 
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From Eq.( 4.6) it follows that 

(4.7) 

Since both the twint-; had identical experiences the ages of the twins with ret->pect 

to the frame of their morn and dad, 2:::0 must be the same throughout their journey, 

even after the completion of their acceleration phase. In other wordq the clocks of 

the twins P and Q which were initially synchronized in 2:::0 continue to remain so in 

I:0-frame during their acceleration phases and thereafteL But what is simultaneous 

to mom and dad is not simultaneous with respect to their new frame 2::. For a 

of events simultaneous with respect to , say for instance birthdays of the twins 

which occur at the same time in 2.::0 (i.e toQ ~= t0p ), does not occur at the same 

time in 2::. This is evident from the above Eq. ( 4. 7) which shows that for toQ = t 0p 

the time difference -- t p j= 0 as the twins are separated by a constant distance 

XoQ- Xop = Xo, the difference is rather given by Eq.(4.4) where btdesync = tQ- tp. 

This ten1poral offset efi'ect of identically accelerated clocks gives an important 

insight into the behaviour of clocks in a uniform gravitational field, for, according 

to EP " ... all effects of a uniform gravitatibnal field are identical to the effects of 

a uniform acceleration of the coordinate system" [13]. This suggests, as correctly 

remarked by Baughn that two docks at rest in a uniform gravitational field are in 

effect perpetually being accelerated into the new frames and hence the clock at the 

higher gravitational potential (placed forward along the direction of acceleration) 

runs faster. With this insight we write Eq.(4.4) as 

t- to=- 'Yv(t)v2(t)xo = - f(t), 
c 

(4.8) 

where now t and t 0 are the readings of two clocks at higher and lower potentials 

respectively and also f(t) standt> for the right hand side of Eq.(4.4) without the 
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minus sign 

f('t) = rv(t)v(t)xo/c2
. ( 4.9) 

In terms of differentials one may write Eq.(4.8) as 

r5t- r5to = - J(t)r5t, (4.10) 

where the time derivative J( t) = 7f, with g = 1ft ( {vV) is the proper acceleration. 

We may now replace 5t and r5t0 by nand n0 , where the later quantities corresponds 

to the number of ticks (second) of the clocks at their two positions. We therefore 

have, 

n- n0 --- = -.f(t), 
'ito 

(4.11) 

or in terms of frequency of the docks 

r5v . 
-- = .f(t), 

vo 
( 4.12) 

to shift of an oscillator of frequency v 0 The slowing 

down parameter for clocks, -r5vjv0 in Eq.(4.12) is nothing but the so called red-shift 

parameter Z for which we obtain the well-known forrnula4 

Z = gxo 
2 . c 

( 4.13) 

One thus observes that the time-offset relation ( 4.8) of Baughn's paradox can be 

interpreted as the accumulated time cliffe.rence between two spatially separated 

clocks because of the pseudo-gravity experienced by the twins. 5 We shall see the 

importance of the time-offset relation ( 4.8) in accounting for the assymetrical aging 

of the standard twin paradox from the pen;pective of the traveller twirl. 

4In terms of ordinary acceleration g = ~~, measured with respect to S the formula comes out 
- 2 2 -

to be Z = 9}2'0 (1 - v "i ) which for small velocities can also be written as Z = ~. 
5 The connection between gravity with this temporal offset through EP was first pointed out 

by Barron and Mazur[l6], who derived the approximate formula for the "clock rate difference" 

mentioned in the previous foot-note. 
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Also, the above time offset effect between the identically accelerated twins calcu

lated by Baughn can however be explained by noting that for spatially separated 

clocks the change of relative synchronization cannot be unequivocally determined. 

The clocks or the ages of the twins can be compared unambiguously only when they 

are at the same spatial point. For example in I: either of the observers can slowly 

walk towards the other or both the observers can walk symmetrically towards eacb 

other and compare their clocks (ages) when they meet. 

One may therefore define without much ado the reality of the temporal offset 

effect, provided the clocks are finally compared when they are brought together. 

shall hereafter to the desynchronization efl'ect between the identically ac-· 

celerated twins when they are in spatial separation as the apparent Baughn effect 

(ABE) and that which persists (if any) when those clocks are brought together by 

slow as Baughn effect (RBE). To check the reality of the time offset 

effect in the relativistic world, we eonsider any two arbitrary reference frames L::1 

and L::2 moving with relative velocity w. LT between these two frames is 

X1 = lw(x2 + wt2) 
(4.14) 

t1 = !w(t2 + wx2/c2). 

The above time transformation gives the time dilation suffered by a clock stationary 

in E2 as 

(4.15) 

where tlt2 denotes the proper time between two events at the same point in 1:2 and 

tlt1 is the corresponding time measured by the observers in E 1 . 

Now if two synchronized clocks are spatially separated by a distance x in E 1 and 

a third .clock attached to E2 covers this distance slowly, then the time taken by this 
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clock to cover the distance in 2.: 1 is 

The corresponding time measured in the :E2-clock (using Eq.(4.15)) is 

-1 X t:..t2 = rw -. 
w 

The difference of these times is therefore 

101 

( 4.1G) 

( 4.17) 

(4.18) 

This M represents the integrated effect of time dilation suffered by the clock when 

it iR being tran::,;ported. Clearly thiR effect is deptmdent on the velocity of clock 

transport. Indeed, from the above equation one can see that for very small velocity 

1. e for w ____, 0 the above time reduces to zero 

Lt _ Lt ('Yw -l - l)x 
W ----t 0 rJt =W -~ 0 = 0. 

w 
(4.19) 

In other words one can say that the contribution of the time dilation effect to the 

time offset can be reduced to zero by transporting the clocks very slowly. In the 

relativistic world therefore, if t>vo spatially separated clocks are desynchronized by 

:oome amount then on their reunion (after slow transport) they will carry the same 

amount of desynchronization. The time offset due to slow transport of the clocks is 

thus zero, viewed differently, the effect of slow transport is null i.e slow transport 

effect, ST E = 0. 

If the two clocks stationary in :E1 are considered as two Baughn observers then the 

desynchronization between these clocks (as in Baughn's thought experiment) will 

continue to be there when the clocks are brought together Hlowly for compariHon. In 

other word:o, the apparent Boughi1 effect (as defined earlier) is equivalent to the real 

Baughn effect. In the above exa)Jlple involving the twins P and Q one can therefore 
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see that the age of the forwardly placed twin Q turns out to be more than that of P 

even after they are reunited (after slow walk) at the same location, showing that the 

time offset effect suggested by Baughn has an absolute meaning[l 7], or the effect is 

a real one (according to our definition) in the relativistic world. The conclusion for 

the relativistic world can therefore be symbolically represented as ABE == RBE 

and STE = 0. 

In order to understand the issue more clearly we will provide some counter exam

ples. As the first example we consider Baughn's scenario in the classical (Galilean) 

world. In this world, it is well-known that mysteries and paradoxes do not generally 

exist. However quite surprisingly we shall see that the counter-intuitive effect dis

cussed by Baughn can be reinv~nted in the Galilean world too In the next section 

(Sec. ( 4.4)) we study the question of reality of Baughn's time offset effect in such a 

indeed see there can be ABE but not RBE in the Galilean 

world. 

In another example we consider the relativintic world with non-standard ,;ynchro

nization of coordinate clocks in the moving frame. We shall see that although there 

will not be any desynchronization of clocks, the RBE will pop up during their slow 

walk reunion. 

4.4 Galilean World: Reality of Boughri Effect 

Classical or Galilean world is a kinematical world endowed with a pt::ferred frame 

(of ether) :00 with respect to which the speed of light c is isotropic and moving rods 

and clocks do not show any length contraction and time dilation effects. However 
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in any arbitrary frame ~ (other than the preferred frame) the speed of light changes 

and depends on direction. As the clocks do not experience any time dilation effect 

so they can be transported freely and hence all clocks can be synchronized at one 

spatial point and then may be transported with arbitrary speed to different loca-

tions6 . In the classical world one generally uses the Galilean transformation (GT) 

to compare events in different inertial frames, which is 

x = xo- vt0 , 
( 4.20) 

t =to, 

From one can obtain the two way speed (TVvS) of light c (H) in L: along any 

direction fJ with respect to the x-axis (direction of relative velocity between I;o and 

I;) as 

c (B) = c(l- (P) . 
(1 ·- ,8sin2 11) 112 

( 4.21) 

This TWS of light is not the same as the one-way speed (OWS) Hince, for example. 

along the x-axis the TWS it3 c(l - v2 /c2
), while the OWS is c- v and c + v in 

the positive and negative .T-directions respectively. However, one may playfully 

choose to synchronize the clocks in ~ such that the 0\VS (to and fro) along a given 

direction e are the same as c (e), this is nothing but Einstein's stipulation in SR, 

commonly known as the standard synchrony. This synchrony is somewhat awkward 

in the Galilean world but there is nothing wrong in adopting such a method. Iu 

the Galilean world for this synchrony the transformation equations are given by 

x = (x0 - vto), 
( 4.22) 

t = 1';(to- vx0 /c2
). 

These equations were first obtained by E. Zahar and are therefore known as the 

Zahar tran~forrnations (ZT)[18, 19, 20, 21]. The phase term and 1?; in the time 

6 In the relativistic world due to the time dilation effect this process is generally forbidden. 
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transformation distinguishes ZT from GT. ZT has been successfully used in clari-

fying some recently posed paradoxes of SR[22, 23]. An interesting feature of ZT is 

the existence of apparent time dilation and length contraction effects as observed 

from an arbitrary reference frame :E whereas with respect to the preferred frame :E0 

there are no such effects. 

The notion of relativity of simultaneity can thus be imported to the Llc""''·'~ 

world. as can be seen from the time transformation of Eq. ( 4. 22) that two event;,; 

are l-:iimultaneous in :E0 frame are not necessarily so in .E. By adopting Einstein's 

mode of convention one should therefore be able to recast the effect linked 

relativity of simultaneity or Boughn effect (BE) in the Galilean world too. Using 

the above transformation and extending the arguments leading to Eq. ( 4.4), here too 

one can obtain a time offset or desynchronization between identically accelerated 

twins, 
2 'Yv VXo 

btdesync = ---2 -. 
c 

( 4.23) 

By simple alteration of the mode of synchronizing distant clocks, one is thus able 

to recast the Baughn's paradox even in the Galilean world. The above time offset 

effect or the differential aging between two spatially separated twins is therefore an 

artifact of the adopted ,;ynchronization scheme. 

Although BE can be artificially created in the Galilean world the question here 

arises whether the effect persists even when the spatially separated clocks are 

brought together for comparison (as it does in the relativistic world). As mentioned 

earlier one may define the reality of BE provided the clocks are finally compared 

when they are brought together. Below we check the reality of BE in the classical 

world by calculating the effect of clock transport from ZT. 

From Eq.(4.22) one can readily obtain the transformation equation of coordinates 
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between any two arbitrary inertial frames L:1 and L:2 as, 

( 4.24) 

( 4.25) 

where v1 and u2 refer to the velocities of the concerned frames, Lc. 

respectively with respect to the preferred frame L:0 . Also In = (1 - ~~ )~ 1 ;2 with 

n = 1,2. 

From the above time transformation the time dilation suffered by a clock stationary 

with respect to I:2 is 

( 4.26) 

where 6.t2 refers to the proper time between two events at the same point of L:2 

and Lit 1 is the corresponding time measured by observers in I: 1 . 

Now suppose two synchronized clocks are spatially separated by a distance :£ in 

I:1 and a third clock attached to L:2 slowly covers the distance, then the time taken 

by this clock to cover this distance in ~1 is given by 

( 4.27) 

where 
2 

w = (1 - ~ )( v2 - vi) 
1 - Q.lQ2. . c2 

( 4.28) 

is the relative velocity of ~2 with respect to ~1 . 

The corresponding time measured by the third dock (~2 - dock) may be obtained 

from Eq.(4.26) as 

( 4.29) 

The difference of these two times 

( 4.30) 
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The above equation shows that the integrated effect of time dilation ih the classical 

world due to clock transport is independent of the speed ( v2 ) at which the clock 

is transported. The effect is thus non-vanishing even for very slow speed of clock 

transport. This is just the cont;rary to the scenario in the relativistic world where 

we have seen that the result for clock transport is very much dependent on the 

speed of the clock and in particular vanishes for very small speed. 

If as before the two clocks (stationary in I:;I) are assumed to represent the two 

Baughn's observers, they have precisely the same amount ( i5t given by Eq. ( 4.30)) 

of desynchronization with a negative sign. The two effects thus nullify each other, 

or m words,. on comparison of these clocks at one spatial point (i.e. if one 

of the observer walk towards the other, no matter whether slow or fast) the result 

will be zero time difference (differential aging). This observation thus demonstrates 

that although the time-offset effeet can be recast in the Galilean world, it is just 

an artifact and not real according to our definition of "reality" of the effect. That 

the effect has no absolute meaning is also evident from the fact that it is dependent 

on the synchronization convention, as, if im;tead of ZT one uses GT (Eq.(4.20)) to 

synchronize distant clocks then clearly one cannot find any ABE or RBE. However 

with ZT one can create ABE in the classical world but cannot obtain RBE since 

ABE is just the negative of STE. As in the relativistic world here too one can 

symbolically summarize the conclusion as ABE :::/= RBE and ABE = -ST E. 

Thus GSDC cannot be obtained from this Baughn's effect in the classical world 

via EP. Conversely Baughn's temporal offset may be regarded as an integrated effect 

of GSDC while in the classical world if it exists is just an artifact of the synchrony. 

This proves that the connection of the time-offset and GSDC is purely relativistic; 

in nature. 
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4.5 Absence of BE in the Relativistic World! 

In order to further clarify the matter let us consider the other extreme where in 

the pure relativistic world, apparently there may not be any time offset effect but 

there will still be differential aging in ;:real" terms. In order to understand this we 

will have to incorporate the conventionality of simultaneity ( CS) thesis 7 in the rela

tivistic world (we have already considered this thesis in the context of the 

world, although we did not mention it. while we used ZT to describe the world). 

In relativity theory the spatially separated clocks in a given inertial frame are 

synchronized by light signal whose OWS must be known beforehand. But to mea

sure the OWS of the signal from one point to another one requires to have two 

presynchronized clocks and hence the whole process ends up in a logical circular

ity. To get out of this problem a convention is adopted in assuming the OWS of 

signal certain hounds. To break the circularity Ein."Jtein stipulated the 

OWS of light to be equal to c which is the same as its TWS. This convention is 

known as Einstein synchrony or the standard synchrony. Later Reichenbach and 

Griinbaum[25, 26] first suggested that other synchronization conventions can as well 

be adopted in synchronizing the clocks. They claimed that the simultaneity between 

events in an inertial frame is a matter of convention and the conventionality lies 

in the assumption regarding the OWS of light. This fact that the synchronization 

procedure in SR has an element of convention is known as conventionality of distant 

simultaneity or the CS-thesis. 

The CS-thesis asserts that Einstein's convention is just one among the various 

possible choices of the OWS of light. This particular convention leads to a set of 

7 A comprehensive review of the thesis is available in a recent paper by Anderson, Vetharaniam 

and Stedman[24]. See also Ref.[1, 19, 21]. 
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transformation equations in the relativistic world which are known as the Lorentz 

transformation (LT). Different choices for the values of the OWS yield different 

sets of transformation equations with varied structural features. For example it is 

known that the relativistic world can also be described by the so called Tangherlini 

transformations (TT) by adopting absolute synchrony[19, 21, 20, 27, 28, 29] 

x = !v(xo- vto), 
( 4.31) 

-1 t = lv to .. 

~ote that the absence of spatial coordinate in the time transformation above, shows 

that the rlintant simultaneity in absolute. In the light of CS thesis, "relativity of 

:;imultaneity" (often considered to be one of the fundamental imports of SR), loses 

its meaning in this absolute synchrony set-up since there is no lack of synchrony 

between spatially separated events as observed from different inertial frames. It is 

quite evident therefore that in the relativistic world with absolute synchrony the 

time offset effect suggested by Boughn does not exist, but still then, as we will see 

later, one can obtain a temporal offset effect. 

We repeat the calculationt-> d~nc in Sec.{4.4) using TT in the place of ZT. As 

before from Eq. ( 4.31), one may obtain the transformation equation between any two 

arbitrary framen 2:1 and :E2 moving with velocities v1 and v2 renpectively relative 

to :Eo as, 

( 4.32) 

( 4.33) 

where 11 = (1- ~)- 1 12 and 1 2 = (1- ~)- 112 . 

The above time transformation relation gives the time dilation formula with respect 

to 2:1-frame. which is 

( 4.34) 
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where D.t2 refers to the proper time between two events at the same point in I:2-

frame and t:..t 1 isthe corresponding time (coordinate time) measured in I:1. 

As discussed earlier (in the context ofZT), let us here too consider two synchro-

nized clocks (or twins) in I:1 , spatially separated by a distance x and another clock 

attached to :B2-frame slowly covers this distance with speed w which is given as 

The time taken by the I:2-clock to cover this distance in :B1 is given by 

X 
D.t, = -. - w 

The corresponding time in :B2 , taking into account the time dilation effect is 

X . t:.t2 = 1'112 -l __ 
w 

T'he difference between these times measured in the two frames is thus 

(4.35) 

( 4 :36) 

( 4.37) 

(4.38) 

Clearly 5tdepends not only on v1 but also on v2 . The result is thus qualitatively 

different from that one obtains in the Galilean world(with Einstein synchrony). 

However. if now the I:2-clock is transported very slowly such that 1.0 ---+ 0 or in 

other words v2 ---+ v1 then the above time difference reduces to 

( 4.39) 

As in the classical world, here too we can see that the above value does not vanish 

even if the clock is transported very slowly. Thus when the spatially separated 

synchroni11ed clocks (or twins) are brought together by slow transport. this non-

vanishing integrated effect of time dilation give8 ri8e to a time offset or a non-

null differential aging between the twin's (biological) clocks. Hence even in this 
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absolute synchrony set-up where there is no question of relativity of simultaneity 

and therefore of BE, the differential aging or the temporal offset pop up as a time 

dilation effect when the clocks are brought together by slow transport. In the 

notation form one can write here ABE= 0 and RBE = STE. 

4.6 Resolution of the Ordinary Twin Paradox 

Using BE 

Let us now move on to the details of the arguments leading to Eq. ( 4.1) .· The outward 

trip of the traveler twin from the point of view of the earth twin is composed 

of two phases. In the first phase: the rocket moves a distance LA in time tA1 with 

uniform velocity v which is given by 

( 4.40) 

and in the second phase, which corresponds to the deceleration phase of the rocket 

which finally stops before it takes the turn-around, the time tA2 taken by is given 

by 

/V 
iA2 = -, 

g 
( 4.41) 

where the proper acceleration g has been assumed to be uniform with respect to the 

earth frame. In the present analyt:;is this term does not contribute since we consider 

the abrupt turn-around scenario where iA2 tends to zero as g --7 oo; however for the 

time being we keep it. Therefore the total time elapsed in S for the entire journey 

is given by 

( 4.42) 
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Now we compute this time as measured in B's clock by taking the time dilation 

effect from the point of view of A. For phase 1 this time tBl may be computed as 

( 4.43) 

where we have applied the simple time dilation formula. For phase 2 however this 

time-dilation formula is differentially true as the speed is not a constant L e one 

may write 

dtB2 
2 2 1 

(1- ~ )112 dtA2 = (1- ~ )112 -d(!v). 
r;2 . c2 9 

Hence after integration one obtains[30] 

c 1 + vjc 
tB2 = -ln(--- ). 

29 1- vjc 

( 4.44) 

( 4.45) 

However once again this tends to zero as 9 ---7 oo. In any case we shall however not 

need this expression any more. Therefore the total elapsed time measured in B's 

clock for the complete journey is given by 

( 4.46) 

The differential aging from the point of view of A is thus 

( 4.47) 

From the point of view of B the stay-at-home observer A is moving in the opposite 

direction and as before one may divide the relative motion of A into two phases, 

phase I and phase II, where the later corresponds to the acceleration phase. The 

phase II may be interpreted as turning on of a gravitational field. When this field 

it> 8witched off (marking the end of the acceleration pha8e), the phase I starts where 

the stay-at-home observer A moves with a velocity -v up to a distance LB which 

on account of the Lorentz contraction of L~ is given by, 

( 4.48) 
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and the corresponding elapsed time tBl is given by, 

(4.49) 

This obviously comes out to be the same as tBl since the result is obtained from 

considerations with respect to the inertial observer A. Similarly iBn i.e. B-clock's 

time during phase II should be the same as tB2 during which the gravitational field 

is turned OIL i.e 

( 4.50) 

and hence the total time 

( 4.51) 

The corresponding time of A's clock by taking into account the time dilation effect 

(4. 
v 

Writing A-clock's time during phase II from B's perspective as tAn, one may write 

for A's clock time for the entire journey as 

( 4.53) 

The difference of these times of clocks A and B as interpreted by the observer B, 

is given by, 

( 4.54) 

~ote that at the moment we do not know the value of tAn, since it refers to the 

time measured by A as interpreted by B when it is in its acceleration phase. The 

paradox is resolved if 

( 4.55) 
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In other words using Eqs.(4.47) and (4.54) one is required to have, 

( 4.56) 
' ' 

In the abrupt turn-around scenario. as we have already observed tA2 0. one 

therefore must have 

( 4.57) 

The resolution of the twin paradox therefore lies in accounting for this term. It 

is interesting to note that the term is independent of the acceleration in phase II. 

This is possibly the implicit reason why the role of acceleration in the explanation 

of the twin paradox is often criticized in the literature. However we shall now see 

how, we can interpret this term as an effeC<t of the direction reversing acceleration 

(or the pseudo-gravity) experienced by the traveller twin. 

Now recall the Boughn-effect of temporal offset between two identically acceler-

ated observers. To be specific, consider an inertial frame of reference S 

to the obHerver B when it iH in the uniform motion phase (phase I). Suppose now 

there is another observer B' at rest in S at a distance L B behind B and both of 

them get identical deceleration and eventually come to rest with respect to A in 

the frame of reference S', which is moving with velocity -v in the x-direction with 

respect to S. According to Boughn-effect then the clocks of these two observers get 

desynchronized and the amount of this desynchronization is given by the .expression 

(4.4) only with the sign changed, that means 

de sync ( 4.58) 

which is nothing but iAIJ. It has already been pointed out that this Boughn-effect 

may be interpreted as the effect of pseudo-gravity (in this case as experienced by 

the observer B) according to EP. In terms of the pseudo acceleration due to gravity 
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the above expression can also be obtained as 

(4.59) 

Note that g!:l.tB is finite (equal to ')'V) even if g---> oo. 

The observer B' which is LB distance away from B is spatially coincident with 

hence, in calculating the clock time of A from perspective this time-offset 

due to Boughn-effect must be taken into account. This effect is ignored when the 

twin paradox is posed by uiiively asserting the reciprocal time-dilation effect for the 

Bouglm-effcct or the pseudo gravitational effect is taken into consideration. 

4. 7 Test of Boughn-Effect 

We have seen that the Boughn-effect can be interpreted as the integrated effect of 

GSDC. The experimental test of GSDC or the gravitational red-shift is therefore 

a test of a differential Boughn-effect in a way. On the contrary one may directly 

measure the integrated effect by the following means: 

First two atomic clocks may be compared (synchronized) at the sea level, then 

one of the docks may be slowly transported to a hill station of altitude h and then 

kept there for some time T. In this time these two atomic clocks according to 

Baughn scenario are perpetually, accelerated from a rest frame S to a hypothetical 

inertial frameS' moving with velocity v, with proper acceleration g so that /V = gT. 

Boughn-effect therefore predicts a temporal offset (see Eqs.( 4.58) and ( 4.59) ). 

ghT 
f':l.tof fset = - 2- · 

c 
( 4.60) 
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This offset can be checked by bringing the hill station clock down and then com

paring its time with the sea level one. Any error introduced in the measurement 

due to transport of clocks can be made arbitrarily small compared to l:..taffset by 

increasing T. As a realistic example for h =7000ft (altitude of a typical hill station 

in India), and T =1 year and taking the average g to be about 9.8m/sec2
, the 

Boughn-effect comes out to be in the micro-second order: 

.f:..toffset =· 7.3ftS, 

which is easily measurable witho:ut requiring sophisticated equipments, 

used in Pound-Rebka type experiments. 

( 4.61) 

as 

lt is interesting to note that from the empirical point of view the effect is not 

entirely unknown. For example R.indler(12], in seeking to cite an evidence for the 

GSDC . remarks: "Indeed, owing to this effect, the US standard atomic clock 

kept since 1969 at the National Bureau of standards at Boulder, Colorado, at an 

altitude of 5400ft. gaim; about fi.ve microseconds each year relative to a similar 

dock kept at the Royal Greenwich Observatory, England, ... ". However one can 

consciously undertake the projeCt with all seriousness, for the accurate determi

nation of the time-offset (with the error bars and all that), not merely to prove 

GSDC but to verify the Boughn-effect of SR. It is worth while to note that the 

empirical verification of this time-offset as a function of T would not only test the 

Boughn-effect and the integral effect of GSDC but it would also provide empirical 

support for the relativity of simultaneity of SR. So far no experimental test hao; 

been claimed to be the one verifying the relativity of simultaneity. Indeed SR is 

applicable in the weak gravity condition of the earth so that gravity can be thought 

of as a field operating in the flat (Minkowskian) background of the space-time[31]. 

Clearly because of EP, the earth' with its weak gravity has the ability to provide a 
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convenient Laboratory to test some special relativistic effects like the relativity of 

simultaneity or the Boughn-effect. 

4.8 Concluding Remarks 

a paper by Price and Gruber[l7] an extension of the Boughn's twin paradox is 

presented. It is shown there that there is no meaning to the question as to where 

does the differential aging occur in the twin problem. To prove the above statement, 

the Boughn's scenario is studied from the point of view of a new observer, the uncle 

of the twins who got separated from the family before the birth of the twins and 

settled in the final frame of the. twins after experiencing some acceleration. The 

uncle saw the twins born at the Harne place and then drift apart very slowly to start 

their rocket trip. The uncle being in a frame different from that of morn and dad did 

not not see the twins ntart their journey simultaneously, he rather saw the forwardly 

placed twin to start the trip first and hence he concluded that at the end of the 

trip the twins aged differently. Although the result seems to be straight forward 

apparently, but as pointed out in this paper this result inferred by the uncle is quite 

strange, as the uncle concludes that the aging has taken place before the twins enter 

the rocket. The question here is, to the uncle the twins were born at the same place 

at the same time, then what had happened to the twins during separating when 

they did not even suffer any acceleration or even move fast. The answer to the 

question, as provided in this paper is 'the twins " .. .lose simultaneity during the 

arbitrary slow motion of their separation! ... " Although strange, the result can be 

obtained from the simple application of LT between the frame of mom and dad and 

that of the uncle. 

The time difference between the clocks of the twin during separating from each 
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other as seen by the uncle (L::.t' say) can be connected to that measured in the frame 

of mom and dad ( L::.t say) through the time transformation of LT as 

L::.t' = lv(L::.t- v~x ), 
. c 

( 4.62) 

Let us consider that each of the twin move symmetrically in the opposite directions 

with a very small speed v to cover a distance L /2. In this case with respect to the 

frame of morn and dad the time measured in the clocks of both the twins will be 

the same owing to their symmetric motion, or L::.t = 0. Using this and abo noting 

that L::.x ::= the above equation gives 

I 2 f:::.t = lvVLjc . ( 4.63) 

Thus the uncle observes the twins age differently before the initiation of the rocket-

trip. In Sec.l, however, we have seen that the differential aging of the twins occurred 

during the rocket~trip. One therefore cannot find a definite answer as to where the 

differential aging occurs, showing that the question is meaning less. In an effort to 

further justify this point we try to study the paradox of the uncle in the absolute 

synchrony set-up, i.e with TT (Eq.(4.31)). 

It is evident from the time transformation of Eq.(4.31) that if as in the above 

example the twins separate symmetrically in the frame of their mom and dad then, 

even in the frame of the uncle no differential aging occurs. Hence with respect to 

the uncle too the twins age the same when they on board the rocket. When the 

twins settle at rest in their final frame (i.e the frame of the uncle) their clocks are 

seen to be synchronized with respect to the uncle. But the scenario changes when 

the twins walk to meet each other. As we have seen in the previous section during 

the slow walk meeting of the twins a differential aging crops up between them due 

to the time dilation effect. In short with absolute synchrony set-up one concluc..lc:o 

that the differential aging occurs during the slow walk reunion of the twins. 
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The above example shows that answer to where the differential agmg occurs 

depend not only on the perspective of the observer but also on the adopted mode 

of synchronization. 
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5.1 Introduction · 

As discussed earlier (in Sec. (1.2)) one of the most interesting as well as perplexing 

paradox of relativity is the twin paradox. Einstein in his 1905 paper[l] on spe

cial relativity (SR) first predicted the time dilation effect of moving clocks. From 

Lorent7, transformation (LT) between any two inertial frame~ in the relativi~tic 

world he concluded that a clock B initially synchronized with another stationary 

clock A at one spatial point, after making a round-trip should fall out of step with 

the stationary one. He termed the effect as a "peculiar consequence" [2]. Replac

ing the clocks by human observers, Langeyin[3] posed a thought experiment in a 

problematic form in which a twin B (say) sets off for a space voyage to a dis

tant star with a speed almost equal to the speed of light, and after a brief period, 

returns to earth at the same speed to meet her stay-at-home brother A (say) to 

discover that at the end of the trip she is younger than the earth-bound sibling. 

This counter-intuitive or peculiar result was given the name ''twin paradox". This 

observation is peculiar from the point of view of absolute time since for a common 

man who believes that time is absolute, any difference between two clocks (initially 

synchronized) is itself a paradox in a sense that it is unexpected. This definition 

of the twin paradox focus on the ~ounter:-intuitive feature (differential aging) of 

the problem. Although counter-intuitive both Einstein and Langevin did not see 

any paradox in this "peculiar consequence" of SR, they recogni7,ed early that the 

Ciituations for the rocket-bound and the stay-at-horne twins were not syrnrnetric1:1l 

and any expectation or claim of symmetrical outcome regarding their ages itself wab 

erroneous. Hence there was no paradox. In fact authors of repute are often found 

to dismiss the paradox by pointing out that with respect to the inertial frame of 

the stay-at-home twin, the world lines of the twins in the Minskowski diagram are 
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different and hence the asymmetry in the aging can be attributed to the fact that 

proper time is not integrable[4]. 

The other aspect of the twin paradox d~als with the idea that the biased result 

of the twin problem (the stay-at-home twin aged more than the traveller) as if 

violates the principle of "relativity of motion". For example Dingle[5] in 1957 

stated that Einstein made a "regrettable error" and he argued that "According 

to the postulates of SR, if two identical clocks separate and reunite. there is no 

observable phenomenon that will show in absolute sense that one rather than other 

moved. If the postulates of relativity is true, the clocks must be retarded equally 

or 110t at their readings will agree on reunion if they agreed at separation ... ". 

It is thus believed that the principle of relativity demands the ages of the twins to 

match at the reunion. This aspect of the p~radox is a trivial one since the principle 

of relativity states equivalence of inertial frames of reference only. principle 

should not be construed as a statement that all frames of reference are equivalent. 

In the twin problem the traveller experiences some acceleration at turn-around by 

virtue of which he lies in a non-inertial frame and hence the principle of relativity 

of (inertial) motion is not applicable to his frame, thus removing the paradoxical 

element from the problem. 

The above mentioned aspects of the twin problem (first one dealing with the 

counter-intuitiveness and the second regarding the violation of the principle of rel

ativity of motion) are based on the predi~tion of the differential aging from the 

perspective of the stay-at-home twin only. But according to SR one can naively 

argue that kinematically A is also rnakiilg a round-trip from the perspective of B 

and since Lorentz transformation (LT) predicts reciprocal time dilation of moving 

clocks, clock of A should run slower than that of B, hence B can also claim that A 

should be younger at their reunion. This again generates the "twin paradox" since 
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each of the twin cannot be younger than the other. The third aspect of the twin 

problem concerns this logical contradiction between the predictions of the twins 

when the differential aging is calculated from the perspectives of both the twins. 

This is the most perplexing one. In the present paper we shall focus on resolv

ing this facet of the problem concerning the logical contradiction rather than the 

counter-intuitive feature of the issue. 

The logical contradiction ao discuooed above cameo from the reciprocity of time 

dilation effect predicted by LT, which is again a consequence of Eim;tein's t:icherne 

of synchronizing clocks (commonly known as standard synchrony), according to 

which the one-way-opeed (OWS) of light is stipulated to be equal to its round trip 

speed. Indeed convention other than that suggested by Einstein can also be used 

in synchronizing the distant clocks. That other synchronization conventions can be 

adopted resulting in the possibility of a plethora of relativistic transformations is 

known as the conventionality of distant simultaneity thesis (CS-thesis) 1 of SR. 

The CS-thesis asserts that Eiru:;tein's convention is just one among the various 

po::;sible choices of the OWS of light. This particular convention leads to a set of 

transformation equations in the relativistic world which are known as the Lorentz 

transformation (LT). Different choices for the values of the OWS yield different 

sets of transformation equations with varied structural features. In recent years a 

new approach based on conventionality of simultaneity to understanding paradoxes 

in relativity has been found fruitful. In context of the twin paradox Debs and 

R.edhead[4] have shown that the CS approach provides a means to put an end to 

the question as to where and when the differential aging takes place in the problem. 

Although there is no inherent l"ogical contradiction in SR., an apparent one cometO 

1 See for example[4, 6, 7]. For a more comprehensive review of the thesis see a recent paper by 

Anderson, Vetharaniam and Stedman[8]. 
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about because of the particular synchronization scheme adopted by Einstein which 

is responsible for the reciprocity of length contraction and time dilation effects. 

One can thus claim that at the heart of the twin paradox (or the apparent logical 

contradiction) lies the problem of synchronization of distant clocks[9]. 

In relativity theory the true effects of relativity and that of synchronization con

vention are mixed up. The role of each of these in causing the twin paradox can be 

understood if they can be separated. The function of the synchronization conven

tion issue in the twin paradox problem can .be best exemplified if one can introduce 

Einstein 1
S convention (playfully) in the classical (Galilean) pose a suit-

able twin paradox there. this way the synchronization effect will be delinked 

from the relativistic ones (since the latter does not exist in the classical world). 

But can such a paradox exist in the classical world too? The initial reaction would 

to answer in negative since nothing seems to be mysterious or enigmatic in 

this world and as is well-known, counter-intuitive problems by contrast exist in the 

Telativity theory probably because of its new physical imports. However the answer 

i::; in affinnative. One of the so-called new philosophical imports of SR is the notion 

of relativity of simultaneity. It can be shown that this notion can also be intra-

duced in the Galilean world. the next section we will provide the transformation 

equations obtained by incorporating the ingredients of Einstein's synchrony in the 

classical world. In Sec.5.3 it will be shown that by doing so the paradox can be 

artificially created even in this world where normally one would not expect it to 

exist. The pen;pective of the paradox will hopefully provide deeper understanding 

of the twin problem and other related issues. 
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5.2 Einstein's Synchronization in the Classical World 

and Zahar Transformation 

Classical world is a kinematical world endowed with a preferred frame of ether :B0 

where light propagation is isotropic and the relativistic effects like length contraction 

of moving rods and time dilation effect of moving clocks are absent. However in the 

frames other than the preferred frame the two-way-speed (TWS) of light is different 

in different directions as is expected in the classical world. The transformation equa--

Transformation 

x = :c0 -· (3t0 , y = y0 , t = t0 . (5.1) 

Using GT one can show that the TWS of light c in any other frame :B along any 

direction () to of relative velocity between and 

E) is given as 

(5.2) 

Hence according to GT, the TWS of light depends upon the direction and it is 

not equal to the OWS. For example, along the .-:r:-axis the OWS is c- v and c + v 

respectively along the positive and negative x-directions, where as the TWS i. e. 

the average round-trip speed of light along the x-direction is c(l- v2 jc2 ). However, 

in a playful spirit one may choose to synchronize the clocks in :B such that the 

one way speeds, to and fro, along a given direction e are the same as c(&). One 

may tlmc rnirnick the Einctein synchronization scheme to describe the kinematics 

in this world. The synchrony is somewhat an awkward one in this world but none 

can prevent one in adopting such a method. For this synchrony GT changes to the 
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following transformations 

x = (xo- vto), 
(5.3) 

t = rv 2(to- vxo/c2
). 

where 

(5.4) 

it-J the mmal Lorentz factor. 

These equations were first obtained by E. Zahar and are therefore known a.s the 

Zahar transformations (ZT)[6. 7, 10, 11]. The transformations have been success-

ful in elucidating some recently posed counter-intuitive problems in SR 

The presence of the phase term and,; in Eq.(5.3) distinguishes the ZT from GT. 

The appearance of these terms is thus obviously just an artifact of the adopted 

synchrony. The corresponding inverse can be calculated as 

to= rv2vxjc2 + t. 
Note that with respect to 2:0 , ?u.; expected, the moving rods do not contrftct and 

clock:> in motion do not nm i:ilow, but both the effects apparently exist relative to 

any other frame E. The effect of Eini:itein synchrony is thus manifested through the 

existence of apparent time dilation and length contraction effects as observed from 

an arbitrary reference frame 2::. 

From ZT (Eq.(5.3)) between the preferred frame 1:0 and an arbitrary frame 2::, 

one can obtain the general ZT connecting any two inertial frames I;i and Bk as 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

where the suffixes i and k of coordinates x, t and v refer to the coordinates in Ei 

and Ek and velocities of the concerned frames with respect to 2:0 respectively. Also 

,,2 l '2 v2 / .. .,. · = ( 1 - .:cL)- 1 and "'Yk = ( 1 - :.t) -l 2 . 11 c2 " c2 
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Clearly a clock stationary with respect to L:k will suffer a time "dilation" according 

to 

(5.8) 

where t::..tk refers to the proper time between two events at the same point of Ek 

and t::..ti is the corresponding time measured by observers in Ei· 

Similarly the space transformation (Eq.(5 .. 6)) gives the length contraction formula 

(LCF) with respect to Ek , which is 

Hence any Einstein synchronized reference frames exhibit both time dilation and 

length contraction effects even in the classical world. So one can say that these 

effects are just the outcomes of the adopted synchronization convention. 

ZT thus represents the Galilean world with Einstein (standard) synchrony. Hav-

ing obtained the transformation laws for this Einstein 8ynchronized cla8sical world, 

we are now in a position to pose the paradox. 

5.3 The Paradox of the Twins 

As mentioned in the previous section, if in the classical world the distant clocks 

in a frame I: are synchronized according to Einstein's method, then GT goes over 

to ZT which predicts both time dilation and length contraction from the arbitrary 

frame of reference E. (With respect to the preferred frame however there are no 

such effects). Now if the earth-bound twin (A) of the twin parable is considered to 

be at rest in the preferred frame E0 and the rocket-bound one (B) in a frame E 

then A does not detect any time ·dilation or length contraction effects. However, B 

observes the both for a dock or. a rod stationary in E 0 (frame of A). This leads to 
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an apparently paradoxical situation-no time dilation with respect to the observer 

A brings him to the conclusion that after the round-trip is over there should not 

he any differential aging, whereas B. with respect to whom A is making the round

trip, contradicts the conclusion and claims that due to time dilation, A should be 

younger at their reunion. This disagreement between the predictions of the twins 

gives rise to a twin paradox (in the sense of logical contradiction) in the classical 

world! Note that the second aspect of the twin paradox is not relevant here since 

we have already started with a preferred (ether) frame. 

One needs to note here that this paradox is different from the well-known twin 

paradox the relativistic world in a sense that the predictions of the twins are 

different in the two cases. In the relativistic world both the twins, due to reciprocal 

time dilation, argue that the other is the younger one. On the other hand in the 

classical world only the rocket-bound sibling predicts that her brother is younger, 

whereas the stay-at-home one observes no difierential aging. 

The resolution of the ordinary twin paradox should involve demonstration of equal 

differential aging (zero differential aging in the classical world) from the perspectives 

of both the twins A and B. In posing the paradox twins are allowed to compute 

ihe ages of their counterpartti by taking into account the time dilation effect only. 

The time dilation formula is Utied freely from the perspectives of both the twins ami 

the question of applicability of the formulas with respect to the traveller twin who 

changes inertial frames (because of her turn around) is ignored. Indeed while the 

time dilation formula is correct within one inertial frame of the stay-at-home twin 

A, the same formula does not hold with respect to the non-inertial frame attached 

to B. In the abrupt turn-around scenario however, the formula is valid separately in 

the inertial frames of B in its outward and return journeys. But change of inertial 

frames by B produces another effect linked with the "relativity of simultaneity" of 
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SR, in which the key to the resolution of the paradox lies. What happens when 

a change of reference frame takes place is best exemplified in an article " Case 

of identically accelerated twins" by S. P. Boughn[9]. In the paper the author hat'> 

presented a variation of the twin paradox where twins undergo equal accelerations 

for the same length of time, yet they age differently. He has posed the paradox in 

the context of SR. In the next section we will recast Baughn's paradox in classical 

world. It will be shown in Sec.5.5 how Baughn's paradox can be used to resolve the 

twin paradox posed in the classical world. 

5.4 Baughn's Paradox in the Classical World 

In the above mentioned article[9], a variation on the twin paradox is presented 

where two twins P and Q, init.ially at rest, at a distance L apart, in an inertial 

frame E 0 . on board two identical rockets (with equal amount of fuel). get equal 

accelerations for some time in the direction PQ (x-direction say) and eventually 

come to rest (when all their fuels had expended) in a new inertial frame E moving 

with a constant velocity v with respect to the former along the positive x-direction. 

From the simple application of LT Baughn obtained an unexpected result that in 

the new abode the ages of the twins differed-the age of Q turned out to be more 

than that of P. This result is really surprising owing to the fact that the twins 

throughout had identical local experiences, yet their presynchronized (biological) 

clocks went out of synchrony! Quantitatively this time-offset or desynchronizatiou 

is given as 

(5.10) 

Hence the two synchronized clocks (twins) separated by a distance L get unsyn

chronized by an amount Otdesync when they settle stationary in their new frame. 
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This desynchronization is real in the sense that it refers to desynchronization in 

relation to the Einstein convention of synchronization 2
. Let us call this departure 

from Einstein ::;ynchrony as Baughn effect (BE). 

The apparently paradoxical result that the spatially separated twins. in ::;pite of 

their identical history of acceleration age differently is readily explained if one notes 

that the difference between spatially separated (biological) clocks or the change of 

relative synchronization cannot have any unequivocal meaning; the clocks can be 

compared unarnbiguously only when they are in spatial coincidence. For instanct~ 

in :E, one of the observers can slowly walk towards the other (or both of them can 

do the walking) and compare their ages (or their clock readings) when they meet. 

One may therefore define the "reality" of the temporal offset effect due to Baughn 

provided the clocks are finally compared when they are brought together. Since in 

the relativistic world the so called "slow transport synchronization" is equivalent 

to the Einstein synchronization[15], the calculated differential aging or time-offset 

between their clocks when they. were in. spatial separation would continue to hold 

even when the twins meet after their slow walk. BE is thus a real effect (according 

to the definition) in the relativistic world. However when the twins meet after the 

;.;low walk it can eaHily be seen[16] that they do not have symmetrical experiences, 

and hence the paradox gets resolved. 

In the classical world the situation is different. Below we calculate this temporal 

offset effect in the classical world by applying ZT between the preferred frame ':E0 

2Incidentally Selleri[l4] has noted in different words in this context that after identical acceler

ation, the two clocks readings define a .natural (absolute) synchronization, which is different from 

Einstein's synchrony; the latter can only be established by resynchronizing them artificially (see 

also[l3]). 
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and an arbitrary frame 2::: 

xk = (xkO- vtko), 
(5.11) 

tk = rv2(tko- VXko/c
2

). 

where tko and Xko denote the time and space coordinates of the observer k (k stands 

for P or Q) with respect to :E0 and tk and Xk refers to the corresponding coordinate::-: 

in the new frame E. 

From the time transformation 'of Eq.(5.11), we obtain the time difference for the 

observers P and Q in their new frame as, 

[(tQo- -· v(xQo ·- 12) 

:\oting that the distance between the twins i.e XQo - Xpo = x 0 remained constant 

throughout their journey and also assuming that their clocko-; were initially synchro

nized i.e assuming tQo- t Po = 0 (since the relative clock readings of P and Q should 

not change with respect to :E0 as they get identical acceleration for equal amount 

of time) the time offset otdesync = tQ - tp between the clocks of the siblings can be 

calculated as 

(5.13) 

In the relativistic world if one proceeds the same manner using LT. then one can 

f~asily obtain the desynchronization effect given by Eq.(5.10). 

In the relativistic world if one clock is taken towards the other, the time dilation 

effect is found to depend upon the speed of clock transport and in particular the 

value goes to zero when the speed is vanishingly small. On the other hand in 

the classical world, from the calculation of clock transport3 , it can be shown that 

the integrated effect of time dilation is independent of the speed at which it is 

transported and the most interesting part is the result is exactly the same as the 

3These calculations were done in detail in the previous chapter 
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Baughn's time offset effect between the two clocks with a negative sign. Hence if 

the observer P walk towards Q (no matter whether slow or fast), the above two 

effects nullify each other or tlw net offset between them drop to zero when they 

meet. In other words, BE vanishes when the clocks are compared at one spatial 

point. The observation thus demonstrates that although Baughn's paradox can be 

recast in the classical world, this time offset effect is not real but just an artifact of 

Einstein synchrony. 

Eq.(5.13) gives the Baughn effect between the preferred frame 2::0 and an Einstein 

synchronized frame I: moving with a velocity v with respect to 2::0 . For future use 

we will need to obtain the temporal offset between any two arbitrary Einstein 

tiynchronized reference frames. Thiti may be calculated as follow8: 

Con8ider two such frames :E and :E' moving with velocitieti v and u respectively 

with respect to 2::0 . Writing 

coordinates of :E0 and :E' as 

transformation equations connecting the tip ace-time 

x' = (xo- uto), 
(5.14) 

t' = 'Yu 2 (to- uxo/c2
). 

one readily obtains transformation equations between I: and :E' as 

= 'Yv 2 (1-:- uvjc2 )x + (v- u)t, 
(5.15) 

t' = 'Yu 2 [(1- uvjc2 )t + (v- u)rv2 xjc2
]. 

Hence, as discussed earlier the twins P and Q (separated by a length Lin :E) arrives 

in their new frame :E' producing a temporal offset (desynchronization) between their 

clocks which is given by (obtained from transformation for tiine in Eq.(5.15)) 

(5.16) 

Eq.(5.16) thus gives the synchronization gap between any two Einstein synchronized 

reference frames in the classical world. 
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In the classical world as we have seen this effect is not real, yet BE can be used 

successfully to provide an accurate account of differential aging from the perspective 

of the traveller twirL 

5.5 Resolution 

To analyze the situation let us discuss in detail the whole chain of events from 

the perspectives of both the twins. For convenience we remove the inconsequential 

initial final accelerations from the problem. thus assuming that B makes a 

flying start and also after the return trip she flies past So, the only acceleration 

in our problem is the turn-around acceleration of B which is essential for the final 

comparison of the clocks (or ages) of the twins at one spatial point after the trip. 

We show below step 

their ages. 

Step 1: 

step how the twins make unequivocal predictions regarding 

The time dilation formulas from the perspectives of both the twins can be sym-

holically written as 

TDFl: (5. 

TDF2: (5.18) 

While writing the above equations we. have adopted a notation scheme, where 

61B(A) [61A(B)] denotes the clock reading of the twin B [A] for a time interval be

tween two events which occurred at its position as inferred by the other twin A [B] 

drawn from its own coordinate clocks' records for the interval, 6tA(A) [6tB(B)] and 

its knowledge of the relevant time dilation effect. Indeed the time intervals ~TB(A) 
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or 6TA(B) are based on one clock measurements and hence they refer to proper 

times of B and A respectively. On the other hand 6tB(B) refers to in generaL the 

observed difference in readings (for the same two events) recorded in two spatially 

separated (synchronized) clocks stationary with respect to the frame of reference 

attached to B. However for the round trip pf an object or a clock (A say), the time 

6tB(B) is also measured by a single clock (B). Although T-symbol would have 

been more appropriate in the later case but we shall continue to use the symbol 't' 

to cmphasi?;c that the corresponding time is supposed to be the coordinate time. 

The length contraction formulas (LCF) are similarly obtained as 

LCFl: (5.19) 

LCF2: (5.20) 

Where LA(A) and LB(B) are the rest lengths of rods in 2::0 and I: respectively and 

LB(A) and (B) are the corresponding observed lengths from the other frames (A 

and B respectively). 

Now, in our problem the only distance of interest is that of the distant star from 

A which is clearly a rest length in A i.e. LA(A) = L0 (say). So the relevant LCF is 

LCF: (5.21) 

where L = LA(B) is the distance of the star measured in E-frame. 

Perspective of A: 

Step 2: 

Time recorded in A-clock for B's journey of distance 2£0 is 

(5.22) 
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The corresponding time in B-clock taking into account TDFl (Eq.(5.17)) is 

Step 3: 

Differential aging with respect to A is therefore given by 

6t(A) = ~tA(A)- ,6.TB(A) = 0. 

So, A concludes that both the siblings age the same at their re'Union. 

Perspective of B: 

Step 4: 

From B's point of view, A makes the round trip with a velocity 

--2 
U = -!v V 

which is obtained from the velocity transformation using ZT. 

Step 5: 

The time elapsed in B-clock for this round trip is therefore 

This is nothing but the B-clock time as calculated by A i.e, ,6.TB(A). 

Step 6: 

137 

(5.23) 

(,5.2.5) 

(5 .. 26) 

The same time interval in A-clock as calculated by B by the naive application of 

TDF2 (Eq.(5.18) alone on ,6.tB(B)) is obtained as, 

(5.27) 

We have put a bar sign on T since the time computed above is erroneous as the 

direct application of TDF2 on fltB(B) for the interpretation of A-clock time is 
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incorrect because there is a ques~ion of desynchronization of distant clocks due to 

BE which has to be taken into account. Let us clarify this point. 

To calculate the time offset due to BE, we first split the frame of reference (K) 

attached to B into two inertial framet-> E and E' which move with velocitie::;; v and 

-v respectively with respect to E0 . Now, just before B decelerates let there be 

another observer )l of the same age as that of B (i.e it is assumed that A's clock is 

synchronized with B's in E) and at the same location of A (at a distance L from B 

with respect to E), comoving with respect to B such that like in Baughn's scenario. 

A and B both undergo the same but arbitrarily large negative acceleration relative 

to E. From L:-frame . .4 and B ~1ay be considered as Baughn's twins accelerating 

from rest along the negative x-direction (i.e now A is forwardly placed with respect 

to B) and :::;ettling down finally iu the inertial frame E'. BE therefore tells us that 

with respect to Einstein synchronized clocks in , there is a desynchronization 

effect between clocks (or ages) .A and B which is g1ven by Eq. 16) 

replacing u by --v as 

tl t' - S:t' - 42 L I 2 - 22 L I 2 
B - A - u desync ·- tv V 1 C - tv V 0 C ' (5.28) 

The last equality follows from Eq.(5.21). 

The above desynchronization due to BE. gives the synchronization gap between 

the two Einstein synchronized reference frames (E and E') of the traveller B. The 

twin B during the instantaneous turn-around jumps from one inertial frame E to 

the other E' and because of the desynchronization, the clocks of A and B no longer 

represent the Einstein synchronized coordinate clocks of E'. The presence of the 

synchronization gap between the instantaneously co moving inertial frames for an 

accelerated observer restricts one from considering B to remain in a single frame. 

One can consider B to remain in the single frame E if the problem is posed such 
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that B instead of turning around would continue to move forward covering the same 

length of journey with uniform speed as she would do after the turn-around. In 

that case the coordinate clocks (Einstein synchronized) of 'E frame of B could be 

used to measure the coordinate time and connect the same with the proper time of 

A through TDF for the entire trip. However in the second leg ofB's trip if someone 

playfully tamper with her synchronization then the coordinate time recorded by 

B would be erroneous and hence a calculation to obtain the proper time T A of 

A from this measurement (by applying TDF on it) will give wrong result. 

only way to get the correct answer is to first undo the mischief by getting back 

to the Einstein synchroni:;;ation that was adopted before and then one is free to 

use TDF in order to obtain proper time from the coordinate time. Let us now 

study the t>cenario when B turns around and immediately jumps to the new inertial 

frame ~~. The synchronization of clocks in the new frame ~' according to Einstein 

synchrony can be equated with the deliberate alteration of synchronization just 

discussed in connection with the uniform motion scenario of B. since the standard 

of simultaneity in ~~ is thus made different from that in 'E. It is thus clear that 

TDF can be used to obtain proper time from the coordinate time provided the latter 

refcrn to a un~form synchronization. We then ask if there is any way so that one 

can continue with the standard of :oimultaneity (synchrony) of I: in 'E'. The answer 

is in the affirmative and is provided by Baughn's thought experiment. From the 

symmetry of the problem it is evident that clocks of A and B initially synchronized 

in ~ continue to remain synchronized with respect to 'E even when they arrive 

stationary in ~~ after the turn-around acceleration. While calculating from the 

perspective of B, for the round trip of A, the time in B-clock 6.t8 (B) can be easily 

obtained but one cannot use this to obtain the proper time of A, as this does not 

rcmescnt the coordinate time of B in ~. Clearly a correction term St'd . is to 
~ • ~ync 
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be added to f'::.tB(B) in order to obtain the said coordinate time. Thia correction 

is equivalent to the process of restoration of the synchronization mentioned in B's 

non turn-around example. Hence by adding 6tdesync to /j.ts(B) we can carry over 

the standard of synchronization of coordinate clocks in :E to the new. frame :E' and 

then TDF2 can be correctly used to determine the proper time of A. 

Therefore the true coordinate time is obtained as 

29) 

1\ow applying TDF2 on the true coordinate time L'::.t]jord(B), B calculates the round

trip time (proper) measured in A-clock as 

(5.30) 

Step 7: 

Thus differential aging from the perspective of B turns out to be, 

r5t(B) = i'::.TA(B)- f'::.ts(B) = 0, (5.31) 

which agrees with Eq.(5.28), thus resolving the paradox. 

5. 6 Discussion 

We have observed that a twin paradox in the classical world can be posed and 

resolved by using Baughn's paradox which can also be recast in t~1is world. In 

the classical world when the clocks are synchronized using absolute synchrony, the 

paradox of the twins doe:; not e~i:;t whereas in the same world if the ~;ynchrouiz;a

tion is performed following Einstein synchrony, the paradox can be posed as in SR. 

The present treatment proves that the root of the twin problem lies in the choice 
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of Einstein synchronization convention. Indeed the role of Einstein synchrony in 

this problem is revealed in a rather direct way as the "true" relativistic effects 

(non-conventional ingredients of SR) are here deliberately suppressed by the con

sideration of the classical world. The present analysis of the twin paradox clearly 

explains how the traveller twin makes an error in assessing the coordinate time of 

the earth bound twin because of the former's turn around acceleration. 

Clearly the reader may use the present analysis as a template for resolving the 

ordinary twin paradox with much confidence fully in the context of special relativity. 

It may be further noted that there has been a long standing debate as to whether 

twin paradox can be explained fully in the context of special relativity or not. Many 

authors believe that introduction of general relativity and a gravitational field at 

the point of acceleration is required to deal with the paradox[4, 17]. One may now 

wonder where does the general relativity fit in while dealing with the twin paradox 

in the classical world! 
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6.1 Introduction 

In an interesting paper [1] Cranor et.al present a variation of the twin paradox where 

each twin leaves on one ring of a counter rotating pair of infinitesima1ly separated 

rings so that the siblings trace approximately the same circular path but travel in 

opposite directions. (The observers on the ring of one twin should claim the clock 

of the other twin slowed down by time dilation and other contradicting the claim. 

The resolution of the paradox as has been claimed focuses attention to the relation 

time dilation to clock synchronization.) According to Cranor et.al's story the 

two rings to move with equal and opposite angular velocity 

cu = vR \Vith ret->pect to the frame of reference of the laboratory where v and R 

denote the linear speed and radii of the rings respectively. Specifically one twiu 

is assumed to reside on the ring which is moving in· the clockwise 

direction, whereas the other twin Bart lives on the other identical ring. Both Lisa 

and Bart are assumed to have their teams of observers stationary at every point of 

their respective rings. The twins pass each other periodically when they can easily 

compare their docks. Initially they are at the f>amc place and observe that their 

clocks both read t = 0 . According to the velocity addition formula of special 

relativity (SR) the obt->ervers on Lisa's ring detect Bart's clock moves with relative 

speed 

2 2 
Vrel = 2v/(1 + V /c). ( 6.1) 

Due to relativistic time dilation formula in comparison to the coordinate clocks 

of Lisa's team of observers Bart's clock appears to tick more slowly by a relative 

Lorentz factor 

(6.2) 
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which shows that Bart's clock will lag behind the clock of next of Lisa's observer 

(Millhouse) that he passes. It may be argued that the time lag of Bart's clock 

builds up as he passes the successive members of Lisa's team and finally after the 

half rotation he ultimately passes Lisa again and therefore Lisa should observe 

that Bart's clock lags behind Lisa's at the second meeting. This conclusion can 

soon be dismissed by two counter-reasonings: (1) Bart and his team of observers 

can also argue in the same way that Lisa's clock instead will lag behind Bart's in 

future meetings contradicting the claim by Lisa just mentioned. (2) With respect 

to laboratory observers the motions of Lisa and Bart are identical, differing only in 

their sense of rotations. Since handedness of motion cannot have any effect on time 

dilation there should be no reason why the clocks of Lisa and Bart should dbagrce 

in future meetings if they were synchronized in their first meeting. 

The resolution of the paradox hinges on the fact that the time dilation formula 

of special relativity (SR) holds good provided the coordinate clocks of any frame 

of reference (inertial) are synchronized according to Einstein's method of synchro

nization. The authors correctly point out the difficulty in synchronizing coordinate 

clocks on rotating frame in Einstein's way. Indeed they have shown how a disconti

nuity in synchronization appear~? when one trieH to synchronize clocks along nm 

of a rotating ring. The author explain the paradox in terms of this synchronization 

gap or desynchronization of clocks on a rotating platform1
. In order to emphasize 

the intimate connection between time dilation and clock synchronization (i.e. the 

definition of simultaneity) in a reference frame with respect to which time dilation 

of clocks are to be considered, the authors of reference (1) discussed in passing some 

non-standard synchronization schemes that one can adopt on a rotatii1g ring. How-

1 In fact the twin paradox and Sagnac effect are thus connected since the origin of the Sagnac 

effect can be traced back to this desynchronizatiori [2, 3, 4] 
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ever the relation between time dilation and clock synchronization is a tricky issue. 

Misconceptions may easily arise if one is not sufficiently cautious.Indeed we feel 

that Horne of the statements made in the article on the issue are either outcome or 

lacks sufficient clarity so that the beginning relativity students might misinterpret 

the remarks and make wrong conclusions from them. 

The purpose of the present paper is to point out and remove these shortcomings of 

the otherwise excellent paper and provide some additional clarifications concerning 

the relationship between clock synchronization and time dilation in SR. The paper 

under scrutiny has described three possible schemes for synchronization of clocks 

on a rotating ring in addition to the standard one. According to these methods 

any two spatially separated events on a rotating ring which are :-;irnultancous with 

respect to the observers on the ring are also simultaneous with respect to laboratory. 

In order to facilitate clarifying our points we briefly reproduce only one of these 

synchronization schemes. Indeed it is not necessary to describe all the three methods 

since they all provide the same sort of synchronization. The synchronization method 

is as follows: One considers the ring to be already rotating. At the center of the 

rotating ring one has a light flash. Upon receiving the flash the ring observers set all 

their clocks to read the same time say t = 0, thus completing the procedure. It hat> 

truly been argued that the flash at the center "favours no particular observer, ... '' 

hence "a moment of simultaneity on a ring will also be a moment of simultaneity in 

the lab .... " In the literature this type of synchronization is often known as absolute 

synchronization. In the following sections we consider some of the remarks made by 

Cranor et.al concerning the absolute synchronization and provide our clarification 

on the related issues. 
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6.2 Does Absolute Synchronization Imply Ab-

sence of Time Dilation? 

Referring to the non-standard synchronizations on a rotating ring the authors note 

(or the authors' statements may be so construed) that it does not produce time 

dilation. To the students it may appear that since this particular synchronization 

imply the absolute nature of simultaneity it cannot produce time dilation. Indeed 

referring to the fact that two events simultaneous with respect to laboratory will 

also be simultaneous with respect to Lisa's observers, the authors observe ... this 

explains what we already know rnut-~t be true. There will be no lagging of Bart's clock 

observed as it passes each of Lisa's observers. For the relativistically inappropr·iately 

synchronized clocks of Lisa's observers, there is no time dilation of Bart's clock .. ,. 

It is true that partly owing to this particular synchronization, there will be no 

lagging of Bart's clock •.vith respect to the frame of reference of Lisa but the fact 

does not follow from the reason that simultaneity is absolute in Lisa's frame with 

respect to laboratory. In fact the absolute simultaneity argument does not have 

the ability to distinguish between Bart and any other observer who is rotating with 

O:Jomc aTbitmry angular velocity, since the agreement of simultaneity is an issue 

between the laboratory observers and Lisa's observers and therefore it has nothing 

to do with Bart's clock. Hence anyone is entitled to assume that the reference of 

''Bart's clock" in the quoted statement of t_he last paragraph is only incidental and 

one may incorrectly interpret the remark to mean that with respect to a reference 

frame where clocks are absolutely synchronized with reference to laboratory will 

not observe any time dilation! However such an interpretation is correct specifically 

for Bart's clock. One can prove that it not generally valid. The point however 

i:-> the abO:Jence of time dilation of Bart's clock with respect to the inappropriately 
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synchronized clocks of Lisa's observers is not obvious from the absolute simultaneity 

reasoning used by the authors. This may be seen as follows: 

Cranor et.al considers a novel method (method 3 according to the reference) of 

Synchronization in Lisa's frame of reference when it is already in uniform (angular) 

motion2 

The team of observers on Lisa's frame receive a light flash sent from the from the 

centre of rotations and on the basis of prior instructions set their clocks to t = 0 at 

the moment they see the flash. The authors correctly argued that since light flash 

at the centre does not favour any particular observer, the "moment of simultaneity 

on the rotating ring frame will also be a "moment of simultaneity" in the laboratory 

frame. 

as 

Now transformation between the laboratory frame and a moving inertial frame 

may be instantaneously comoving with the rotating frame) can be written 

x' = 1(x- vt), 

t' = ,-1t, 
(6.3) 

where the primed quautities refer 8pace and time in the frame moving with relative 

velocity v with respect to the laboratory frame. 

Indeed one can verify that the above transformations represent a relativistic world 

but the clocks of moving frames are so synchronized that simultaneity is absolute 

(i.e. if 6t = 0, 6t' is also zero). The world is relativistic in the sense that mov

ing clocks dilate and moving rods contract with respect to the singled-out frame 

(laboratory frame) as they would do according to Lorentz transformation; but since 

different synchronization scheme have been. adopted in moving frames, the time di-

2In the present article we shall not consider method 1 and 2 as they will attract the problem 

of Ehrenfest paradox[5, 6] which will -complicate synchronization scenario. 
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lation and length contraction results from those frames in general differ from those 

obtained in the standard formulation of SR However that does not mean that the 

world is non-relativistic. Time dilation and length contraction are partly synchro-

nization convention dependent effects. One may verify that in the moving frames 

two way speed (TWS) of light is always c. It must be so as TVVS is a convention 

independent quantity. 

Now specifically let L: be the laboratory frame, :E1 and ::E2 the frames of Lisa 

and Bart moving with velocities v1 and v2 respectively relative The transfor-

mation equations for space-time between the instantaneously co moving frames of 

Lisa and laboratory using absol\1te synchronization (Tangherlini Transformation[7. 

15, 9, 10, 11]) arc given as 

(6.4) 

where 1 1 = ( 1 - vi/ c2;-·l/2 is the usual Lorentz factor. 

With the inverse transformation 

(6.5) 

t=r1k 

Similarly the transformations between L: and ::E2 are 

(6.6) 

The inverse is 

(6.7) 
t = (2t2. 

From Eqs.(6.5) and (6.7), we obtain the transformation equations connecting ::E 1 

and ::E 2 which are given as 

(G.8) 
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Similarly 

(6.9) 
t1 = l'1-1r2t2. 

The corresponding time dilation formulas (TDF) are 

TDFl (representing time dilation of Lisa's clock with respect to Bart's observers): 

TDF2 (representing time dilation of Bart's clock with respect to Lisa's observers)· 

(CUl) 

As is evident from the above equations only for v1 = v2 i.e. ~r1 = r2 , the synchro-

nization do not produce any time dilation, but otherwise (11 =I 12) /).t 1 =I /).t2, or 

in other there is some dilation (contraction) effect. Thus proving that 

although in the special case it is true that Bart's clock will not be dilated relative to 

Lisa's observers. it is generally not true that "non-relativity of simultaneity implies 

no time dilation .... " 

In addition to what we have already discussed we have learnt an important lesnon. 

There are many relativists who do not like to believe in the CS-thesis of the relativity 

theory. But there is no question of believing or not believing since in the present 

problem we can see how the clocks in different moving (rotating) frames can be 

absolutely synchronized. Indeed no body can prevent one from doing so. In one of 

the most cited article Debs and Redhead [12] have been found to be a bit apologetic 

about their using of the CS-thesito; in providing clarifications on the twin paradox. 

To our mind, an we have clarified there aught not to be any reason to be he8itant 

at all. 
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6.3 Einstein Synchronization on Lisa's ring 

Having understood the role of absolute synchronization in evading the paradox let 

us now consider the standard (Einstein) synchronization on the rotating ring. In ad

dition in order to understand the role of synchronization we would like to eliminate 

relativistic effects from the problem. We have already seen in the previous chapter 

that the origin of the clock paradox lies essentially in the Einstein's synchronization 

convention. vVe shall therefore consider a classical world where except in a preferred 

frame (Laboratory frame) two way speeds of light will not isotropic. 

synchronization in this frame would mean that along any line the one way speecb 

in one (forward) direction (whatever may be it;,; value) will be the same in the other 

(reverse) direction. Transformation equations that represent this synchronization 

is represented so called Zahar transformation (ZT) [7, 8, 10, 13] 

x = (xo- vto), 
(6. 

t =''?(to- vxo/c2
), 

where x' and t' denote:; the space and time coordinates of an event in the instanta

neous frame co moving with Lisa (say) and .x0 and t0 are the same in the laboratory 

frame. The inverse of ZT is readily obtained as 

Xo = 'Y2 (x + V')'- 2t), 

to= ')'2 vxjc2 + t. 
(6.13) 

The above transformation indicates that Li:;a's dock will not experience any time 

dilation as D.to = D.t (since x the' position of Lisa's clock remains constant in Lisa's 

frame). But from the forward transformation (Eq.(6.12))it is evident that a clock at 

rest on. a ring fixed in the laboratory frame (which apparently rotates with respect 

to Lisa) will experience time dilation through the relation D.t = 'Y 2 D.t0 . 

The general ZT between two frames I:i and I:k instantaneously co moving with 
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two rotating rings can be obtained as 

(6.14) 

(6.15) 

where term.s with suffixes i and k represents respective quantities :Ei and I:k 

respectively, Vi and Vk refer to velocity with respect to the laboratory frame 2::0 . 

If specifically the frames of Lisa and Bart are :Ei and :Ek we have vi = v = -vk 

and the above equation can be written as 

(6.17) 

where 

The circular twin paradox can now be posed in the classical world also. It it-i 

evident from the time transformation of Eq.(6.17) that Bart's clock will experience 

time dilation with respect to Lisa's team of observers and in the same way Lisa's 

clock will experience same time dilation with respect to Bart's team of observers! If 

this happens we can argue as Cranor et.al explains "Since Bart's clock agrees with 

Lisa's as he passes her at t = 0, time dilation means that his clock will lag behind 

the dock of the next of Lisa's observers that he passes. As he passes successive 

memben; of Lisa's observing team, his clock should be seen to lag further and 

further behind. One-half rotation later, the observer he passes will be Lisa .... " One 

therefore concludes that when Bart passes her, their clocks will not read the same. 

Now this cannot happen, on the ground of symmetry of the problem as Bart's and 

Lisa's motions differ only in handedness. This handedness of motion cannot have 

any effect on the rate of ticking of clocks. This is the paradox. The difference with 

that posed by Cranor et.al lies .iu the fact that ours is a classical world. There is 
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no "real" time dilation and length contraction yet these can be apparently created 

by not choosing absolute synchronization. Clearly the apparent relativistic effects 

that we have ~een in this world is an artifact of ~ynchronization process. 

The prompt remedy of the paradox is to go back to absolute synchronization and 

immediately ZT will be replaced by GT and Lisa's and Bart's clocks will always 

agree. Only in this case this agreement will always be true irrespective of their 

speeds. In the relativistic case however they will not agree if Bart's angular velocity 

diflers from. that of Lisa's. 

However choosing absolute synchronization merely evades the paradox. One 

needs to resolve the contradictory claims of the two observers. This can be done 

in the following way: An stated, Milhouse on Lisa's ring is the next observer iu the 

anticlockwise direction. Bart's clock will lag Milhouse's when they pass each other. 

Assume now that Einstein synchronization is used starting with Lisa, and proceeds 

in the anticlockwise direction to Milhouse and then proceeding around the ring until 

the clock of the last observer Selma gets synchronized (with light signal). In this 

case the angular position of Lisa (angle 0) and that of Selma (angle 21f) coincide 

but their clocks will not agree. Thus the synchronization produces a discontinuity 

(synchronization gap). The amount of discontinuity in the relativistic case ha~ been 

nhown by Cranor et.al to be 

Disc(l) = 21f Rvry/ c2
. (6.18) 

When calculated in detaiL the time dilation of Bart's clock will produce a time lag 

with Selma's clock precisely the above Disc(l). At the very same location as Selma 

lies Lisa whose clock lags Selma's by Disc(l) and therefore agrees precisely with 

Bart's clocks. 

In the present case the discontinuity in the synchronization (time difference be-
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tween Lica's and Selma's clock) turns out to be 

(6.19) 

and in the same way the time hig of Bart's clock with Selma's will be compensated 

by Disc(2) when compared with Lisa's. 

Incidentally Disc(l) and Disc(2) represent the phase shifts between counter ro

tating light beams on a rotating platform. This phase shift is known as the Sagnac 

effect. 

The above analysis clarifies that in an accelerated frame one has to live with these 

discontinuities if Einstein synchronization is adopted. This discontinuity is the root 

of all troubles in standard twin paradox s~enario also. Absolute synchronization 

has the ability to free ourselves from apparent contradictions. The next chapter 

will be devoted to discussing this issue in detail. 
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7.1 Introduction 

This chapter also deals with the ordinary twin paradox but with a difference. Since 

the advent of SR ·hundreds of papers on twin paradox have appeared in the litera

ture. Barring a few, most of the authors have asserted that there is no "paradox". 

Indeed once ''paradox" gets resolved the term "paradox" should never be used in 

the concerned context. Yet almost all the authors dealing with the topic concerning 

twins continue to refer to it as the twin paradox. There is no point however to give 

excuses for using the phrase "twin paradox" or raising this sementic issue at the fag 

end of this thesb. But there is a rea::;on. If the counter-intuitive issue had really 

long been re::;olved it would not remain still one of the mo::;t enduring puzzle::; of 

physics. 

As for example in 1918. Einstein came up with the resolution of the paradox, in 

terms of his own general theory of relativity; on the other hand say about eighty 

years after Einstein's 1905 paper an article appears in a reputed journal with the 

provocative title "Twin paradox: A complete treatment from the point of view of 

each twin" [1] indicating as if so far complete treatment was not available! Some 

relatively recent papers[2, 3, 4] even challenge SR in the context of the paradox. 

Unnikrishnan[2] claims to have shown "Logical and physical flaws" in Einstein'::; 

analysis and further remarked in some context that· "special relativity principle 

formulated originally for physics in empty space is not valid in the matter filled 

universe." Some of Unnikrishnan's arguments however was promptly challenged by 

Gron[5] as it was rightly shown that there was serious error in the former's analysis. 

A few years ago (2006) there had been a considerable hype in the media stating 

for example '· ... scientist solves Einstein's twin paradox" referring to a paper that 

appeared in J.of theo.phys. Students of Physics would be puzzled since it would 
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mean that twin paradox was being solved for the first time! What we would mean 

to say is that in spite of various authors having remarked that clock paradox or 

twin paradox have long been solved the debate on the issue still continues. Pesic[6] 

had rightly remarked "... numerous papers continue to illuminate the problem. 

Alternative situations have emerged that S1J.rely would have delighted Einstein". 

One of such alternative situations concerns the so-called non-abrupt turn-around 

scenario where the rocket bound 'twin B during turn-around gets finitely decelerated. 

Let us consider this now. 

In the twin problern, as said earlier, the traveller Barbara (B) faces some ac-

celeration during turn-around virtue of which she lies in an accelerated 

whereas Alex (A), the stay at home one remains in an inertial frame. Since Lorentz 

transformation (LT) holds only between two inertial frames, one cannot use LT to 

compute the ages from the perspective of the accelerated observer In case of 

abrupt turn-around however, one can worl( with LT by assuming that the acceler

ated rnotion of B can be decomposed into two uniform motions for her forward and 

return journeys. But a correction is to be introduced in the calculation of time due 

to change of simultaneity when B jumps from one inertial frame to another. The 

main problem arises when one considers a more realistic situation where the acceler

ation faced by the traveller it> finite. Here the quet>tion arises can one deal with the 

situation in the same way when the turn-around is non-abrupt (finite acceleration). 

It is often believed that one needs general relativity (GR) to deal with the 

situation[l, 7, 8, 9]. For example Perrin in his paper "Twin paradox: A complete 

treatment from the point of view of each t~in" [1] set up a round-trip situation as

suming finite (proper) acceleration of B and worked through from the perspectives 

of each twin. In particular the author obtained the time elapsed on the clock of 

the stay-at-home twin during the periods of acceleration by solving the Einstein's 
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field equation and the geodesic equation in the frame of reference of the traveller 

twirL The calculation is quite involved and one may have the feeling that the result 

thus obtained cannot be obtained purely from special relativistic considerations. 

However we will show below (Sec.7.3) that the A-clock time can be calculated fully 

in the context of SR provided one synchronizes the coordinate clocks suitably in 

the frame of reference of the traveller twin. 

To understand this synchronization issue it is worthwhile to first discuss briefly 

the conventionality of simultaneity thesis (CS-thesis)[lO, 1L 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] of 

SR According to CS-thesis1
, in relativity theory various conventions can be adopted 

in synchronizing distant docks in a given inertial frame. Einstein's synchronization 

conveution which as:::;erts that the one-way-speed (OvVS) of light is isotropic and 

i:::; equal to its two-way-speed (TWS) 'c' is ju:::;t one among these pos:::;ible modes 

of synchronization. Now if we can obtain a synchronization scheme where there 

is no change of simultaneity when one shifts from one inertial frame to another, 

then in the twin problem the effect due to the change of synchronization of the 

coordinate clocks of B can be eliminated. In such a mode of synchronization, time 

should be absolute. The proposed synchronization scheme is known as absolute 

Hynchronization. Indeed in a pr~wious chapter we have seen that correction of time 

due to the change of simultaneity in the traveller's frame during turn-around sug

gests how naturally absolute synchronization emerges as the best synchronization 

in the context of acceleration. In the relativistic world if the distant clocks in an 

inertial frame I; are synchronized according to absolute synchronization, then the 

1 A comprehensive review of the thesis is presented in a paper by Anderson,Vetharaniam and 

Stedman[lS]Also one can study the papers of Ref[12, 13, 19] 
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transformation equation thus ger,wrated is given as 

x = !(Xo- uta), 
(7.1) 

t = ,-Ito, 

where u is the relative velocity of :E with respect to the preferred frame :E0 and 

/' = (1- ·u2 jc2
)-112 is the usual Lorentz factor. The transformation Eq.(7.1) is 

known as the Tangherlini transformation (TT) [12. 13, 14. 20, 21 J or often inertial 

transformation[15]. 

Coming back to the context of the twin paradox, when the traveller B faces some 

finite acceleration, continuously changes her inertial frames. In case of abrupt 

turn-around however, since as w~ have already mentioned, one can easily find the 

correction term that is to be added for the change of simultaneity between these two 

inertial frames. On other hand, for finite acceleration one will need to find ways 

to incorporate the effects due to change of simultaneity in a continuous manner. 

However any endeavour towards this end is not witnessed in the literature. 

We propose to deal with the situation by choooing the absolute synchronization 

from the onset so that one does away with the need to incorporate corrections due 

to change of simultaneity that we discussed earlier. Thus, using TT we will be able 

to recover the expression for the A-clock time (that have been obtained by Perrin[!] 

in a complicated manner by soiving Einstein's field equations and the geodesic 

equations) from B's perspective.simply from the consideration of SR alone2 . To our 

knowledge no such "complete treatment" of the paradox involving finite acceleration 

in the context. of SR is available in literature. In this paper we shall present such an 

analysis. We hope that this work will provide a deeper understanding regarding the 

subtleties of the problem. Perhaps this will also put a stop to the long controversy 

2It may be noted that the context of SR does not change for merely choosing a different 

(coordinate) clock synchronization scheme. 
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regarding the necessity of the involvement of GR in the resolution of the twin 

problem. Before presenting our main calculations we shall give in the next section 

a brief review of Perrin's[1] analysis. Sec.7.4 will be devoted to summarizing our 

results and conclusions. 

7.2 A Brief Review of Perrin's Paper 

Robert Perrin in his paper "Twin paradox: A complete treatment from the point 

view of each twin" [1] divided round-trip of 

divided the round-trip into six phases as follows: 

Phase 1 is the acceleration phase v:here the traveller leaves the earth with a proper 

acceleration g until her velocity increases from 0 to u relative to the earth twin. 

Phase 2 is the uniform velocity phase where the traveller covers a distance L 0 with 

the constant velocity u. 

Phase 3 it-> the deceleration phase where the traveller moves with an acceleration 

-g' and turn8 around. 

Phase 4 is the moment after turn-around where the traveller suffers the same amount 

of acceleration and travels toward earth with velocity -u. 

Phase 5 is again the constant velocity phase where the traveller moves toward earth 

with velocity -u. 

Phase 6 is the final acceleration phase where the traveller suffers the acceleration g 

and ends up at rest on the earth: 

From special relativistic consideration it has been calculated that the time elapsed 

on earth for the entire round-trip of the traveller is 

1u L0 T=4-+2-. (7.2) 
g u 

The above result is obtained in detail in the next section. 
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To compute the time recorded in the traveller's clock, the stay-at-home sibling uses 

the standard time dilation result following LT. This time comes out to be 

T 2c l ( 1 + u /c) _1 L 0 
=- n +2·-y -. 

g l-u/c u 
(7.3) 

From the point of view of the traveller twin the author similarly divided the trip 

into six phases and interpreted the acceleration phases as the turning on of a grav-

itational field along the x-direction. F'rom the perspective of the traveller the time 

elapsed on her clock is the same as that calculated by the earth-bound observer 

and that elapsed on earth during the uniform velocity phases are obtained using 

the length contraction formula. But in order to calculate the time elapsed on 

d·u:ring the accelerated segments of the journey Perrin solved the gravitational field 

equations and the geodesic equations of motion. He claimed that these calculations 

cannot completed without involving GR. 

From his quite involved GR analysis he showed that the time elapsed on earth (as 

calculated by the traveller) during the acceleration phases comes out to be 

(7.4) 

where and tn1 are the time elapsed on earth during the acceleration phases I and 

III respectively. 

With this value for the earth-clock time, perspective of both the twins matches, 

thus resolving the paradox. In the next section we shall show that the time elapsed 

on the earth clock can be obtained from special relativistic considerations alone by 

solving some simple equations. 
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7.3 Tangherlini Transformation and the Twin Para-

dox 

As mentioned in Sec. 7.1 clock synchronization is a matter of convention and different 

conventions yield different sets of transformation equations. Selleri suggested that 

in general the space-time transformation between the preferred frame 1.:0 and an 

arbitrary frame :E with relative velocity u is given as 

x = 7(x0 - uto), 
(7.5) 

~ ( . t = /- 1 to + E\Xo- uta). 

which represents a set of theories equivalent to SR. The free parameter E depends 

on the simultaneity convention adopted in the frame :E and is a function of the 

relative velocity u. For different values of t we get difi"erent sets of transformation 

equations. For example, for standard synchrony 

(7.6) 

For this value of E Eq.(7.5) reduces to LT. From Eq.(7.5) one can also obtain the 

0\IVS' of light along the positive .(c~) and negative (c~) x-directions in the frame L: 

as 

r 1 r u + -1] -=--!- ('"V 
c~ c L c2 ' ' (7.7) 

Putting the value of E given by Eq.(7.6) one can easily check that the OWS' of 

light in :E comes out to be the same as its TWS c. as is demanded by the standard 

synchrony. 

ForE= 0 Eq.(7.5) reduces to 

x = 1(x0 - uto), 

.t =~-Ito,· 
(7.8) 
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which it> the same as Eq.(7.1). So for r:: = 0 we get the Tangherlini transformation 

(TT) representing the relativistic world with absolute synchrony. 

The inverse of TT can be calcu~ated as 

9) 
to= rt, 

where v is the relative velocity of 'Eo with respect to 'E which is given as 

(7.10) 

To obtain the A-clock time from the peropective of B we consider that the 8tay-

at-home twin (A) is attached to the fra~e 'Eo and the traveller (B) to 'E. We 

follow dosely the approach suggested by Perrin[1] and hence divide the round-trip 

similarly into six phases--two uniform velocity and four acceleration phases. 

Below we shall compute the ages from the perspective of both the twins A and 

B step-wise. 

Step 1: 

Before calculating the ages from the individual perspectives let us first write down 

the time dilation formulas and the length contraction formulas. 

Time Dilation Formulas: 

The transformation equations (7.1) and (7.9) suggests that the twin A attached to 

the preferred frame observes time dilation whereas the other twin B observes the 

time to be contracted. So from the perspective of A we get a time dilation formula 

(TDF) but from the perspective of B we obtain a time contraction formula (TCF), 

which arc 

TDP: 

TCP: 

6Ts(A) = r- 16tA(A), 

flTA(B) = rflts(B). 

(7.11) 

(7.12) 
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In the above ihx(Y), (where X andY stands for both A or B) denotes the time 

recorded in X -clock for two events which occurred at the position of X, as inferred 

by another observer Y, drawn from Y's coordinate clock record .6ty(Y) and the 

relevant TDF (in case Y represents A) or TCF (in case Y represents B). Also 

the interval Ll Tx (Y) is based on a single clock measurement and hence it refers to 

the proper time of X. So the 1-symbol stands for the proper time. The interval 

6..ty(Y), as mentioned earlier, is the coordinate time of Y and it gives the difference 

in clock reading8 for the same set of events (which occurred in X-framc) 

two spatially t>eparated (synchronized) coordinate clocks stationary with respect 

to the frame of reference attached toY. However for the round trip of the observer 

X, only a single clock (of Y) is required to measure the interval .6ty(Y), but even 

then it still represents the coordinate time, so t-symbol is used instead of T. 

Length contraction formulas: 

Similarly from the set of equations (7.1) and (7.9) we obtain two length contraction 

formulas. more correctly contraction from the perspective of A and dilation from 

thFLt of B which are 

LC'Fl· 

LCF2: 

LB(A) = ~-l LB(B), 

LA(B) = ~(LA(A). 

(7.13) 

(7.14) 

Where LA(A) and LB(B) are the rest lengths of rods in the frames of A (i.e L:0 ) 

and B (i.e E) respectively. The lengths LB(A) and LA(B) are the corresponding 

lengths noted by the observers in the other frames (A and B respectively). In the 

twin problem the only distance of interest is that of the point of turn-around from 

A which is clearly a rest length in A i.e. LA(A) = L0 (say). Hence the relevant 

LCF is that given by Eq.(7.14), which is 

L = rLo, (7.L5) 
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with L = LA(B). 

Perspective of A: 

Step 2: 

Phase 1, as said before, is the acceleration phase where the acceleration of E-

frame is 

(7.16) 

or 

(7.17) 
' I 

The phase 1 ends when B attains a velocity u with respect to A, hence on integrating 

the right hand side from velocity 0 to u we can get the total time elapsed in A-clock 

during phase 1 

Ll (A) _ 1 fu du [U 
tA 1 - g Jo (1 - ~~ )3/2 - g (7.18) 

Note that in the notation LltA(A)1 , the subscript 1 denotes the phase 1. 

Now the entire journey is composed of four such acceleration phases, i.e, phases 

1 ,3,4 and 6. Hence considering all these phases the total time elapsed is 

19) 

Step 3: 

The remaining two phases i.e 2 and 5 are the uniform velocity phases where the 

twin B traverses a distance L 0 with the constant velocity u. Hence the total time 

elapsed during these phases is 

(7.20) 

Step 4: 
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Considering all the six phases the total time measured in A-clock comes out to 

be 

/U Lo 
~tA(A) = 4- + 2-. 

g u 
(7.21) 

Step 5: 

The time recorded in B-clock as observed by A can be obtained by applying the 

TDF given by Eq.(7.11). For the uniform velocity phases this formula can be used 

directly but for the acceleration phases the speed is not constant and hence the 

TDF is differentially true. For the acceleration phases therefore we have 

(7.22) 

On integrating the above equation we obtain the time recorded in B-clock during 

each acceleration phase as 

lu -l lu du c 1 + u/c 
~tB(A) 1 = r dtA(A) = 2 = -ln(---). 

o o (1 -· ~2 )g 2g 1- ujc 
('7.23) 

Step 6: 

For the uniform velocity phases the calculation is simple and the time recorded 

in B-clock as computed by A is 

(7.24) 

Step 7: 

The total time recorded in B -clock as observed by A thus comes out to be 

(7.25) 

Step 8: 

From Eqs. (7.21) and (7.25) the differential aging from the point of view of A 

can be calculated as 

6t(A) = 2!:~(1 --· ,-1) + 4 ru_ - 2cln( 1 + u/ c). 
u g g 1- u/c 

(7.26) 
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Perspective of B: 

Step 9: 

From the point of view of the traveller B the journey can be ~imilarly divided 

into :six pha~e~. The phase I is a::; before the acceleration phase. From the principle 

of equivalence one may interpret this as the turning on of a gravitational field in the 

-x direction until the earth-bound twin attains a velocity -v. During this 

the acceleration experienced by the earth-bound twin is 

or 

dv ( 4v
2 

1; 2 
9v = -dt = 1 + c2 ) g' 

dv 
dtB(B) = dt = (

1 
+ ~)1/2 . 

. c2 g 
(7.28) 

Hence the time elapsed in the B-clock f:.tB(B) 1 can be obtained by integrating the 

right hand side between speeds 0 and v, thus giving 

I 1121 1 ·v dv c . 2v 4v2 ' 
f:.tB(B) T = - I = --in - + (1 + -) J 

,, g .lo (1 + 4::)1/2 2g L c c2 
29) 

Replacing v by 1 2u in the above equation gives 

f:.tB(B) = !_zn( ~+ ujc). 
1 2g 1-u/c 

(7.30) 

which is the same as t:.tB(A) 1 given by Eq.(7.23). 

Step 10: 

On the completion of phase I, phase II starts where A moves with a constant 

velocity -v and covers a distance L = 1L0 . The time in B-clock during this phase 

is thus 

6tB(B) = _!:_ = rLo = ~-1 Lo 
II j-vl /2U U ' 

(7.31) 

where we have made use of Eq.(7.10). · 

Step 11: 
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During phase III, the gravitational field is again turned on as in phase I but now 

in the opposite sense unless A comes to rest and reverses his direction. The return 

trip of A is same as the outward trip with two acceleration and one uniform velocity 

phat:~es. The total time elapsed in B-clock (considering all thet:>e phases) thus comet:> 

out to be 

Step 12: 

In this we shall compute the time elapsed in A-clock as observed B 

pha.'>e I (or during each acceleration phase). Note that during these 

phases, as :-;aid earlier, a gravitational field is turned on, so Perrin[l] claimed that 

GR is required for the calculations to be performed. In contrast we shall do the 

calculation using SR alone. 

To obtain this time assuming absolute synchronization we use the TCF (Eq. 12)). 

During phase I this time is 

(7.33) 

Solving the equation and writing v in terms of u, we get 

(7.34) 

Step 13: 

The time elapsed in A-clock during the uniform velocity pha8e is 

(7.35) 

Step 14: 

The total time elapsed in A-clock as calculated by B is thus 

(7.36) 
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On comparison of Eqs.(7.32)and (7.3G) we can see that the differential aging from 

the perspective of B comes out to be the same as that from the perspective of A 

6t(B) = 6t(A). (7.37) 

The pen;pectives of both the twins match, thus dissolving the paradox completely. 

7.4 Summary 

The present analysis shows that the whole calculation can be performed 

SR alone. Even for finite acceleration, during the acceleration phases one can easily 

obtain the A-clock time fully in the context of SR if the clocks are synchronized 

following absolute synchronization convention. To our knowledge the proposed 

analysi::; i::; the fir::;t one to treat the twin problem involving finite acceleration lying 

in the realm of SR. This treatment thus makes it evident that for the complete 

tr-eatment of the twin problem whose origin lies in SR only special relativistic effects 

are sufficient, any reference to GRin the context of the ordinary twin paradox is 

redundant. The above treatment also shows that the twin problem does not arise 

at all if the clocks are synchronized according to absolute synchrony. Hence it 

reveals clearly the fact that at· the heart of the standard twin problem lies the 

adopted synchronization convention, i.e the Einstein synchrony since, as we have 

~cen, in the relativistic world if the docks are synchronized according the t->tandard 

synchrony then there develops a contradiction between the predictions of the twins, 

but if in the same relativistic world the clocks are synchronized following absolute 

synchrony the contradiction vanishes. As said earlier, in the ordinary twin problem, 

the rocket-bound sibling is subjected to a turn-around acceleration due to which 

she shifts from one inertial frame to another. For the clocks synchronized according 

to Einstein synchrony, the simultaneity being relative, a change in synchrony occurs 
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at this point of turn around, and hence while computing the ages the twin B has 

to take proper care of this effect, in addition to the time dilation effect3 . In our 

earlier works we have shown that the paradox gets resolved if the effect linked with 

relativity of simultaneity is taken care of. It has been shown there that the reason 

behind this desynchronization is that the clocks in the first frame of B refuse to 

be synchronized in her second frame automatically. The clocks if left to themselves 

define absolute synchrony; any other synchrony (with E # 0 in Eq.(7.5)) can be 

achieved only through human intervention i.e artificially. Selleri therefore called 

absolute synchrony as ''nature's choice". The twin paradox thus a.rises when B 

misses out this desynchronization effect while calculating the ages. But for the 

clocks synchronized according to absolute synchrony the desynchronization and 

hence the paradox does not arise. So this work of ours makes it clear that the twin 

problem is an artifact of Einstein's mode of synchronization. 

3The stay-at-home twin A being in an inertial frame can correctly calculate the ages considering 

unly the time dilation effect. 
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The canonical twin parn.dox is explained by making a correct use of 
tlw principle of equivalence. The role of the principle of equivalence is 
to provide a physical agent i.e gtavity which can supply the required 
extra aging to the rocket-bound sibling during itt; acceleration phase 
through a gravitational time-offset pffec-t. vVe follow an approach where 
a. novel variation on the twin paradox is used to connect gravity with 
thl' desyuchroniza.tiou in the docks of two spatially d.ista.ut, identically 
accelPrated observers. It is shown that this approach removes certain 
drawbacks of au earlier effort which claims to exploit the equivalence 
principle in explaining the differential a.ging in the paradox. 

Key words: special relativity, general relativity, twin paradox, equiv
a.lence principle, gravitational slowing down of docks, conventionality 
of simultaneity, Zahar transformation. 

L INTRODUCTION 

The principle of equivalence between acceleration and gravity is con
sidered as a cornerstone of Einstd.n's theory of gravitation or that 
of general relativity (GR). According to Einstein, the principle states 
that: "A system in a uniform acceleration is equivalent to a system 
a.t rest immersed in a uuifonn gnwitatioual fidel" [1]. Text books of
ten introduce GR by first demonstrating that the equivalence principle 
(EP) predicts gravitational red-shift, which Einstein viewed as a test 
of general relativity. However, we now reganl it as a more basic test 

'A nthor to whom a.ll correspondences should be made. 
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of EP and the existence of curved space-time [2]. The phenomenon of 
gravitational red-shift, which has been tested by precision experiments 
by Pound-Rebka and Snider in the sixties [:3, 4] is also interpreted as 
that of gravitational slowing down"of clocks (GSDC). The GSDC has 
now been tested with much accuracy by using a hydrogen maser clock 
with extraordinary freq1~ency stability flown on a rocket to an alti
tude of about 10,000 km [2]. In the literature GSDC phenomenon has 
been found to play an important role in resolving the notorious twin 
paradox [;:Ji. 

ln the canonical version of the twin paradox, of the two twins 
initiRlly living on earth (assumed to he au inertial frame). one leaves 
the earth bv a fast rocket to a distant star and then returns to meet her 
stay-at-hor~e brother to discover that they age differently. This as such 
is not a paradox since the rocket-bound sibling, on account of her high 
velocity will suffer relativistic time dilation of her (biological) clock 
throughout her journey and \oVill therefore return younger with respect 
to her brother. Indeed, with respect to the inertial frame of the stay-at
home twin, the world lines of the twins in the l\Enkowski diagram are 
different (although from the description of the problem, the end points 
of these lines, i.e the tinw and the place of departure and that of their 
reunion, meet) and hence the asymmetry in the aging can be attributed 
to the fact that proper time is not integrable [6]. The paradox arises 
if one naively treats the perspective;;; of the twins symmetrically. For 
example, if the traveller t\vin considers herself to remain sta.tionai·y and 
relatt> the motion tu her brother, she would (erroneously) expect her 
brother to stay younger by believing that the Lorentz transformation 
(LT) predicts reciprocal time dilation of moviug clocks. Qualitatively 
tlw resolution lies in the observation that one of the tv.rins is in an 
accelerated (non-inertial) frame of reference and hence the postulates of 
special relativity (SR) are not applicable to it and therefore the claim of 
reciprocity of tirne dilation l>ctwecu the frame:-> of reference of Uw twins 
falls through. Indeed, Einstein himself found this sort of argument 
preferable in dismissing the paradoxical element in the twin problem [7]. 
However, this suggestiou should not be construed as a statemeut that 
the resolution of the paradox falls outside the purview of SR . On the 
contrary much of the expositions found in the literature on the subject 
deal with the problem in the frame work of sn alone1

' although many 
tend to believe that the introduction of GR and a gravitational field at 
the point of acceleration is the right way to understand the asymmetry 
in the perspectives of the twins. Bohm notes in the context that " 
two clocks running at places of different gravitational potential will 
have different rates" [10]. This suggests that EP can directly be used 
to explain the asymmetry (difference between the experiences of the 

1 VE·ry extensive treatment iH available in Speeia.l Relativity Theory-Selected 
Reprints [8], (see a.lso Ref. [9]). For newer expositions see for example Ref [6] 
and references therein. 
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rocket-bound and the stay-at-home twin). However, as pointed out 
b)' Debs and Redhead [6] and also others [11], that since in the twin 
problems one deals with fiat space-time, any reference of GR in this 
context is quite confusing. 

Coming back to the issue of acceleration. one finds often that 
the direct role of acceleration of the rocket-bound twin in causing the 
differential aging has been much criticized although it is quite clear 
that in order to have twice intersecting trajectories of the twins (this 
is necessary since the clocks or ages of the twins have to be compared 
at the same space-tirne events) one cannot avoid acceleration. 

In an interesting article Gruber and Price [12] dispel the idea 
of any direct connection between acceleration and asymmetric aging 

presenting a variation of the paradox where although one t\vin ii' 
subjected to undergo an arbitrarily large acceleration, no differential 
aging; occurs. That the acceleration per se cannot play a role is also 
evident from the mmal calculation of t.he age difference from the per
spt>ctivc of the inertial frame of the stay-at-home twin if oJJe notes that 
the duration of the turn-around process of the rocket can be made arbi
trarily small in compari:-son to that for the rest of the journey <:mel hence 
the final age difference between: the twins can then be understood in 
terms of the usual relativistic time dilation of the traveller twin during 
csc;entia1ly the unacceleratecl segment of her journey2 . -

One is thus caught in an ambivalent Rituation that, on the one 
hand the acceleration does not play any role, 011 the other hand the 
paradox is not well pm;ed unless there is a turn-around (acceleration) 
of the traveller t\vin 3. 

In order to get out of this dichotomy it is enough to note that 
from the point of view of the traveller twin, the acceleration (or the 
change of reference frame in the abrupt turn-around scenario) is im
portant. The consideration of this acceleration only has the ability 
to explain that the expectation of symmetrical time dilation of the 
stationary twin from the point of view of the rocket-bound twiu is 
incorrect. · · 

In an interesting paper A.Harpaz [5] tries to explain the twin 
paradox by calculating the ag<:~ difference from the perspective; of tlw 
traveller twin directly by applying EP i.e by introducing GSDC. From 
the previom; discussions it may seem unnecessary (or even confusing) 
to invoke gravity in the e~;seutially special relativistic problem. How
ever the fact is. Harpaz's approach apparently provides an alternate 

2 ln such a calculation the time dilation is also calculated during the acceleration 
phase ( assumiug the clock hypothesis to be true [6]) and is shown to contribute 
arbitrarily small value in the age ofi~"'et if the duration of the acceleration phase is 
assumed to t.end to zero. 

3 Here we are considering the standard version of the paradox and the varitt,tion 
where the twins live in a cylindrica1univen;e [13, 14[ ha,q been kept out of the r)f(~sent 
scope. 
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explanation for the differential aging from the traveller's perspective. 
The author of the pedagogical article observes that although the 

special relativistic approach can correctly account for the age difference 
between the twins, " it does not manifest the 'physical agent' responsi
ble for the creation of such a difference'' [GJ. It is hdd that EP provides 
such an agent and that is gravity. But how does gravity find ·way into 
Lhe problern? Gravity enters through EP and its connection with the 
resolution of the paradox can symbolically he written as 

EP 
Acceleration-·" Gravity ·--+Gr-avitational red-sh~{t---+ G S DC --> 

}}rtra aging, 

when· the lat>t item of the flow diagram indicates that with respect to 
thP rocket-bound twin. GSDC provides the extra aging of the stay-at-
home one, explaining the asymmetrical aging of the problenL 

However while there is as such no harm in uuden;;taudiug tlw 
twin problem h·om a different perspective (here, this is in tenus of 
GSDC), Harpaz's approach suffer from two fold conceptual difficulties 
which we will elaborate in the next section. These difiicultie:s include 
the fact that the calculations are only approximate. The other diffi
culty will be seen to be of more fundamental in nature. The aim of tlw 
prcseut paper is to remove these difficulties aud give an accurate ac
count of the asymmetric aging from the perspective of the rocket-bound 
twin directly in terms of a time-offset between the siblings which is in
troduced due to the pseudo-gravity experienced by the traveller twirL 

2. GSDC AND EXTRA AGING 

In the standard version of the twin paradox the differential aging from 
the perspective of the stay-at-home (inertial) observer A can easily 
be calculated as:mming that for the most parts of the journey of th(_' 
traveller twin B, the motion remains uniform except that there is a 
turn-around acceleration of the rocket so that finally the siblings are 
able to meet and compare their ages. In the Minkowski di::=tgrarn the 
whole scenario is charactei.·ized primarily by three events: (1) Meeting 
of the world lines of A aud B when the voyage starts taking place, 
(:2) the tum around of 13 and (3) meeting of the world lines when 
A and B reunite. For the paradox it is not necessary that at events 
( 1) and ( 2), the relative velocity between A and B has to be zero, 
since ages or dock:-; can be compared at a point even if the observers 
are iu relative motion, therefore the analysis of the problem can be 
clone by considering the acceleration only during the turn-around. The 
dnrA,tion of the acrcleration phase can be considered to be arbitrarily 
small compared to the time it takes during its forward and return 
journeys and hence the age difference occurs due to the usual relativistic 
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time dilation of a clock for its uniform motion. This is clearly given by 

Age difference 2t A ( 1 - I) ~ 2i A 1.'2/ c2, (1) 

where 2/A i:-:; the time the rocket takes for its entire journey (up aud 
in uniform speed u and 1r -'- (1 -- )-1/ 2 is the usual Lorentz 

fc-\ctor. 
The paradox is resolved if one can shcrw that B also predicts 

the :same difference in :spite of the fact that the time dilation effect 
is reciprocal. Clearly some new considerationfi (that were absent in 
arriving at Eq. ( 1)) must offset this reciprocal time dilation and also this 
must provide some extra aging to A from the point of view of B r->o that 
the age difference remains independent of the two perspectives. One of 
these new considerations, as has already been pointed ouL is the one 
of a :synchronization gap that B discovers due to her change of inertial 
frame during her entire voyage. This has been clearly demonstrated by 
Bondi [15] in the context of Lord Hulsbery's three brother approach [6] 
to umlerstandiug the twin paradox. 

The other way of understanding the same thing is the considera
tion of pseudo-gravity experienced by B because of its turn-around. In 
order to demonstrate how f.:P plays the role iu the analysis, Harpaz uses 
the gravitational red-shift formula, which can be obtained heuristically 

the EP) as 
( I 2 tw '= u0 1 + gh c ). (2) 

where !} is the acceleration due to (pseudo) gravity and 6.u represents 
the change of frequency of light observed at a distance h frmn the source 
when,· the frequency of the saml~ light is seeu to be v0 . IuttTpreting thi~:> 
red-shift effect in tl!rms of GSDC, the formula can be written as 

where t 1 and t2 are times measured by clocks located at two points P1 
aud P2 (say) and 6_<]) ,, gh. is the potential difference between these p 
oints. It has been shown that with respect to B the acceleration plays 
a role by providing an extra time difference between B and A, because 
of the integrated effect of GSDC during the (arbitrarily) short dura
tion of B's acceleration. This time difference more than offsets the age 
difference calculated by B solely assuming the reciprocal time dilation 
so much so that finally B ages less by the correct amount. As pointed 
out earlier there are two conceptual difficulties in understanding the 
treatment. First, in an effort to find a "physical agent" responsible for 
the extra aging, Harpaz relic::; ou some approximate formulae i_ncluding 
that of the gravitational red-shift, because of his assumption, v2

/ c2 « 1 
inherent in the analysis, ·ai1d therefore, the pseudo-gravitational effect 
has the ability to rer->olve the paradox only approximately. Clearly there 
is no valid reason to make any such small velocity approximation for 
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the problem. One might of course argue that for the author's stated 
purpose it would be enough to show that the " physical agent" i.e. 
gravity is at work when B's point of view is considered. However, it 
will be shown that such an argument would also not hold good and the 
reason for it concerns the second difficulty. The explanations based 
on SR relies on the fact that during the direction reversing accelera
tion, the travelling twin changes from one reference frame to another 
and the lack of simultaneiW of one reference frame with respect to the 
other provides the "missing time" which constitutes the reason for the 
differential aging [ 6]. Now the lack of agreement. in simultaneity is a 
special relativistic concept without. any classical analogue, on the other 
hand in many standard heuristic derivations of the gravitational red
shift formula (see for example [lG-18]) which is also followed hy the 
author of Hcf. . one finds that no reference to SR is made Indeed 
the wcll-kurJ\VIl formula for the red-shift parameter Z o= ghj c2 is ou]y 
approximate and is derived by making use of the classical Doppler ef
fect for light between the source of light and a detector placed at a 
distance h along the direction of acceleration .9 of an Einstein eleva
tor [5]. According to EP an observer within the elevator will " attribute 
his observations in the elevator, to the existence of a uniform gravita
tional field in a rest system of reference'' !51. Thus the equivrtlence of 
gravity and acceleration in terms of gravlta,tional red-shift or GSDC 
tlwrd(n·c turnti out to be as if a purely classical (Newtonian) concept 
in this approximation! How then is GSDC able to account for an effect. 
viz. the lack of simultaneity which is essentially a standard relativistic 
phenotneuon'( 

In the next section we will show that indeed the EP can explain 
the twin paradox exactly provided the connection of EP and GSDC is 
obtained using the full machinery of SR. 

3. EP AND THE GRAVITATIONAL TIJ\r1E OFFSET 

In an interesting paper Boughn [19] presents a variation of the twin 
varadox where two twins A and B on board two identical rockets ( witl1 
~:qual amount of fuel), initially at rest a distance :~;0 apart iu an im~rtial 
frame 8, get identical accelerations for some time in the direction AB 
(:r-direction say). and eventually come to rest (when all their fuel has 
been expeuded) with respect to another inertial frame S'' moving with 
velocity v along the positive :r-direction with respect to S. From the 
simple application of Lorentz transformation Boughn obtains a very 
surprising result that after the acceleration phase is over, the age of 11 
becomes less than that of B. 

The result is counter-intuitive by virtue of the fact that the twins 
throughout have identical local experiences but their presyuchrouised 
(biological) clocks go out of synchrony. The amount of this time offset 
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turns out to be 
(4) 

The result follows from the simple application of LT which one may 
write for time as 

(G) 
where tk and J;k, denote the time and space coordinates of the observer 
k (k stands for A or B) with respect to S and the prime refers to the 
corresponding coordinates in 8'. 
From Eq.(5) it follows that 

(G) 

Assuming the clocks of tht~ observers A and B are initially synchronized 
in S', i.e assuming tB -fA 0 and also noting that xa - XA = :ro 
n:maius constant throughout their journeys. the time offset betweeu 
these: clocks is given by the expression ( 4) provided !:J..t' is substituted 
for tR'- tA'· 

The paradox however can Lc cxplaiued by noting that for spa
tiFtlly separated clocks the clmnge of relahve synchronization cannot 
be uncq ui vocally determined. The docks can only be compared wheu 
they are in spatial coincicknce. For example, wheu in S'' either of the 
observers can slowly walk towards the other or both the observers can 
walk symmetricaUy (with respect to 8') towards the other and com
pare their docks (ages) when they meet:. However in that case oue 
cau show [20] that they do not have identical local experiences- thus 
providing the resolution of the paradox. 

\Vhile the paradoxical element of the problem goes away, the 
fact remains that the result ( 4) is correct and this time offset remains 
unchanged even if they slowly walk towards each other and compare 
their clocks (a.gcs) when they meet [21]. 

This temporal offset effect of identically accelerated clocks gives 
an important insight into the behaviour of clocks in a uniform gravita
tional fidd, for, according to EP " ... all effec.ts of a uniform gravitational 
field are identical to the effects of a uniform acceleration of the coor
dinate system" [17]. This suggests, as correctly remarked by Boughn 
that two clocks at rest in a uniform gravitational field are in effect per
petually being accelerated into the new frames and hence the clock at 
the higher gravitational potential (placed forward along the direction 
of ac-cclcra.tion) runs faster. ·with this insight we \VTitc Eq.(4) as 

t- to= -"((t)v(t):To/c2 
= - f(t), (7) 

vvherc uow I and lo are the reading~ of two clocks at higher and lower 
potentials respectively and alsof(t) stands for the right hand side of 
Eq.(4) without the minus sign 

f(t) = 'Y(t)v(t)J.:0 jc2
. (8) 
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In terms of differentials one may write Eq.(7) as 

/it- t5to = -f(t)15t, (9) 

wlHJre the time derivative f(t) = 9~'~0 , with g -!fJ(ru) is the proper 
arxele·1ation. 
\VL' may now replace M and 6t0 by nand n 0 , where the later quantities 
corresponds to the number of ticks (second) of the clocks at their two 
positious. 'iVe therefore have 

(n- no)/no = -f(t), (10) 

or, in terms of frequency the clocks, 

--<5v /1/0 = f(t), (11) 

where bv refers to the frequency shift of an oscillator of frequency vo. 
The slowing down pararm;ter for docks, --6vjv0 in Eq.(11) i::; nothing 
hut the so called n~d-shift parameter Z for which we obtain the wel1-
knovvn formula'1 

Z ·=· gx0 /c2
. (12) 

Uue thus observt'S that Uw time-offset relation (7) of Boughu ·s paradox 
nm lw interpreted as the accumulated time diffen'ncf~ between two 
SJ>atially separ:1ted clocks because of the pseudo-gravity experienced by 
the twins5 We :,:hall ::::ee the importance of the time-offset relation (7) 
in accounting for the asymmetrical aging of the standard twin paradox 
from the perspective of the traveller twilL However before that. in the 
next :-;cction we show that the conneeticm of the time-offset and GSDC 
is purdy relativistic in nature. 

4. BOUGHN'S PARADOX IN THE CLASSICAL WORLD 

The origin of Bouglm's paradox can be traced to the space dependent 
part ill the time trausfonnatiou of LT. The existence of this term is 
indeed the cause of relativity of simultaneity in SR. 

The notion of relativity of simultaneity however can also be im
ported to the cla::::sical wodd. By cla:ssica.l or Galilean world we mean 
a kinematical world endowed with a preferred frame (of ether) 8 with 

·!In terms of ordinary acceleration g = dv I dt, measured with respect to 8 the 
formula comes out to be Z = · (grxol c.2)(1 - v2~1 2 I c2 ) which for small velocities can 
Rlso b(" written as Z ·~ g:rol c2 

5 Thc: connection het,veen gravity with this temporal offset through EP was first 
poilltl'U out lJy Barron cmd Vla;.:m [22j, wl10 cleriveJ the approximate furmulc' for 
tlw ·'clock rate difference'' nwntinned in the previnns fooL-nnte. 
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respect to which the speed of light c is isotropic and moving rods and 
clocks do not show any length contraction and time dilation effects. 
However the speed of light measured in any other inertial frame S' 
moving with velocity v with respect to S will change and will depend 
on direction. The synchro'nizat.ion of spatially separated clocks is gen
erally not an issue in this world as clocks can be transported freely 
without having to \VOlTY about time dilation, therefore all clocks can 
be synchronized at one 'spatial point and then may he transported 
with arbitrary speed to different locations. (The process is generally 
forbidden in Sit). Clearly one uses the Galilean transformation ( GT) 
io cowpan: events in different inertial franH~s. Using GT one um show 
that tht· two way c:pced (TWS) of light 7 in 8' along any direction ft 
with respect to the x-axis (direction of relative velocity between 8 and 
S') is given hv 

<..._} ,; 

(' = c(l -- (13) 

According to GT this TvVS is not the same as the one-way speed 
(0\iVS) of li~~;ht, for ex~tmple, along the x-axis it is c- r and c + u in 
the positive and negative ::r:-directions respectively, while th.e two way 
speed, i.l~ the avera~e round-trip speed of light along the x-direction is 
given hy c(l- v2 jc' ). However, in a playful spirit. one nmy choose to 
syuchronize the docks in S' such that the oue way speeds, to and fro 
a.re, the same as 'C. This is similar to Einstein's stipulation in SR which 
is commonly known as the standard synchrony. In the Galilean world 
the synchrony i.s somewhat an av;rkv,rard one but none can prevent one 
in adopting such a method. For this synchrony GT changes to the 
following tnmsfonnalious 

I :r (14) 

\Vhich was first obtained by E. Zahar and is therefore known as the 
Zahar transformation (ZTj [23-2Gj. The transformations have been 
successfully used to clarify some recently posed counter-intuitive prob
lems in SR [27, 281. The presence of the phase term and 1 2 in Eq.(l1) 
distinguishes the ZT from CT. Clearly the appearance of these terms 
is just an artifact of this synchrony. 

One is thus able to recast Boughn's paradox using the above 
transformations and extending the arguments leading to thP Eq. ( 4), 
one obtains, for the differential aging, 

(15) 

The above expression for the differential aging between two spatially 
separAted twins is also therefore an artifact of the synchrony. 

Let uc: uotc that ZT has ma.uy interesting fcaturec: which include 
the existpnce of apparent time dilation and length contraction effects 
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a::-; obst>rved from an arbitrary reference frame 8'. (\Vith respect to 
the preferred frame however there are no such effects). We have al
ready pointed out that the temporal offset between clocks cannot have 
any unequivocal meaning unless it corresponds to measurement at oue 
spatial point. 

One may therefore define without much ado the reality of the 
temporal offset effect due to Boughu (hereafter referred to al:l Bougl:m
effect). provided the docks are finally compared when they are brought 
together. In the relativistic world a clock is slowly transported tovvards 
the other iu order to minimize the time tlilation effect in the procel:ls. 
In this world if one of the pre-synchronized Rpatially separated clocks 
is brought to the other in an arbitrarily slow motion, it can be seen 
that v'llwu they arc compared at the positiou of the second d<wk. they 
remain c:.vnchronized. In other words if tvvo clod~s have an initial t.em
porai oH'set between them (due to Bouglm-effect or otherwise) wheu 

tlw v>dm~ fur this offset will remain nndw.ngnl vvlwu t.lwy 
arc brought together for comparison. Boughn-cfiect is tl1us a real ef!'ec:t 
(according to the definition) in the relativistic world. In the classical 
world the :;ituation is LlitfenmL Bdow Wl~ cakulak the dicct of clock 
transport from ZT. 

From ZT between a preferred frame 80 and an arbitrary frame 
S, ouc may write the transformation equation between any inertial 
frameR and as 

(16) 

( 17) 

wht'n: the suHixcs 'i and k: of coordinate:; :r, l, and v refer to the coonli
uates in S, and Sk and velocities of the concerned frames with respect 
to S'0 , n:spcctlvcly: also Ali.= (1 - vJ /c2)- 112 and 1k c= (1 - vUc2)-l/'2_ 

Clearly a clock stationary with respect to 8~,; will suffer a time 
"dilation" according to . 

(18) 

\Vherc .3.t, refers to the proper timt' between t\NO eveuts at the same 
point of ~ch and D.t; is the t'OlTespouding time rnea.smed by observers 
lll 

Consider now two synchronized clocks are spatially separated 
by a distance :r in Si and a third clock attached to /~h slowly covers the 
distance. The tirnP taken by the clock to cover this distance in 8; is 
given by 

(19) 

where w is the relative velocity of Sk with respect to Si. The corre
sponding time rncasurcd by the third clock (.'h- clock) may be obtained 
from Eq.(l8). 
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From ZT the relative velocity formula is obtained RS 

(20) 

Usiug Eq::;. (18), (19), and (20), one obtains for the difference of the::;e 
two times 

' I /\ " - I 2• 2 ut = u.tk - ut; = (r;x c )/; . (21) 

This non-vanishing integrated effect of the time dilation in the classical 
world due to clock transport is independent of the speed (vk) at which 
the clock is transported. In contrast, in the relativistic world one fi.nds 
different values for the effect for different velocities and in particular 
the vn.lue is zero whE'n the speed is vanishingly small. 

If now the two stationary (with respect to S'.i) docks refer to two 
Boughn·s observers A and B, they have precisely this amount (Eq. (21)) 
of temporal o!Iset with a negative sign and hence if the observer _A walks 
towards B no matter whether slow or fast, the result will lw the zero 
time difference between the docks when compared at one spatial point. 
Thi::; observatiou demonstrates that although Boughn's paradox can be 
rec·ast in the Galilean world the time-offset effect is jm;t an artifact ancl 
uot real according to our definition of "reality" of the effect. Thus 
GSDC cannot be obtained from this l3oughn't; effect in tht: classical 
world via BP. Conversely Boughn's temporal offset may he regarded as 
au effect of GSDC while iu the classical world if it exists is 
.i ust. au artifact of the synchrony. 

5. RESOLUTION 

Let us uow move on to the details of the arguments leading to Eq. ( 1). 
The outward trip of the traveller twin B from the point of view of the 
c~arth twin A is composed of two phases. Iu the first phase, the rocket 
moves a distance LA in time tA1 with uniform velocity v which is given 
by 

and in the second phase, which correspond~:> to the deceleration phase 
of thP rocket which finally stops before it. takeR the turn-around, the 
time lA2 taken by B is given by 

( 'YJ) ~c> 

where the proper acceleration g has been assumed t.o be uniform >vith 
respect to the earth frame. In the present analysis this term does not 
contribute since we consider the abrupt turn-around scenario where 
tA2 tends to zero as g __, oo; however for the time being \Ve keep it. 
Therefure the total time elapsed in S' for the entire journey is given by 

(24) 
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Now vve compute this time as measured in B's clock by taking the time 
dilation effect from the point of view of A. For phase 1 this time t Bl 

may be computed as 

t - _,,-I[ /·, /ll - r .oA 7.·, (2f>) 

where we have applied the simple timt: dilation formula. For plwi:ic 2 
hmvcwr this time dilation formula is differt•ntially true as the speed is 
not a constant i.e., one may write 

Hence. after iuteg,ratiou. one obtains [29] 

(27) 

However once again this tends to zero as g --c. oo. In any case \Vc shall 
howevl'r not need this expression any .more. Therefore the tot.a.l clapst'cl 
time measured in B's cloc:k for the complete journey is given by 

(23) 

The• diflcrcutial from the point of view of :1 is thus 

61A = - IB2). (29) 

From the point of view of B the stay-at-home observer A is 
wovillg, in the oppusiLc dircctio'n and as before orJc may divide tht· 
relative motion of A into two phases, phase I and pha.se II, where 
the later corresponds to the acceleration phase. The phase II may be 
interpreted as turning on of a gravitational fidd. \Vlwu this field is 
switched off (marking the end of the acceleration phase), the phase 1 
starts where the stay-at-horne observer A moves with a velocity --v up 
tu a distance LB which on account of the Lorentz contraction of is 
given by, 

2 2 1 
LB = LA(l-1· jc. )2, 

and the corresponding elapsed time tBJ is giveu by, 

This obviously comes out to be the same as tm since the result is 
obtained from considerations with respect to the inertial observer A. 
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Similarly t 8 n i.e. B-clock's time during phase II should be the sEtme 
as I B2 during which the gravitational field is turned on, i.e., 

(32) 

and hence the total time 

The corresponding time of A's dock b:-y taking into account the time 
clilaticm dfeet itS 

I -')L I Bl '"'I -.A, v. (34) 

A-duck·,., time during phase II from B's pen,;vec:tive as 1 

one Ill(l,Y write for A's dock time for the entire journey as 

+ 2tA!J· (:35) 

The diffen~nce of thesP times of clocks A nnd B as interpreted by the 
observer B, is given by 

(36) 

Note that at the momt'nt we do not know the value of L.MI· since it 
refers to the time measured by A as interpreted by B when it is in its 
accclcra tion phase. The paradox is resolved if 

(37) 

lit other words. using Eqs. (29) aud (36), one is required to have. 

(38) 

ln the abrupt turn-around sceur:trio, ac; \Vt' have already olmcrvccl tA2 = 
0. one therefore must have 

The resolution of the twin paradox therefore lies in accounting for this 
ternL It is interesting to note that the tenn is independent of the 
aecelcration in phase II. This is possibly the implicit reason why the 
role of acceleration iu the explanation of the twin paradox is often 
criticized in the literature. However we shall now see how, we can 
interpret this term as an efiect of the direction reversing accelei:ation 
(or the pseudo-gravity) experienced by the traveller twin. 

Now recall the Boughn-effect of temporal offset. between two 
identically accelerated obt>ervers. To be specific, con::;ider au inertial 
frame of referenceS attached to the observer B when it is in the uniform 
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motion phase (phat>e I). Suppose novv there is another observer B' at 
rest in S at El distance L B behind B and both of them get identical 
deceleration and eventually come to rest with respect to A in the frame 
of referenc·(; S', which is moving with velocity -v in the :r-directiou with 
respect to 8. According to Boughn-effect then the clocks of these two 
observers get desynchronized and the amount of this desynchronization 
is given by the expression (4) only with the sign changed, that mcaus 

. (4(fl 
' ) 

which is nothing but lAu· It has alrl'ady been pointed out that this 
Bouglm-effect may be interpreted as the effect of pseudo-gravity (in 
this ease as experienced by the observer B) aecording to EP. In terms 
of the pseudo <tcccleration· due to gravity the above expression can also 
be obtained as 

des:vnc =::•. gD.tBLB/c2 (41) 

Note Lhat gD.t B is finite (equal to J'V) eveniJ g _, 00. 

The ob:;;ervf~I if ;,vhich is Ln distance away from JJ is spatially 
coinci<ient with A, hence, in calculating the dock tim~:' of A from 1-J's 
perspective this time-offset due to Boughn-effect must be taken into ac
count. This pff:"ect is ignored when the twin paradox is posed by naively 
assertiag the reciprocal time dilation eficct for the stay-at-home ami thl' 
mckc"t-bound observers. Clearly the paradox is resolved if the Bouglm-

or the pseudo gravitational effect is taken into considcrntion. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS: TEST OF 
BOUGHN-EFFECT 

vVe have seen that the Boughn-effect can be interpreted as the intc:
gratcd effect of GSDC. The experimental test of GSDC or the gravi
tatiomtl red-shift is therefore a test of a differential Bouglm-effect in a 
way. On the contrary one may directly measure the integrated effect 

the following means: 
Firi"lt two atomic clocks may be compared (synchronized) at the 

sea leveL then one of t.lw clocks may be slowly transported to a hili 
station of altitude h and then kept there for some timeT. In this time 
thc;.;u t\vo atomic docks according to Boughn t:ceuario are perpettu=tlly 
accelerated from a nest frame 8 to a hypotlwtical inertial frame S' 
moving with velocity 11, with proper acceleration g so that -yv = gT. 
Boughn-eifect therefore predicts a temporal oitset (see Eqs.(4U) and 
(41))' 

(42) 

'This offset can be checked by bringing the hill station clock down and 
then comparing its timl~ with the sea level one. Any error introduced 
in the measurement due to transport of docks can be made arbitrarily 
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small compared to fltoffset- by increasing T. As a realistic example for 
h = 7000ft (altitude of a· typical hill station in India), and T = 1 year 
aml taking the average .r1 to be about 9.8rrl.jscc2 . the Boughn-t•ffect 
corm.·s out to be in the micro-second order: 

which is easily measurable without requiring sophisticated equipments. 
o:;uch as those used in Pouml-Rcbka type experiments. 

It is interesting to note that from the empirical point of view the 
cfhx:t is not entirely unknown. For exau1ple Rind.ler [16], in seeking to 
cite an evidence for the GSDC effect, remark:;: "Indeed, owing to this 
effect.. the US standard atomic clock kept since 1969 at the National 
Bureau of standards at Boulder, Colorado. at an altitude of 5400ft. 
gains about five microseconrh; each year relative to a similar clock kept 
at the Royal Greenwich ObsHvatory, England, ...... However one can 
consciously undertake the project with all seriousness, for the accurate 
determination of the time-offset (with the error bars and all that). not 
merely to prove GSDC but to verify the Boughn-effect of SR. It is 
worth while to note that the empirical verification of this time-offset as 
a function ofT would not only test the Boughn-effect and the integral 
effect of GSDC but it would also provide empirical support for the 
rdat:ivity of sirnultaneity6 of SR. So far no experimental test has been 
claimed to be; the ouc verifying the ITlativity of simultaneity. lmkcd 
SR is applicable in the weak gravity condition of the earth so that 
gravity cau be thought of as a field operating in the fiat (Minkmvskian) 
background of the spacetirrw [30]. Clearly l1ecausc of EP .. the earth with 
its weak gravity has the ability to provide a convenient Laboratory to 
test some special relativistic effects like the relativity of simultaneity 
or the Bouglm-cffcct. 
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